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We are barraged with news of the technological advances currently

taking place in electronics# and what they promise for the future.

Optimists paint rosy visions of a world without drudgery, where cheap

and abundant machines master the simple tasks that make work repetitive

and boring. The skeptical worry over a gloomier picture of redundant

and dissatisfied workers, doomed to unemployment in a society where

machines can function witn less cost than the wage to which people are

accustomed.

These issues lie before us. A different sort of technical

revolution, of no less importance, has already fundamentally altered

the way work is divided among the developed industrial countries and

( their less developed neighbors. The low-cost, solid-state

semiconductor devices (SCDs), which are the building blocks of the

sophisticated new electronics, are the product of a qualitative change

in the way firms operating in world-scale markets have been able to

organize their production, as well as of technical progress.

The research, development, and initial production runs of new

products are generally carried out in the industrial countries with

relatively cheap and plentiful supplies of skilled workers,

technicians, and scientists. Once a standardized product with a

potentially large market is developed, however, the labor-intensive

stages of proJuction are often moved into developing countries with an

abundance of cheap, unskilled labor. As shall be seen below, factors

other than a reliable supply of low wage labor are important to the

. economics of offshore production; still, the essence of these

arrangements is specialization based in international differentials in
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the costs of labor services. The availability of low-priced labor has

also Influenced the selection of production techniques In manufacture.

The use of cheaper foreign labor inputs to reduce production cost,

and the international trade flows generated by this practice, are

neither a completely new phenomenont nor confined to the semiconductor

industry. In fact, it is the rapid spread of these arrangements to

* other industries -- particularly among certain dynamic industries in

the advanced industrial countries -- that makes the international

semiconductor industry (and its most important product line, integrated

circuits) 1/ as illuminating to study from the viewpoint of industrial

structure, as from the viewpoint of technological diffusion.

I.!

%b
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The U.S. semiconductor inJustry represents a distinct set of

responses to a whole series of problems afflicting the Western

industrial economics. Its past success and current challenges make it

an excellent example of the readjustments that take place as industry

comes to terms with the changes that have made the postwar decades a

distinctive stage in the evolution of the modern worlS economy: a

dramatic decline in all sorts of trade barriers) Including among these

an enormous cheapening of the cost of international transport and

communication; the quickening of the pace at which technology diffuses
Ir

across national boundaries; widening international disparities in wages

and standards of living; the great leap in the importance of the

( multinational firms which accompanied these changes.

Lut it is not the only model. The Western European and Japanese

semiconductor industries represent different paths taken on critical

policy issues, and each illustrates potential strengths and weaknesses

of those alternatives.

All the different national policies have resulted In an

essentially global industry, with product, capital, or technology

flowing across national ooundaries while, for the most part,

Internalized within the limits of a single multinational firm. In a

certain sense, since the trade associated with offshore production is

largely the internal transfers of multinational corporations, the rise

of the global semiconductor inJustry reflects a shift In the functions

of the multinational firm. Until the early 1960s, multinational firms

were largely oriented toward producing for foreign marxets (with tariff

and tax barriers determining whether to export through a foreign sales
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affiliate, or to produce behind foreign tariff walls), or securing
V

natural resources in foreign economies. Superior managemento marketing

skillso technical knowledge, or preferential access to capital markets

made multinationals competitive with foreign entrepreneurs overseas.

Foreign operations, however, were basically little (or big) versions of

big national companies in the home market.

Technological advances in transport and communication, along with

the development of a basic industrial infrastructure in many developing

economies, and the creation of what amounts to a free trade zone in

unfinisned manufactures in the Jeveloping world (through the widespread

promotion of export processing zones, drawback schemes, and similar

institutioiis)o have made new forms of organization possible.

Multinational firms can now effectively transfer the production

departments supplying their output on major markets to distant regions

with comparatively lower costs. Foreign affiliates, rather than being

scaled-down versions of home operations, or sales offices, can now

speciaiize in the production or assembly tasks of tne organization,

while home offices can specialize in the skill and technology-intensive

operations in which their costs are lower. These changes in the

structure of multinational operations may not necessarily be in the

long-term interest, nor even under the effective control, of developed

and deve.loping nations.

This essay will focus on offshore production as a strategy for

Industial reorganization. The international semiconductor industry is

the clearest and most pronounced example of a pattern of international

• .d Prouction flows that has already spread to key sectors of

v e-..ztern inJustrial economies* The International structuring of

V
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industries across national boundaries presents problems and

possibilities to both the developed economies supplying components and

technology, and the developing nations supplying the labor to assemble

these products.

The next sections discuss tne economics of microcircuit production

and its relation to current Industrial problems, and how different

national solutions to these problems have created competition and

complexity in international markets for semiconductors. A subsequent

discussion traces the development and growth of offshore operations in

the industry.

Later sections analyze the motivations for offshore investment in

production facilities, and the determinants of plant location.

Assessments of tne impacts of offshore operations on U.S. industry,

and on the economies of LDCs playing host to such plants, follow.

Finally, the prospects for the further internationalization of

production within a single industry are examined, and conclusions drawn

about the probable choices faced, and their likely effects.

p

S
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3. 3nuLn.±..mra~

The transistor, invented at Bell Labs in 1947, was the first

semiconductor device (so-named because its principle of operation

involved the application of electric currents to normally

non-conductive crystalline materials which were treated with small

amounts of impurities, permitting the flow of electric current). The

transistor is a semiconductor amplifier, in which the application of an

input regulates the flow of another electric current through the

semiconductor medium.

The transistor quickly replaced many types of vacuum tube

amplifers, which it dominated in reliability, size, power consumption,

and cost. It soon became clear that devices constructed with

( semiconductor materials could perform most other electronic functions,

including those of rectifiers and diodes, resistors, and capacitors 2/

In 19 ., the first integrated circuit was developed; it consisted of

several different electronic devices constructed on the surface of a

single piece of semiconductor material. 3/

Size and reliability are critical in military applications, and

semiconductors were an essentially military technology until the

1960's. In fact, the development of semiconductor technology can be

traced back to Worid War 1I, waen the unreliability of silicon

detectors used in radar prompted the U.S. government to sponsor a huge

research program into the fundamental properties of germanium and

silicon, involving thirty to forty U.S. research laboratories, and

directed by the Radiation Laboratory at M.I.T. A/ Neverthelesso the

transistor was actually invented at the civilian Bell Labs which did

not receive a semiconductor R&D grant from the military until after its
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invention.,'

At the start It was recognized that the transistor was an

enormously important invention, and of great strategic value. The

development of a wristwatch radio, for example, excited early military
I

interest. 5/ Military users funded a large portion of the research and

development expenditure that went into semiconductors in the 50sO

directly through grants, and indirectly, through sales at premium p

prices for new devices. In addition, roughly $36 million was spent

between 1951 and 1959 on grants to provide funds to individual firms to

build semiconductor production capacity far in excess of current

requirements. Q/

The decision to use integrated circuits in the Air Force's

( Minuteman 1Cb'd missile, and in NASA's Apollo space program, gave the

industry another big push in the 1960s. Industry sources variously

estimate the government to have paid far between forty-four (in the

perioJ 1958-74) and forty-seven (over 1958-69) percent of all R&1 done

in the industry over the years In which the integrated circuit was

developed anu brought to the mass market. 2/

The importance of semiconductors quickly spread beyond purely

military applications. As price dropped and production increased, they

became a major input into the young computer industry. Cheap

semiconductors, lowered the cost of moving and storing data, dropped

the cost of the computers into which they were built, and played a

major role in stimulating demand for computers. By the early 1960s,

IBM was probably the largest single customer of every American

semiconductor company, with the Minuteman missile finishing in second

place. Al
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The decline in the price with improvements in technology was quite

remarkable. Chart 3.1 gives semiconductor price indices over the

1967-1978 period in real terms (deflated by the implicit GNP price

deflator). furthermore, as more and more circuit elements were crammed

onto a single seamiconductor chip, integrated circuits went from under

64 components per circuit in the early "60s (small-scale integration),

to in excess of 256 components in the late '60s (medium-scale

integration), to more than a thousand in the early 'Cs (large-scale

integration), dnd final-ly to more than sixteen thousand in the la

"7jss (very large scale integration or VLSI). dence, the price pi

electronic function has declined on the order of 100 to 1000 timf the

decline shown in Chart 3.1. It is claimed, for example, that tht ,ce

of an electronic function in a computer memory declined from $50 in the

mid-1960s, to under $.CC'5 in 1979. 2/

As the price of chips droppei, the density of components on a chip

increased, and the price of an electronic function plummeted,

non-military demand for semiconductors surged. Table 3.1 shows that in

tne early "63s military consumption in the U.S. accounted for most SCD

demand, and dlI of the demand for the first integrated circuits. But

commercial usage increaseJ much more rapidly until, by 1979, military

sales -accounted for only 14 percent of the U.S. semiconductor market.

the economic and strategic Importance of semiconductors is as

related to their role as a critical input to the computer and /

telecommunications industries, as it is to any purely military impact.

As Table 3.2 makes clear, the largest consumption of semiconductors,

zince at least the early 1960s, has been in those two sectors. Ohen

corrected for chances in SCD an.I output prices, as in Table 3.3,

Ut
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Table 3.1

Military Sales as a Percentage of all Sales In the
U.S. Semiconductor Market

Year 2 Military Sales

All Semiconductors Integrated Circuits

1958 39

1960 48 -

1962 39 100

1964 28 85

1968 25 37

1972 24 -

1979 14

Source: 1958-68 from Tilton (1971), pp. 90-91.

1972 from Finan (1975), Table 6-3.

1979 from U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of
Producer Economics (1979), p. 77.

. . . ... . ...-6. . . ..
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Index of SCD Use per Unit Output
(1972- 100)

User Sector 1963 1967

Computers & Calculators 33 44

Electrical Measurement Instruments

Radio & T.V. Receivers 23 76

Telephone & Telegraph Equipment 21 43

Radio & T.V. Communication Equipment 15 45

Semiconductors 28 61

Other Electronic Components N/A N/A.

Aircraft and Parts 4.5 N/A

Photographic Equipment .61 1.9

Communications, other than

,( Radio I T.V. N/A 45

Personal Repair Services 10 58

Business Services N/A 6.1

Source: "Percent of value of output in user industry" in Table 3.2

divided by ratio of SCD price index to output price Index

(1972 - 100). Output price indices based on 4-digit SIC

output price indices (cross-weights used) published by

Bureau of Census with Census of Manufactures data corresponding to

year; except for Computers, Aircraft and Parts, Coimmications,

and Services, from U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,

Time Series Data for Input-Output Industries (Washington, D.C., 1979).

0
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figures show that real consumption of semiconductors per unit of output
I

tripled in computers over the 1963-1972 period, and increased five to

seven times in various types of telecommunications equipment. Growth

in usage in other types of equipment was even more spectacular. J /

Since semiconductors are, arguably, one of tne most

technologically dynamic sectors of the U.S. economy, it is not

surprising to find both the semiconductor industry and its major

customers in tne ranks of tne most rapidly growing U.S. industries.

Table 3.4 was constructed by selecting from 161 U.S. input/output

industries, defined by the U.S. Department of Labor, those sectors with

annual growtn rates exceeding 7 percent in either the 1958-1976 or

1959-1973 periods (the latter period presumably excludes the distorting

.( effects of the 1973 oil price rises and the 1975-76 recession). This

criterion was met by 22 industries, of which 17 were in manufacturing,

2 in transportation and communication, and 3 in services.

U1 the 17 "high-growth" manufacturing industries, three were based

on cheap petrochemicals (plastic and synthetic fiber products), and two

based on new products whose demand was associated with postwar

affluence (floor coverings and bicycles). Of the remaining 12

manufacturing sectorso five were major SCD userso and three more

significant users of electronic equipment containing

semiconductors. J1/ Communication and business services, also on the

"high-growth" list, are major SCD purchasers. This indicates that

semiconductor devices are not only a highly important growth industry,

but also one with important linkages to other growth industries.
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Table 3.4

( Sigh Growthl U.S. Industries (by sector, and size of output)

Constants
Growth Rate *Jobs Output Eployment

Product of Output Growth Rates (mLl-n (looo jobs,
sector (SIC) Description 58-76 59-73 S8-76 59-73 $ 76) 1976)

nufacturing

307 Plastic Products 11.5 12.4 7.4 6.5 20,480 351
2322-2 Plastics.Synthetic Rubber 9.7 9.7 1.6 2.0 20,240 100

283 Drugs S.2 0.3 3.0 3.1 14,746 166
367 Electronic Components 7.9 8.8 3.6 4.3 11,349 372
358 Service Imd. machinery 7.6 9.3 3.8 4.4 10,235 163
351 Engines, Turbinesk. enerators 6.2 7.3 2.1 2.8 10,056 113

3573-4 Computers & Peripherals 9.5 9.5 5.2 S.6 9,825 248
3661 Photo Equip & Supplies 10.2 11.0 4.3 4.8 9,192 130

225 Hosiery & Knit goods 7.3 6.6 1.4 1.8 8,870 259
365 Radio & T.V. sets 8.4 9.3 1.6 2.6 7,275 129

2823-4 Synthetic Fibers 9.3 9.6 3.2 4.2 6,497 105
3661 Telephone & Telegraph App. 6.6 8.7 2.7 3.6 5,832 133

* 364 Medical & Dental Inst. 6.7 8.9 5.6 5.6 S,SS4 109
379 Other Transport Equip 12.3 16.0 11.6 14.7 5,437 123
227 Floor Coverings 9.6 11.6 3.9 4.6 3,657 60

383,385 Optical & Opthalmic Equip. 6.9 9.0 3.1 3.0 2,151 64
375 Cycles, bicycles, & parts 11.4 12.5 3.1 3.4 1,054 24

rtation

45 Air Transportation 9.1 10.2 5.1 S.9 20,798 370

-Mmication

48(-438) Commications(radio,T.V.) 7.6 7.7 2.2 2.6 48,069 1,028

rvices

73(-731,7396), 7694
Fee 0 Contract

* Pt. 7699 Business Services 7.9 8.6 6.7 7.1 63,279 2,173

606 Hospitals 7.7 7.6 5.2 5.4 43,480 2,490
0722,807,8'C)9 pt. 8099 }other. medical

sse:rces 8.1 6.5 10.6 10.8 17,610 1,139

.Mtess 1. treater than 7%
* .onstant dollar annual growth rates over 56-76 or 59-73 periods.
trowth rates are estimated by regression method.

sources: All figures based on data in U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor,
jureau of Labor Statistics, Time Series Data for Input Output Industries
(Ushington D.C., 1979).

(
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Casual observation would suggest that many of these are "forward"

linkages to other growth industries, with cheaper and innovative

products generating new demands in new markets. Industry analysts

claim that, on average, the value of the semiconductor content of

electronic equipment went from .5 percent to about 4 percent between

1970 and 1979. " / In computer applications, that percentage has risen

from auout 1 1/1% to about 6t of the value of equipment in those ten

years; in consumer/automotive applications, from almost zero to six

percent; in industrial applications, from nil to close to 2%; and in

government/military applications, from 1 1/2% to about 2 1/24. Since

SCDs were rapidly dropping in price relative to the general level of

producer prices, as well as in relation to almost all specific

S(. industrial product prices, the real SCD content of all these products

was rising even faster tnan these percentages woulJ indicate.

NJevertheless, the most important use of semiconductors is in

lowering the cost of computer and telecommunications equipment. In

1977, for example, the single most Important product line was computer

memory chips, which accounted for at least 17 percent of all U.S. SCD

shipments. or about 29 percent of integrated circuit production;

microprocessors (the processing unit of a minicomputer) accounted for

another 4 percent or so of SCD output. 13/ Of the sixty percent of

U.S. semiconductor output consisting of integrated circuits, in fact,

some 86 percent were some form of digital logic circuit.

It is this critical link to the computer and telecommunications

industries, rather than their military uses, that has led to the keen

international competition that now grips the industry. Billions of

dollars in public resources are invested as a matter of national

p
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S(
pollcy by wide variety of governmentst In semiconductors. It is

increasingly clear that semiconductor technology Is at the very heart

of the radical changes that microelectronics promises for the very

structure of the modern industrial economy; to quote Herbert Simon, "we

are now in the early stages of a revolution in processing information

that shows every sign of being as fundamental as the earlier energy

revolution (the Industrial Revolution)." JA/

It is this (now) widely perceived promise of rapid technological

advance that explains the depth of worldwide interest in the promotion

of national semiconductor industries. Before examining the nature of a

variety of national policies, anI how they have affected the structure

of production in different countries, it is first useful to look at the

economics of semiconductors and their manufacture.

w
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Certain physical features of semiconductors, and the production

processes used in their manufacture, are important determinants of the

pattern of international trade and production in the industry. The

most important physical feature of semiconductors is that 
their

manufacture involves a number of physically discrete and separate

production steps. In the beginning, of course, a firm must first

invest in the research and development of the design for a new device,

which we shall assume to be some form of integrated circuit (tne

sequence of production steps is generally similar, though considerably

less complex technologically, for discrete SCDs like transistors and

diodes). Tne production process itself can be broken into three

distinct steps: chip fabrication, chip assembly, and testing of the

finisned device. 1:/

A second crucial feature of semiconductors, that allows the

distinct staies of production to be separated geographically, is their

great value relative to their weight. Transports costs are a much

smaller fraction of value than for almost any other major good traded

internationally. In a sample of 155 4-digit industries taken from the

1963 U.S. Census of Manufactures, SCDs had the highest value-to-weight

ratio of any injustry. I/ Richarl 4oxon's estimates of value-to-weight

ratios for electronic industry products show SCDs, again, with the
p

highest such ratios, 12/ based on 1967 U.s. Census data. A recent

Japanese study found integrated circuits to have the highest price per

kilogram of major Japanese exports: douule tiat of computers, and over
o:3 tvre tr t o! color ?.V. sets. 1
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Value-to-weight ratios are so low, in fact, that insurance costs

probably dominate the cost of transport. If freight and insurance

costs per unit are examined, for example, one finds that such charges

per unit siipped generally vary more from product to product, for a

single country, than they do from country-to-country for a single

product. Transport costs generally run from one to 2.5 percent of the

value of a shipment, for a wide variety of products having vastly

different unit values (see Table 4. 1).

Tae inference to oe drawn is that insurance charges dominate

transport costs, and are roughly proportional to the value of the

snipment. Variation in that percentage across countries probaoly

reflects the risks of shipping out of different ports, as well as the

(. procedures of the companies involved in offshore production in

differeit locations.

The economic implication of this rough proportionality between

transport cost and the value of an item is important. In absolute

terms, a high value item (like a complex IC) is likely to have much

larger transport costs than a low value item, so that these costs are a

much more significant barrier to trade for more expensive types of p

chips. Nevertheless, even for the most expensive items in the most

remote location, transport costs rarely exceed two percent of tre value

4 of a shipment. p

Very low transport costs make a widely-dispersed geographical

pattern of production specialization economic. As we shall see in tne

next sections, the industry response has been to develop an extensive

two-kay trace in semiconductors, with components being shipped out of

developea countries to low-wage LDCsO and returning as assembled

e
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devices to be marketed in the major industrial economies*

Semiconauctors are also a highly research-intensive product. For

every 10000O in sales of electronic components, the industry spent

$700 on research and development in 1977. Table 4.2 shows this to be
II

well over the average of $306 per $10,OCO in sales spent by all

U.S. manufacturing in 1977. Interestingly enough, almost all the

industries which show up as highly R&D intensive, by this definition,

are also high groath industries that appear in Table 3.3.

1ie semiconductor in.ustry, in fact, spends consider3bly more on

research and development than the average for all components, in Table

4.1, would indicate. Estimates of research and development costs as a

percent of SCU (and IC) sales in 1977 are about $8.50 (and $16.50) per

S1C.,00u of sales, 12/ placing ttie industry near the very top of Table

Electronic components - and particularly semiconductors - are also

major employers of skilled scientific and technical manpower. Although

no direct estimates are available for scientific and technical

employment, by industry, one can use nonproJuction employment as a

proxy.for skilled manpower usage. Among our "high-growth" industries,

only tne computer industry employed relatively greater numbers of

nonprduction workers in 1976. Of the 120,GOC nonproduction employees

in ellctronic component manufacture (compared to 138,G00 in the

computer industry), some 43 percent work in semiconductor

manuftcture. 2,1

Te design of a new semiconductor device, like more basic types of

research, makes intensive use of highly-skilled scientific manpower.

The development of an advanced microprocessor chip, for example,

SI
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Table 4.2

Zxpenditu. for R a D in Manufacturing Industry, 1977
(Net industry sales in parenthesis, Billion$) -.

Total RD / Basic Research

per $10,000 of sales

6= Aircraft and --,issles (551 1298 10

Office, computing & accounting machines (23) 1175 18

Comunications equipment & comiucation (37) 755 39

E!lectronic components (11) 700 6

Drugs and medicines (19) 620 70

Opticalsurgical, photographic, a other inst. (11) 620 7

* Scientific & echanical Measuring Instruments (7) SS4 15

Radio G T.V. receiving equipment & all other
electrical equipment (47) 515 6

I strial chemicals (41) 355 35

Mitor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment (106) 311 1

Total (All Manufacturing) (947) 306 9

babber products (24) 244 4

wonlectrical machinery (axcl.office equipment) (53) 219 16

Other chemicals (31) 210 20

Fabricated metal products (32) 120 1

Stone'glass, a clay, products (24) 121 17

.0on-ferrous metals and products (24) 113 4

Paper and allied products (36) 93 2

q Luber, wood products, & furniture (171 77 4

Petroleum refining & extraction (138) 66 3

Ferrous metals and products (45) 58 1

Food & kindred products (9S) 39 2

V1 other manufacturing industries (63) 13 8

Source: ational Science Board, 1SF, Science Indicators 1978 (Washington, 1979)

Appendix tables 4-2 and 4-10.

L
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requires roughly one to two years of the time of six design engineers;

in 1978, there were a little over two thousand engineers in the entire

U.S. with trie requisite skills. 2/ The design facilities for major

producers of semiconductors are generally located in areas with

concentrations of trained electrical engineers or near universities

producing these skills: "Silicon Valley'" near Stanford University, and

the clustering of design and research facilities in the northeastern

gasnington -Boston urban belt are prime examples of this phenomenon.

The availability of highly skilled manpower$ then, is the prime

determinant of tne location of SCD design facilities. Tnere are P

numerous examnles of companies locating research facilities far from

their major area of operations; most recently a new British firm

(,i (Inmos), wita neadquarters in ingland and production facilities in

4ales, located its wain design center in Colorado Springs,

Colorado 2il/ Utner major U.S. semiconductor firms have design

facilities in Israel and Japan, thousands of miles from their major

production locations; tne attraction is the large concentration of

research engineers. 22/ Naturally, small-scale pilot production

4 facilities are often sitel witn research and design centers, and

considerable support employment clusters around them.

Of the v3rious stages of actual production, chip fabrication is

probably the most costly and capital-intensive.' Extraordinarily

expensive machinery is required for the creation of the etched silicon

chip cbntaining a microcircuit; a typical production line which in 1965

required about $1 million in equipment, now requires an expenditure of

$5' million or more. 2/ Very highly automated chip fabrication lines

run by computers have recently been placed in production by IBMo 2 /
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(
The assembly of the silicon chip -- bonding it to its leads and

packaging it -- is where the greatest technological choice exists,.

and where the impact of offshore production is most often felt. Since

the mid-197?s, most of the major semiconductor firms have experimented

with machines that automate the bonding process. 2L/ The alternative is D

manual assembly. with workers bonding and encapsulating chips by hand

under a microscope.

iTe preJoainantly manual nature of the technology used until

recently by most U.S. firbis in the assembly and packaging of

semiconductors is apparent when compared to aggregate statistics for

othei industries, in 1975, SCLs were estimated to have required

roughly 54 man-years of direct labor input per million dollars of

output. Of ali the manufacturing industries found in the 367 sector

U.S. input/output ta)lesp only lace goods, combiny plants, and

pottery -- all much less important industries -- had greater labor

input requirements. 22/ .4otor vehicles and computers, by way of

contrast, requireJ about 9 and 23 man-years of direct labor,

respectively. Apparel manufacture using purchased material required

about 45 man-years per million dollars of output in 1976.

Two features of manu3l and automated assembly processes are

important determinants of their economic usefulness. Firsto since

automated assembly involves substantial fixed expenditures on equipment

and its setup, the key factor irk the profitability of automated

assembly is the volume of production to be undertaken. 2/ For long

production runs it makes sense to carry out a large fixed investment in

an automated line. Manual assembly methodsp witL: much higher v3riatbje

costs per unit assembleJ, have much smaller fixeJ costs, ani therelore
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make much more sense for shorter production runs.

Since average product life, historically, has tended to be rather

short in the semiconductor industry, due to the constant rhythm of

technological advance in SCD design, automated assembly facilities have

not been in widespread use through most of the history of the industry.

Over half the transistors introduced during the late 1953s, for example

were oosolete within two years; semiconductors used in computer systems

during the mid-1970s reportedly had about the same 24 month life

span. Z / This rapid rate of obsolescence in products leads to

relatively snort lives for producer equipment as well; the average life

of equipment in the industry is probably on the order of 3 to 5

years. 4 /

The dangers of investing in highly automated production equipment

were graphically illustrated to the U.S. industry by the experience of

Philco, a major producer, in the late 19o0s. 'It developed a highly

automated production line for transistors, with a considerable

reduction in costs, only to find its products, and its stock of

technology and eguipmentt obsolete after only a few years, and so ended

up quitting tae transistor business. 31/ The relatively short lives of

new semiconductor devices have historically been a healthy deterrent to

automation for most U.S.-produced semiconductors. An important recent

exception is that of some computerroriented chips, whose very large

market size makes automatel assembly economically feasible. 32/

Length of production run, of course, is not the only determinant

* of optimal assembly technique. As capital becomes cneaper relative to

labor, automation becomes more and more economically attractive. A

thorough examination of the economics of choice of technique in
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semiconductor assembly is provided in the Appendix to this section.

We would then expect the use of automation to be positively

correlated witn the level of output, and the relative cheapness of

capital. Because large firms are likely to have both large production

volumes anG ample amounts of cheaper internally-generated capital, we

might expect larwer firms to generally be more automated, and such

appears to be the case in the U.S. semiconductor industry. /

The other Mdjor factor in the choice between manual and automated

assembly is guality, which is usually measured in terms of the number

oi Jefective assemulies proluced. 4hile there is no innerent reason

why a iuman being must produce more defects than a possibly delicate

and easily misaligned machinef their detection is certainly much easier

with an automated process. With a person doing manual assembly work,

detects tend to be -ore or less ranomized, while a machine tends to

projuce acceptable output until it produces its first defect, and after

which it generdlly produces nothing but defects until diagnosed, and

fixeo. This serial correlation among defective pieces reduces the cost

of detecting defects from a machine-run process. Thus, it is probably

cheaper to produce with extremely low defect rates for the finished

product witri an automated assembly line. On the other hand, it may be

more costly to produce this way, in which case the economic benefit of

a low reject rate to final consumers, and how much they are willing to

pay for a lower rejection rate, become the crux of the matter. f

The last stage of semiconJuctor production is testing of the

finished prouuct. Testing of a complex integrated circuit requires the

'L use of expensive computerized test equipment, and thus tends to be a

zatraer capital-intensive process. Simpler devices can be tested on
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less sophisticated eguipment, but since integrated circuits have become

a progressively larger part of the semiconductor market, the testing

stage as a whole has probably become more capital intensive in recent

years.

These four basic steps -- design, chip fabrication, assembly,

and testing -- are characterized by important "learning" effects.

That is, important reductions in unit cost are obtained as production

experience is accumulatel. The so-called "learning" or "experience"

curve is estimated to lower the unit cost of producing an SCD 25 to 30

percent every time cumulated production doubles. 3,J/ Tnese economies

are thou ht to be mainly the product of improvements in yields from

- basic production processes, rather than learning by doing on the part

of production workers. The learning economies occur mainly in the

wafer fabrication and processing stages of manufacture, which are

capitaL-inteasive.

This, incidentally, neans that assembly costs tend to be more

important in tne cost of producing a mature product, than in a recent

innovation. Since process yields improve much more quickly than any

other lactor affecting production cost, chip fabrication costs drop

relative to assembly costs as a product matures. 3t/

ihe large fixed overhead in these fabrication processes also

creates certain economies of scale, as well; the same sorts of

economies of scale can exist in final testlng, which requires costly

testing equipment for complex devices. 12/ Manual bonding, assembly,

ana encapsulation operations, on the other hand, are labor Intensive,

and afford no significant scale or learning economies to U.S.

producers. ;W/ Research and development expenditure is another
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important source of economies of scale, as are the fixed costs of an

automated assembly facility.

Assembly costs play an important role in determining the lowest

cost density of components to be used in a single microcircuit. the

Appendix to this section makes several important points:

1. Lowering the costs of assembly also lowers the optimal number

of circuit elements packed on a single chip (chip density, or

the level of integration); It becomes cheaper to spread a

fixed number of functions over more chips.

. lechnological advance which lower the costs of chip
* r

fabrication and Jesign increase the optimal density of

components on a single chip.

3 i. Since the costs of detecting and replacing a defective chip in

the manufacture of electronic equipment vary with the

complexity and cost of the equipment, a differentiated market

for chips of varying densities, for use in different sorts of

applications, will exist.

4. Manual assembly techniques will be most economical in the

manufacture of low density chips to be useJ in less complex

electronic products, while automated techniques (which are

assumed to produce lower defect rates for finished microchips)

will be used more frequently in more complex and expensive

products, using higher density chips.

There are noticeable international differences in the types of

as.etbly techni.jues used in the manufacture of semiconductors. Japan

and France. for example, are said to lead in the use of automated

P
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bondingo while U.S. firms lag. ./ To explain these differencesl as

well as even more significant variations in the characteristics of

different national semiconductor industries, we must first examine the

national industrial and trade policies affecting the industry.

* .1

0i
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Appendix to Section 4

As discussed in the text, the length of production run is a major

-- but not te only -- factor affecting the choice between manual and

automated assembly technologies. The relative costs of labor and

capital inputs will play an important role in the selection of

tecariiues. Figure 4-1 illustrates the choice of an assembly

technology by a producer. The "'s represent the combinations of labor

and capital required to produce various levels of output using

automated assevbly techniluest while the '.'s represent the

labor/capital combinations needed to assemble those same volumes of

output manually. The dotted linest labelled Io through V7 represent

i&2u for different levels of output (a point on the isoquant

represents the amounts of labor and capital used for a given level of

output if maximum output is produced with any given combination of

laoor and capital). ie least cost technology is that in use where the

isoluant is just tangent to a line having a slope proportional to the

ratio of the price of capital to the price of labor, sucn as the solid

line in Figure 4-1.

The way the figure has been dra4n, there are some fixed labor

costs, as well as fixed capital costso so that at low levels of output

(such as the level corresponding tolo) manual assembly dominates

auto'3ted technology, no matter what the relative prices of capital and

! •
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(
labor are. As production levels increase, the labor required by manual

assembly increases much faster than that required by automated

assemblyo and the portion of the isoquant joining the two methods

rotates slowly to the left. Manual assembly continues to be less

costly until output level 5 is reached, at wnich point botn methods

produce at the same cost (and the entire portion of the isoquant

joining them ras slope exactly equal to negative the price ratio). At

the output Aevel corresponding to 16, automated assembly has become

more economic. At IT, it now dominates manual assembly at any relative

prices.

Figure ;-I illustrates some stylized facts about the economics of

assembly technology. At very small levels of production, manual

(' assembiy is likely to be cheapest no matter what the relative costs of

labor and capital. At higher levels of output, the relative costs of

inputs are tne key determinant of the technique used, witn the use of

automated methods eventually cheapest at some large volume of

production. Also, the cheaper the price of capital relative to labor,

the sooner it becomes economic to switch to automated techniques.

Given any volume of chip production (which deternines what
economies of scale are enjoyed), assembly and testing costs are

approximately fixed per chip, no matter tiow many elements are crammed

Into the circuit. Research and fabrication costs, to a close

approximationt are basically proportional to the number of elements in

the circuit. U/ Taking into account that the probability that the

circuit functions correctly declines witn the number of elements on the
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chip* cost curves like those depicted In Figure 4-2 are appropriate for

describing the technology. 512/

Curves ACat and ACdf refer, respectively, to the average cost per

circuit element of assembly and testing, and of design and fabrication.

Curve ATC represents average total cost, the sum of ACmt ani ACdf

Curve MCdf is the marginal cost per circuit element of research and

chip fabrication, but is also total marginal cost per circuit element,

since chip assembly and test costs are essentially fixed. The

intersection of curve ACdf with ATC gives the point where ATC is at its

mizimum, where cost per electrical function is lowest. Robert Noyce

has argued that competitive producers eventually tend to produce with

the level of circuit integration that minimizes cost per function. .2/

A decline in tine cost of assembling and testing a chip shifts ACat

to the left, and hence AIC as well, but leaves M.Cdf unchanged. Thus, a

drop in assembly and testing costs moves the intersection of Wdf and

ATC to the leit, and the cost per electrical circuit element is

minimized at a lower level of integration. Ur, to put it more

intuitively, as assembly costs per chip decline, it becomes more

economic to spread a given number of circuit functions over more chips.

Similarly, as technological advances make it cheaper to

manuficture densely packed chips, both MCdf and ACdf shift to the

rights as does ATC and its minimum. It becomes more economic to cram

more functions on a chip.

thanges in the volume of chip production will displace the ACt

P MCd, & ACdf curves, if scale economies exist in either the design

and fabrication, or assembly and testing phases of production. In

gerierai, it is impossible to predict the net effect of changes in

V
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production volume on chip density.

Within this simple framedorke, it is also possible to analyze the

relation between cnip quality and the assembly process.used in bonding

and packaging the chip. As mentioned before, it may often be cheaper

to assemble chips (with smaller proJuction volumes) using manual

techrniiues, but quality (in terms of rejection rates) of the finished

product may be lower because of the greater lifficulty in detecting

suustandard chips on a manual line.

4hen a substandard chip is incorporated into a piece of equipment

by a produceL who uses microchips in his product, a cost -- call it

.4 -- is i-raosed, which reflects the cost of scrapping the

malfunctioning equipment, or of locating and replacing tae bad chip.

This cost (0.) is probably much higher for a chip used in a complex or

expensive piece of equipment. If the probability of a bad chip (the

rejection rate) is r, this "quality cost" per chip to tne user of a

chip will be rM, with M varying frcm user to user.

Figure 4-3 illustrates that the effect of this "quality cost" is

economically indistinguishable from an increase in the fixed assembly

and test cost per chip, and has the effect of shifting out the

curve. In Figire 4-3, AC at greater than AC at (with superscripts A

and P referring to automated and manual assembly methods,

respectively), reflecting our assumption that at the given volume of

chip production, automated methods are more expensive than manual

methods. The "quality cost" of an automatically assembled chip is

* lower, however, because of a lower rejection rate (r), and therefore

shifts out the total assembly cost much less. For "cheap" equipment

(low A), however, trds makes no difference in the selection of assembly

SI
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technique (tnough it will increase optional chip density). dith

expensive equipment (high .4), though the shift due to "quality cost"I

will be much greater so that when net costs per installed electrical

function are calculated, automated assembly may end up being cheaper to

a maker of complex and expensive electronic products. Note also that

optimal levels of integration (density of circuit elements on a chip)

risas for the more expensive eiuipment.

Ve concluJe that automiated assembly is more likely to be less

costly than manual assembly for component installed in more complex and

expensive user products, and tnat the optimal level of chip integration
0

Is thus liKely to De higher for more expensive user products.

Conversely, uncomplicated, chedper products are more likely to use

manualiy assembled ciips witi lower levels of integration on tne chips.

Tais analysis assumes that the volume of chip production is small

enough so that the average cost of assembling a chip is lower with

manual bonding and packaging, and that a quality versus cost tradeoff

therefore exists. If the volume of chip production is such that

automated assembly is cheaper than manual assembly, no suca traleoff

exists, and automated assembly will always be used.

Less complex products will still, however, be producel with the

cheapest circuit elements at a lower level of chip density, while more

complex products will be most economically produced with higher levels

of chip density. Thuse a differentiated market for chips witn

different levels of integration may guite plausibly continue to exist.

To put it more intuitively, a producer of compl .quipment, for whom

it is very difficult to locate a bad componentj ought to be willing to

pay more for higher levels of integration so that there are less
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Mathematical Addendum to Appendix, Section 4

The Economics of Chip Density* and Quality -

Let N W number of electrical functions per chip;

dN W design costs per chip, d a constant;

fN - fabrication costs per chip, f a constant;

dN the probability that a fabricated chip will function

correctly, with d the probability that any single

element functions correctly, with statistical in-

depence of functioning circuit elements assumed;

a - average assembly cost per fabricated chip, constant;

t - average testing cost per fabricated chip, constant.

Then total cost for a chip with N elements on it is

(d + f)N + ( a +t ), or
dN

(d+f)N e N  + (a+t)

with e-  - d by definition.

Since d lies between 0 and 1, 0 must be greater than zero, and decrease

as d increases. Marginal cost per function (of design and fabrication) is

MCDF - (0 + 1) d + f ) N e N  ;

N

The ideas on the shape of the cost curves for electrical circuit elements
are based on Robert Noyce (1977). The comparative statics are mine, as are

...-, ,'' and t r-e r relation to assembly technique and

. . .
1
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average cost per function Is given by

ATC - ACAT + ACDF

where AC (a +t)
ATN

ACD - (d+e•N P

s0 we can rewrite

MCDF - (1+ N) ACDF

Minimum ATC is at the point where (since MCWT 0)

ATC MCDF , or

(a+t) - N2  (d+ f) eON .

clearly,

N B)N "1
S t ACDF (2 ON + 07 NZ 0

N . N -N
3d d + f (2 +BN) 0

IN -(N 2  + ON3 )
( 20N + 0212) t< 0

In other words, the optimal number of circuit elements per chip (N)

- increases (decreases) as assembly or test costs per chip

increase (decrease)
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- decreases (increases) as design or fabrication cost per

( relement increase (decrease)

- decreases (increases) as the probability of a malfunctioning

element increases (decreases).

quality Ad ustments

Suppose a user of semiconductors must detect and replace malfunctioning

chips. The cost of a malfunctioning chip is M , which presumably

reflects the cost of scrapping malfunctioning equipment containing the

q chip, or the cost of finding, detecting, and replacing the bad chip. It

is reasonable to assume that the more complex and expensive the equipment

containing the chips, the greater •

The "quality cost" to a chip user of the chip used vil be r

with r the reject rate for chips purchased. The quality cost per

electrical function is just rM . Differences in chip quality
N

(rejection rates), from the viewpoint of the chip user, amount to a surcharge

of rI added on to the assembly and testing cost ( a + t ) for the chip.

It will be different, for different users, however, since H varies with

the type of equipment in which the chip is used.

K5

K
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5. I

because of the importance of SCD production as a growth industry,

as a primary user of technical and scientific resources, and as a key

source of technological innovations linked to many other important I
sectors of the economy, it has become a focus for economic policy

deDate in most Western economies. Certain characteristics of the

industry -- especially, the significance of learning and scale

economies for cost reduction, and extensive research and development

programs -- have led to various proposals for rationalization of the

industry, protection from international competition, public investment,

and other toxms of national industrial policy.

The implication of significant learning and scale economies for

firm competitiveness is that the best strategy for reducing production

cost is to concentrate experience and output In as few a number of

firms as possible; this may, however, have negative effects on

innovation if, as lilton found, J2/ small firms are leaders in the

development and diffusion of new and untried technologies. Market

share will be a critical determinant of how fast production experience

can be dccumulated. Hence, a variation on the "infant industry"

argument for protection can be made for erecting trade barriers around

national markets in order to allow national firms to acluire the volume

of cumulative output that will make them competitive with established

foreign producers. j2/

Finally, the fixed costs of research and development present a

public goods problem to producers, given that new technologies diffuse

rapidly to competitors. The temporal "window" in which a producer can

cnange a premium over the cost of manufacture for a new device' or
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technology, to pay back the generally large F&D costs incurred in its F

creation, may be brief. Government financial support for research

programs, tied pernaps to centralized coordination and sharing of

research among competing national firms, is a rational policy response

when new technology cannot be appropriated by the firm undertaking the

research. 1he historical record indicates that firms cannot generally

prevent competitors from swiftly acquiring new techniques, and that

patent and licensing barriers are an ineffective means of protecting

proprietary information in this industry. /

In fact, it may be argued tnat market failures to guarantee

innovators a period of rents on their new technology long enough to

stiMulate the socially correct amount of risky investment, but not so

long as to iipeJe further technical progress or to prevent price from

eventudlly dropping to the (socially-efficient) marginal cost, are an

important reason for state intervention. An optimal policy mignt

compensate innovators for developing a cost-reducing innovation, then

distriuute it free of charge to all producers in a competitive national

incustry, who would charge consumers their new marginal cost of

production for the product. i/

Also, because individual firms may have limited abilities to bear

risk due to the imperfections of financial institutions, government

Intervention may be reguirei merely because of the great riskiness of

research investment that is nevertheless socially desirable. We

conclude that government intervention in the research and development

phases of the semiconductor industry is readily explained, since, to

: ^::o (, ", expect a free enterprise economy to underinvest

in Ir~v=::'.or arid resea:ch (as compared with an ideal) because it is
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risky, because the product can be appropriated only to a limited

extent# and because of increasing returns in use." All

The remainder of this section briefly outlines the main Industrial

policies that have been pursued in Yestern Europe, Japan, and the

United States, which affect the semiconductor industry. These policies

have had important effects on the international patterns of

specializatioii in semiconductor production that will be the focus of

the remainder of this paper.

The European Economic Cowmunity's comumon exteztal tariff on

semiconductors -- 17 percent -- is high enough to afford a

{ significant protection to producers within the boundaries of the Common

.arket. Taere are, moreover. a number of additional policies in

different memier countries that further restrict imports: AA/ France

and iritamn reportely haJ a system of informal aJministrative quotas;

both the Lritish and French used their military procurement activities

to selectively favor domestic production on national security grounds;

mucn of the LEC governments' procurementt including the purchases of

state telecommunications enterprises, reportedly offers similar

incentives to national producers; ani EEC "Rules of Urigin," limiting

intra-EEC duty-free trade to electronic products with less than a five

percent imported component content, effectively limit demand for

foreign comporents.

There are also some carefully controlled ways to evade these high

,E.Z ta:iffs. first, the tariff rate on silicon wafers not yet cut into

chips, and other SCD parts, is only 9 percent, encouraging the
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establishment of assembly operations to cut, bond, test and package

chips tor the European market within the EEC tariff walls. In fact, of

34 U.S. -owned European SCD operatiohs inventoried in the spring of

1974, A2/ 12 were so-called "point-of-sale" assembly operations.

Fifteen U.S. operations were complete manufacturing facilities, and one

an offshore assembly facility servicing third-country markets.

Semicozductors were also eligible for duty-free import Into the

EEC from desianatej LDCs under the Com.sunity's generalized Tariff

Preferences Scheme (GSP). In addition to per-country 5,Q/ preferential

tradie ceilings (20% of total EwC imports as of 1978), :i,/ SCDs have

been subject to special quotas, and a 40 percent maximum on the value

of imported inputs processed into the final product. 1/ In 1971, the

.* ( entire LC 63P quota on transistors and parts amounted to $1.3 million

(compared to total EZC imports of $1B million in 1963, of which

$160pCU came from potential beneficiary countries). 5 / In 1978, the

entire EEC sewiconductor GSP quota was set at about $9 million (7.6

million EEC units of account), or a little less than .35 percent of the

estimated Luropean consumption of semiconductors (found in Table 8.1).

As has been the case with earlier EEC GSP quotas, the main effect of

the qWota system has prooably been to favor selected national firms

with tariff-created rents.- 4/

Net anotner method of penetrating ELC tariff barriers is to use

the EtCs so-called "outward processing" regulations. These regulations

(varikous national regulations were harmonizeJ in 1975) J/ basically

impose the ELC tariff only on the value added overseas to EEC goods

exported for fabrication or processing, and later re-imported, subject

to three major conditions. First, the transaction must have the prior
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approval of the national customs authority, by general or special

authorization, and must not cause serious damage to the essential

interest of EEC processors. Second, the beneficiaries of the procedure

must be national or legal persons established within the EEC wno have

the processing carried out. Third, duty relief is set egual to the

duty that would have been levied on the untransformeJ component export.

This last condition can have peculiar effects if the component is

subject to a different tariff rate than the final product. In

semiconiuctorse for example, since parts and unfinished wafers are

subjject to only a 9 percent duty (as opposed to 17 percent on the

finisned proJuct), an integrated circuit asseibled overseas from an

EEC-produced chip gets duty relief elual only to 9 percent of the value

of the chip export; i. e. a duty of 17% is paid on value added

overseas, and an 2 percent duty paid on the re-imported chip. Clearly,

this is not a very attractive procedure when the component export has a

duty rate very much lower than tle duty rate on the final product, as

is tLe case with semiconductors, As we shall see below, while SCDs are

definitely being re-imported into trie EEC after processing overseas, it

is urlikely that this is a major factor in EEC semiconductor imports.

Finally, in addition to protecting their national SCD industries,

most LLC countries have extended significant subsidies to their

industries, especially in the funding of research and development. U/

State funding for microcircuit research and development programs by

national firms reportedly has amounted to $3CO million over two years

in West Germany, about the same figure for France, and $300 million

over 3-5 years in the United Kingdom. In 1977, French government

research grants reportedly amounted to one-third of research and
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development spending by electronics firms. The EEC had proposed a

Community-wide program that would have cost 4100 million per year over

the five years ending in 1962, and has been assembling more proposals

for joint K&j in microelectronics. Netherlands and Italy are also

reported to provide important government monies for research and

development of semiconductor technology.

L.LC countries, perhaps focusing on the possible competitive

advantage to be had from concentrating production experience, and

suDstquent learning econonies, in a small number of firms, have also

attempted to "rationalize' their industries by encouraging mergers or

concentratlng their aid on a single national "champion" firm. In

France, Sescosem, a subsidiary of the French industrial giant

[( Thomson-CSF, has received a disproportionate share of government aid in

the past. In Germany, Siemens receives most support, while in the

Netherlands, Philips is the only national producer. SGS-ATOS, in

Italy, is a government-controlled enterprise responsible for 60 percent

of employment in the Italian industry. The british government is

funding the aevelopment of a brand new firm, Inmos, in an effort to

recapture its own market.

The tariff applied to most discrete SCOs was (before the Tokyo

round cuts) six percent in Japan, while ICs, light-emitting diodes, and

certain other products were levied a twelve percent rate. These rates,

while not as steep as those prevailing in the European common m3rket,

(& oftezed significant protection to national prolucers. Although Texas

Instruments is the only American producer to successfully sell on the
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Japanese market with a large scale manufacturing facility, other U.S.

manufacturers are quite openly eager to do so. 52/

Import quotas were also used to protect the Japanese market. At

the end of tAe Kennedy Round tariff cuts, in 1972, the very high

tariffs that protected Japanese markets in the 1960s were superseded by

quotas on particularly sensitive items. Tnaese includeJ integrated

circuits and computer parts, but were discontinued in the

mid-197Zs. I/ As in the EECO government procurement policies are said

to favor domestic suppliers. /

In facto J.S. industry sources have claim:ed that Japanese V

government procure:nent of advanced design computers has subsidized the

production of advanced semiconductor components in much the same way

that military 3emanJ funleJ the U.S. industry in tne late 195(s anp

early 160s. In the U.S., by way of contrast, the typical computer

used by the Federal government is six years behind the state of the

art. bki 1he Japanese government, by subsidizing the lease of

computers, has also acted to increase the use of recent vintage

computers in the private sector. /

Japan also has a GSP system, much like the EEC's system. As with

the EEC's system, overall quotas limit the use of these preferences for

specific products, in addition to per country limits. In 1970, the

annualized ceiling on GSP imports of integrated circuits was about $2

million (roughly 3.5 percent of all Japanese I.C imports in that year),

with actual GSP imports from LDCs coming to $1.3 million. J2/ By 1978,

the overall luota had risen to about $62 million (about 24 percent of

1978 I.C imports), and actual GSP imports from LDCs cime to $44

million. &3/ In fact, all Japanese I.C imports from LDCs came to only
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$44 million (all from Asia), implying that virtually all IC imports

from Asia entered under GSP. LA/ U.S. affiliates in LDCs apparently

used these provisions to export to Japan duty-free in the 1970s, U/

but there is reason to believe that this may be of diminishing

importance as a major factor in U.S. -controlled exports to Japan. For

one thing, Japanese customs officials apparently treat imports from

U.S. offshore production affiliates as U.S. imports if more than half

of tae value-adied originated in the U.S. / Since this treatment

woula leave these imports ineligible for GSP, and since (as shall be

seen below) ofisaore-produced semiconductors entering the U.S.

typically have a U.S. -made content in excess of Ihalf the customs

value, it is iikely that many such inports are ineligible for the

Japanese GSI-. 02/ with the use of increasingly complex (and costly)

cnipa in integrated circuits, tne recent trend has been to even higher

relative values for JS. content.

Tne Japanese also have a tariff provision much lime the Furopean

"outward processing" regulations. Certain designated manufactured

imports, with the prior authorization of customs authorities, can be

4 grantei duty relief on their Japanese component content. Various types

of SCDs and computer parts are on the list of eligible products. jU,/

Amaerican manufacturers have asserted that Japanese-produced

4 semiconductors enter Japan from offshore under these provisions. t2/

Tariffs, however, will soon be a much less important influence on

production for the Japanese market. In the Tokyo Rounds, both the

U.S. and Japan agreei to cut their levies on semiconductor imports to

4.2 percenrt, an. an a;reeient was iea.,.; in 1911 to aczlerate the

reduction so that it will take effect by mid-1992. 2 /
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Host importantly, state industrial policy has shaped the

development of the electronics industries in Japan. Many argue that a

general pattern of industrial development policy can be discerned, witn

Japanese planners "targetting" specific industries for promotion. The

general characteristics of this pattern are said to have been the

selection of industries with important learning or scale economieso

protection of the Japanese national market for Japanese producers untilI!
scale and learraing curve effects anJ relatively lower wales nave made

them co:petitive producers in national and world markets, and eventual

penetration of world markets with even further efficiencies gained

taiougn increasing market share. 21/ This process is thought to have

occured in the autot steel, petrochemical, aircraft, industrial

machinery aria electronics industries.

In the electronics industries, at least, government promotion has

played an indisputable role in staping the growta of the industry. In

193., the vapanese government enacted a "Temporary Measuze for the

Promotion of the Electronics Industry," with the main objective of

inducing the private sector to focus "preferentially upon the

electronics industryt by encouraging national consensus that the P

electronics inaustry was the ptrfect industry for Japan's socioeconomic

state, and tnereforet was the industry that should form the core of

industrial Japan." 22/ The mandate was renewed by the 1978 Special

Measures Law concerning Promotion of Specialized Machine and

Information Industry.

Tuis government-estabiisheJ consensus was given teeth by the P

exienzle po.ers c: ;f... F ,-r r .E ('23F) and Ministry of Trade

and Industry (MITI) tc corannel capital into favored industries.
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F. Because a large amount of personal interest income is essentially

untaxed in Japan (and interest payments deductible from corporate

taxes) there would be, barring the risk of costly bankruptcy, a

substantial incentive to finance corporate investment exclusively by

the issue of debt. 2j/ Since the MOF often exercises direct

administrative controls over bank portfolios, it has considerable

discretion to channel banK lending into areas consistent with its

priorities. Panks, in turn, are effectively guaranteed the solvency of

these "guided" loans and favored firms' risk of bankruptcy

substantially reduced Dy the tacit promise of government intervention.

This reduced risk of bankruptcy (which is also aided by a

growth-oriented m3croeconomic stabilization policy) reinforces the

relative attractiveness of debt as a vehicle of financial

intermediation, and the potency of administrative guidance of bank

portfolios as a tool for influencing the composition of industrial

investment. 24/

In addition, perhaps, to allocating supplies of capital to the

electronics industry, .iOF and sITI have also increased demand for

* inves-tment with a variety of subsidies to capital investment in the

favored industry. Subsidy policies used by Japanese authorities that

are kpecifically geared to the electronics industry have included

* special industry depreciation allowances, 25/ special funding for

technology development, 2§/ and government linderwriting of the

operations of three laboratory groups developing VLSI technology. 22/

* Other more general tax policies grant special tax write-offs for

investment in export promotion activities. 2j/ A new generation of

programs to fund R&D in the electronics industry is currently being
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(
formulated by MITI, with the focus on developing advanced

computers. 22/ Officially "coordinated" loan' by tne Japan Development

Bank to the electronics industry (said to have signalled virtual

guarantees on the loans of Japanese private Danks to the industry) %Q/

have recently increased in importance. hhile historically, over the

1951-1972 period, JDB loans for the "development of technology" (two of

the three categories are in the electronics and computer industries)

only accounted for about 6 1/2 percent of loans made, such loans

accounted for between 1V 1/2 aibd 13 percent of new JD9 lending in the

years 176?-7- (about $1.3 billion in loans outstanding in 1979). .J/

Prior to 1968, purchase of foreign technology was strictly

controlled by the government. Electronics technologies were on the

list o desired tecnnology used as a guide by the government. R2/

Though most controls were lifted in 1963, the government retained the

autnority to apply controls. U/ The controls, by Jenying access to

foreign consumer goods technology to Japanese producers, may well have

stimulated investment in basic industrial electronics technology.

Most recently, the chosen route to the acquisition of

U.S. tecnnology by Japanese firms has been acquisition of or investment

in U.S. firms. A/ The removal of-all official controls on direct

foreign investment in 1971 undoubtedly facilitateJ tnis process.

Although the control of direct foreign investment in Japan was

substantially liberalized in the mid-1970s, U.S. firms still complain

about obstacles to entering the Japanese market with a subsidiary. ja/

In the past, certainly, Japanese policy has been protective of tne

marKet shares of Japanese firms. Texas Instruments -- aside from the

recent entry of I3M, the only successful U.S. SCD manufacturing
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(
subsidiary in Japan -- was allowed to invest only after agreeing to

make its integrated circuit patents available to Japanese firms, and to

limit its output so that Japanese firms were guaranteed 90 percent or

more'of the national market. U/

As a result of the Kennedy Round tariff negotiations, tariff rates

on semiconductors were more than halved from the pre-1968 rate of 12.5

percent to the 6 percent rate effective in 1972. This left the U.S. ,

in the 197L5, with probably the lowest rates on SCDs in the

iniustrialized 14est. qy mid-19e2, the rate will drop to 4. 2 percent

(as will the Japanese tariff).

Even more importantly, legislation establishing O.S. tariff item

ao0.3C and 807.O0 (henceforth, "uO6/307") was passed in 1963. 12/ This

arrangement differs from the European "outward processing" procedures

in that the duty reliei on the value of the reimported component is

granttd at the tariff rate on the assemubled article (and nt using the

rate applicable to the unassembled component); the arrangement may be

used by foreign concerns as well as U.S. concerns; tae types of

asser.bly operations that can be performed -- altnough constantly

increasing in number as the result of Customs Court decisions -- are

somewhat limited; and the U°S. Customs does not have any broad

authority to limit the use of the tariff item other than by setting

administrative procedures and by challenging tie particulars of customs

declarations.
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The 806/807 tariff provisions are in widespread use .throughout the

U.S. semiconductor industry. Fully 84 percent of U.S. semiconductor

imports were brought in under tariff iteems 806.30 or 807.00 in 1978;

that percentage was even higner -- 90 percent -- for the integrated

circuits that made up the overwhelming (79%) bulk of U.S. SCD

imports. al/ In fact, SCD 806/807 imports alone account for some 15

percent of the total value of all U.S. 806/807 imports, and 34 percent

of tLe value of the duty-free U.S. components used in all such

imports. !/

Tue U.S. Generalized System of Preferences, on the other hand, is

not useJ by the industry because SCDs are not eligible. The

possibility of adding it to the list has been under study, however. qa/

Since, in 1976 (the first year of the U.S. GSP), U.S. importers rapidly

switched from the use of 8C6/8Z7 to the use of GS? for eligible

items, 21/ tae historical record would suggest that great use of GSP

will be made if SCis become eligible. The country-specific limitations

of the U.S. 3SP -- no more than a slow-rising ceiling (a little over

$3C million in 1978) on GSP trade per country, or 50 percent of all

U.S. imports of a specific product -- would also suggest potential

for creating greater diversification in the sourcing of SCi imports

from low-wage exporters.

The U.S. nas not protected its domestic market against foreign

entry through restrictions on direct investment. Major foreign

investments in U.S. SCD producers were a prominent feature of the

U.S. injustry's evolution in the late 1970s. 12/ Such purchases served

not only t, -1iow fo:eign firms to sell directly in the J.S. market,

but also as an important cic.uit for the acquisition of U.S. technology
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by Western European and Japanese producers.

Wnile the U.S. has no explicit government-sanctioned restrictive

procurement practices, the situation is not strictly comparable to that

in Western Europe and Japan. Telecommunications are under the control

of state-affiliated concerns in most foreign countries, while the

U.S. ° bell System is a publicly-regulated monopoly. Belles ejuipment

manufacturing subsidiary, Western Electric, along with Ib't, is among

the largest SCV producers in the world; all of their output is used

interndlly. 9_/

Furthermore, because defense applications account for a

significant volume of U.S. demand. procurement restrictions on the

manufacture of classified items limit foreign sales in t4is market.

Industrial security regulations of the U.S. Department of Defense also

prohibit the manufacture of classifieJ products in offshore

facilities. !J/

Tne importance of the defense market in the U.S. also obscures the

issue of whether or not puDlic subsidies are given to the

U.S. industry. Since military users are generally willing pay premium

prices for new standards of reliability and performance, as weil as the

research and development costs of new devices with military

applications, it was argued in Section 3 that the U.S. government has,

in fact, funded a major portion of the development costs for

U.S. technology.

In Japan, by way of contrast, military SCO procurement expenditure

* is virtually nil, while European military sales accounted for 14

Pe4,cnt of con3umnption in 1972. qa/ In the U.S. p even after the

dramatic decline in the importance of the military market in the 1970s,
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military expenditure still accounted for 14 percent of SCD sales in
r!

1979 (See Table 3.1).

Most recently, the U.S. Department of Defense has started another

major research effort. The Very High Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC)

program is budgeted at $201 million over the 5 years ending In

1984. 2f/ There are, however, widely divergent opinions over the

commercial potential of the research. 22/ Clearly, dollar-for-dollar,

civilian market-orientel research is likely to yie!i a greater return

than research specifically tailored to military applications. This, in

facto nas been a continuing source of criticism within the U.S. SCD

industry. Also, to luote r obert Noyce. "there are very few research

directors anywhere in trie world who are really adequate to the

job. . . and t.1ej are not often career officers in the Army." 2/

Finally, the absence of public funded and disseminated research on

new semiconiuctor technologies has led to proposals within the industry

for the formation of joint research ventures, to avoid tne duplication

of costly basic researcn. Rese3rci programs financed by major firms

have already been set up with the sponsorship of leading American

universities. j/

A variety of government policies nave affected the structure of

the semiconductor industries in the U.S. I Western Europep and Japan.

Public subsijies to research and development. whether through explicit

industry grants. or disguised as military procurement and loan

i.zriatees, have played a major role in all three markets. The

significance ol government grants to research and development

!p
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expenditure may have had some effect on the pattern of international

specialization to be described below. It is difficult to conceive of

large-scale government support for research facilities located outside

its national boundaries.

Government furling of research, and subsidization and promotion of

capital expenditure, in explicitly commercial applications, has been

particularly important in Japan. As mentioned beforet the long-run

goal o Japanese planners is probably to create a strong national

computer industry. The low rates of return implicit in a highly

subsiJizeJ investment are presumably balanced by the tecnnological

externalities that an advanced electronics industry transmits to other

sectors of the economy.

Barriers to traie have also been an important determinant of

global product flows. The United States has certainly been the least

protected market, as might, perhaps, be prelicted given its past

dominance of world markets. The European market is the most protected

at the mo.nentt with Japan somewhat more open (at least formally) to

imports. All major markets grant various sorts of preferences to LDC

* imports; the U. S. 806/807 tariff items are probably by far the most

important such arrangement.

6drriers to direct investment, together with trade restrictions

determine whether a foreign firm chooses to export, or to invest,

behind a tariff wall. Again, the UoS. has the-fewest barriers to such

investment. The policies of most EEC countries have probably favored

direct investment in a manufacturing subsidiary, undoubtedly with the

explicit intention of acquiring foreign technology. Japanese policy

toward direct foreign investment-formal and informal- nas probably been
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the most restrictive. Historically, successful U.S. Investment was

permitted only in exchange for a closely-held technology, and after

some limits to penetration of the national market were established.
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6. _

The political and economic constraints on semiconductor firms,

outlined in the last sectiont have shown considerable variation from

country to country. Not surprisingly, these differences have resulted

in strikingly different systems for the organization of production,

with firms operating from different national bases taking radically

different approaches to tae location of production facilities. We next

outline a brief history of the internationalization of production by

U.S., Japanese, and Kestern European producers.

Offshore assembly of semiconductors by U.S. manufacturers can be

traced bacx to 1961, when Fairchild, one of the major U.S. producers,

set up a manufacturing atfiliate in Hong Kong, exporting to the

U j.S. market. Other companies juickly imitated Fairchild.

In many ways tne circumstances of Fairchild's move offshore were a

preview of events that were to repeat themselves in the late 1970's.

Fairchild began its offshore operations with the manufacture of

transistors, a product whose technology had become well known by the

late 1950"s, sparking considerable competition, and pressure on prices,

from Japanese producers.

Table (.1 shows how guickly Japanese producers mounted a

formidable threat to U.S. companies. Japanese transistor production

literally almost quintupled between 1957 and 195b with two thirds
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Table 6.1

U.S. ani Japanese Transistor Production

U.S. Japan %of Japanese transistors %of Transistor
(milijons of units) used in radios radios exported

197 29 6 67 n.a
1958 47 27 67 n.ao
1959 82 87 55 77
1960 128 140 48 70
19t.1 191 18' 41 67
1962 240 232 34 76
19t3 300 268 35 81
196-1 407 416 33 69
19(5 638 45- 30 75 3
1966 56 617 26 85
1967 764 766 23 83
1968 883 939 20 90

Source: For U.S., Electronic Industries Association, Igt£a Q-_AL11
jiaa12k_122 (O.ashington, 1977).

For Japan, Table 6-5 in Tilton (1971).

I

B~I
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of production slated for eventual use in the ubiquitous transistor

radio. 121/ The Japanese were able to mount this successful offensive

because wages in the Japanese industry -- at that time - were

considerably below U.S. levels. The basic technology for transistor

production was at that time being widely propagated by ATI*s Bell Labs,

which tiad a very liberal licensing policy that made no significant

discrimination between American ani foreign firms. 122/ The year of the

big push in production (19E7) coincided with the major Japanese

decision to promote tne electronic industries, embodied in the Special

Measures law described in the last section.

Cornfronted witn low-cost foreign competition, American prolucers

chose two paths. One path was to invest heavily in capital equipment,

and automate tne production of transistors. This was the road taken by

Pailco, ana it led to disaster, due to the rapid pace at which existing

transistor types became obsolescent with continuing technological

advance. ,.1/ Tne otner trail, pioneered by Fairchild, was to beat tae

Japanese at their own game by taking the labor-intensive stages of

production to Far Eastern locations where wages were even lower than in

Japan. This was a successful strategy, and one that was quickly copied

by other U.S. producers.

Still, the Japanese, having acquired large volumes of sales

concentrated in a relatively small number of firms, were able to ride

down the learning curve and maintain fierce competition in establish-d

product lines. In 1967, for example, shipments of radios by U.S.

producers amounted to $362 million, compared to $211 million in U.S.

imports, of wnich $141 million were Japanese. jj./ The lesson learned

was a bitter one: a competitive advantagel once lost, is exceedingly



difficult to regain. The importance of maintaining a position at the

cutting edge of technology, and responding quickly to potential

competitive threats, was crystal clear. Henceforth U.S. producers were

to move production to low cost locations just as quickly as the

development of the product and its manufacturing technology were

sufficiently staple as to make the establishment of assembly lines

offshore feasible.

Tne general pattern of investment in offshore SCOD assembly

facilities triat developed in the subsequent twenty or so years can be

seen as a series of waves of activity. As information about the costs

and Lisks of setting up assemzbly operations in a particular region was

accumulated, the entire industry tended to follow the successful

pioneers who had experimented with operations in a specific

country. ) /

Trie rusn by semiconductor firms into offshore production quickly

spread outside of itong Kong. In 1964 and 1965, significant investments

were made in Korea and Taiwan. After 1967, producers moved into

Mexico; from 1966 on, important facilities were also locateJ in

Singapore. Starting in 1972, Malaysia became a key area for export

production, while Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippines became

popular offsitore locations in the mid to late 1970's.

The sequential nature of offshore investment in the semiconductor

industry can be seen, to some extent, by looking at the years in which

offshore subsidiaries were established. Tables 6.2a and 6.2b, which

report the date of establishment of U.S. overseas operations present in

different samples of U.S. $CD firms in 1971, and 1974, respectively,

support the general chronology outlined above. L/
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The continuing search for new offshore production locations can

also be documented by examining U.S. import statistics. Table 6.3

breaks down U.3. SCD imports by country of origin, from 1964 (when SCD

imports first received a separate statistical classification) until

1969. While they are somewhat imprecise (country detail for small

volumes of export went unreported in published statistics), they tell

the same basic story. In 19t4, Hong Kong was the only major LDC

supplier of SCi°s to tile U.S. (S2 million out of a total of $8.4

million in imports). Taiwan joined it as a volume exporter in 1966,

* followed by 4exico and torea in 1967, the Netaerlans Antilles and

Portugal in 1958, and Singapore and Malaysia in 1963.

Tiie behavior of the import shares in Table 6.3 suggests the

importance of certain economic and political factors. Both Mexico and

Taiwan established export processing zonesw permitting the duty free

importation of materials useJ in manufacture for export, in 1966; £22/

sizeable exports of SCD°s to the U.3. followed in 1957. Korea

undertook a major liberalization ot its trade policy in 1965-66,

permitting the drawback of duties paid on imported inputs used in

exports, setting up in-bond processing arrangements, anJ establishing

additional export incentives; again, significant SCD export began in

1967. Hong Kong, the original low wage source of U.S. assembly

* semiconductor imports, was a free port, it should also be remembered.

Coincident with this sudden 1967 increase in imports from new

low-wage suppliers (and snarp drops in the grovtn rate of exports from

* t , us~ral countries) was the 19b6-57 U.S. economic

.... i greatly reduced the growth of SCD import demand. It

waz a rtmonition of the sharp reactions to the 1970 and 1l74-76
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6 Table 6.3

STRUCTURE OF U.S. IMPORTS OF SDEICONDUCTORS, 1964-1969*

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

W. Hemisphere

Canada 2 1 1 1 1 2

(40) (61) (8) (117) (83)
Re.zico 3 21 18

(1226) (25)

North Antilles 2 2
(24)

Europe

U.K. z 1 1 1 z

(107) (8) (83) (-21)

France 8 12 4 2 1 z

(317) (-38) (-50) (16) (-7)

.Germany z 2 3 2
(74) (166) (-17)

Ireland 9 19 18 15 12

(267) (2) (38) (14)

Netherlands 24 12 8 4 3 2

(40) (26) (-51) (8) (-10)

Portugal z 2
(1247)

Italy 4 4 3 1 1 1

Asia

Singapore 7

Malaysia z

Korea 2 3 5
(119) (175)

Hong Kong 24 35 43 42 28 30
(329) (106) (.9) (12) (55)

Taivan z 7 10 9
(646) (156) (26)

Japan 36 28 17 14 10 8

(82) (33) (-17) (18) (12)

Total 98 101 96 97 99 100

Value of all SO imports 8.4 24 42 43 72 104

(million $)

Nominal grovth rate, n.a 186 75 2 67 44
Im-""--ports8

as a percent of total imports; nominal growth rates beneath)

z indicates less than one percent

Calculated from U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, FT246, various years.
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recessions which were to later trouble the industry. The almost static

behavior of imports in 1967 suggests that a 'shake-out In the industry

occurred, with low-wage LOC suppliers displacing higher cost European

exports.

Tne almost unchanjed level of exports from uong Kong in 1967, and

the precipitous drop in its share of the import market in 1968,

probably are linked to the major riots and political disturbances that

shook that uritish colony in 1967. Increasing concerns about

diversifying the country-specific political risk inherent to overseas

assembiy ope[3tions are likely to have played a role in the

establishment of suisidiaries in Singapore in 1969.

Inese data do not, unfortunately, distinguish Imports assembled

offshore from wholly foreign imports, Information on U.S. imports

under the 8UQ/6C7 tariff classifications, which presumably capture

offsnore proiuction returning to the U.S. reasonably well, JL. / is

first available for the year 1966. Table 6.4 details the total value

of U.S. SCv imports, a3 well as tne values for imports entering under

tariff items 8;6.3n and 8G7.0a. Estimates of 806.3C SCD imports from

LDC's are not avail3ble until 1969t but cannot have amounteJ to more

than a couple of hundred thousand dollars before 1s68. 10./ by 1966, it

is clear, ottsnore assembly already dominated U.S. imports (62 percent

of U.S. imports entered under 607 alone). By 1969, estimates indicate

that U.S. 8Z6 /8fj7 imports accounted for over ninety percent of SCD 's

entering the country. ilA/

* ten current dollar imports are adjusted for inflation with an SCD

producer piice index, as is done in Table 6.4, the patticular

sensitivity of the SCD industry to the effect of general economic
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recession stands revealed. The growth of constant-dollar assembly (and

other) imports slowed considerably in 1971, and dropped 12 percent in

1975, compared with 30 to 60 percent growth rates in the fatter years

of the 197C's.

The serious impact of general economic conditions on the industry,

as well as the more recent cnanges in production location that occurred

as the U.S. industry grew through the 1970's, are clearly defined when

the country sourcing of 806/87 imports is examined, as in Table 6.5.

Note tnat data prior to 1972 Jo not include 806.3 imports; hence,

growth rates in 1972 are overstated and some discontinuity in the

distribution of offshore imports across countries occurs in 1972

because of the definitional changes in the statistics.

( Ihe sensitivity of offshore production to the U.S. business cycle

cani be observeJ in tne growth of 806/807 imports after the 1970 and

197 4-7b U.S. recessions. Generally, slowdowns and even reductions in

6*6/b7 imports took place in 1971, and even more pronouncedly, in

197:.

Dramatic changes in the geographic origin of offshore imports into

tne U4 S. also took place in the 1970"s. Before 1976, some 20 to 30

percent of U.S. 806/807 imports came in from Western Hemisphere

sources, mainly Mexico. From 1976 on, that figure dropped

* precfpitously into the 10 to 1l percent range.

That smaller level of Western Hemisphere imports masks even more

dramatic shiifts within tie hemisphere. Prior to 1976, Mexico's share

* of offshore SC3 imports hovered around 2C percent and accounted for

almost all estern Hemisphere imports. After 1976, Mexico droppei to

only - percent, while El Salvador and Barbados each jumped to three
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Table 6.5

0107 S Worke )t Shares tot aore lor ttaters (ilf uakt)

(Figures are perentasge shares: neminal pwth rates below to pareSthees)
(507 ely 1969-1971; 006/607 combined for 1972-1978)

1969 1970 1971 1972' 1973 1971 11 L976 1977 t979

1. HC±.vhere (total) 23 26 30 22 20 24 20 15 12 13Canada 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 z I Z
(4) (35) 445) (410) (152) 471) 4.&) (6) 411)miv co 12 26 so 21 19 20 to 1 6 5

Nsxic (42) (8) (47) (46) (78) 412) 413) 42') (8)l Salvador 04G 0 0 0 2 1 3 3 3
0 (274) 1(301) (30) (5)

M2tt 0 0 0 2 1 2 2 1(1275) (765) 479) 4.44) (Joe) (12)Iarbdos 0 0 2 z 2 2 2 3
Netherlnds Antille 1 (6773) (1) (75) (135) (3')2 Z 2 2 1 2 1 0 03ar11 (73) 441) (3332) 414)) (413) 460) 493)

0 Z z 0 0 z I I I 1(57) (60) (57) (57)t. urope (total) 1& 15 15 1] 7 6 2 2 1 2United LUngu. 2 2 6 2 0 0 0 0 2 0
1 (317) (1275) 2:9)

Ireland 12 11 A 7 A 3 2 2 1 2
(16) 42) (210) (0) (32) 439) (48) 426) (6)portugal 2 5 1 3 i 2 2

(102) (23) (72) (5) 423) 496) 483) (932) 457)
ASA total) 61 56 25 67 72 71 77 82 87 s5liong 30 25 18 17 15 12 9 9 7 6

(1) 428) (83) (69) (32) 433) (36) (0) (12)lemm 14 13 17 to 1, 16 13 17 19 is
(11) (36) (101) (54) (59) (27) (IS) (43) (1)Taiwan 9 5 7

(-25) (2) (423) (-7)Snspore 6 to 13 2 5 16 20 23 21 20
(lO' (32) (276 (61) (11) (12) (60) (39) (24)Nlala 2 Z z 2 6 16 21 21 21 30
(91) 41) (37) (Q2,227) (3A (36) (29% (65) (67)Japan 2 3 Z 2 1 2 1 2 2 2
(27) 481) 41) 4(6) (51) r'?) 465) (76) 163)"Thailand 0 o

--" g 00 • 0 Z 0 2 1 3

zodaosis(21') (219)ladomeasl 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 1
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percent, and laiti and Brazil garnered one percent of the market.

Geograpnical diversification also played a major rtle in the

evolution of Asian SCD exports to the U.S. The Asian share of

U.S. 806/807 imports zoomed from a 50 to 60 percent market share in the

early *70"s, to an 80 to 90 percent share by 1978. While 10 to 12

percent out of that 30 or so percent increases was at the expense of

Western Hemisphere exporters, anotiier 15 percent was added as gestern

European offshore exports practically disappeared.

Within Asia, diversification of supply also played a major role.

Hong Kong ofishore exports continued to decline precipitously, while

Singapore and Malaysia seemed to have greatly benefitted from the drop

in Hong Kong's importance. In the mid to late 197C's, Thailand,

Indonesia, aid the Philippines were major beneficiaries from the

increaseJ sourcing of production in Asia.

Againt the details of Table 6.6 point to the possible importance

of political and institutional changes in producers' location

decisions. Political difficulties and instability gripped Hexico in

1976, the same year that a huge drop in 1exico's relative importance

* occured. Inference of causality is made difficult, however, because

labof difficulties (strikes, work stoppages) and a peso devaluation

occured in the same year, while major wage increases had been decreed

the previous year.

In Haiti, 806/817 SCD exports to the U.S. began in 1972, the year

after the death of dictator Francois Duvalier, an event which coincided

with what has been delicately described as a shift in "the government's

general disposition toward industrial expansion.". 1L/ In Netherlands

Antilles an outbreak of rioting occurred in 1969, followed by large
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drops in exports in 1970 and 1971; labor problems continued in the

early 1970's, as did large fluctuations in export share* In Portugal,

the military coup of April, 1974, was accompanied by a sharp drop in

806/807 exports, which continued until 1977.

Malaysian offshore SCD exports, which had really begun in 1969,

did not reach significant levels until 1973, two years after the

rioting wnich haJ trouble] that country in 1969-7C. In Taiwan, exports

dropped in 178, the year luring which the U.S. made clear its

intention to normalize its relations witn China and break its ties to

Taiwan (actually carried out in lecember). In Thailand, a military

junta was installed in 1976, ending a period of turbulent but

democratic rule; significant levels of 906/8.7 SC production began the

following year. In the Philippines, Marcos' martial law declaration of

1972 was followed by rapil growta in SCD exports to the United States.

The last few cases also emphasize the inherent futility of this

sort of casual empiricism. N:ot only major political changes, but also

major institutional shifts in economic policiestoccurred just prior to

large volumes of 806/8.7 exports in the Philippines, Malaysia, and

Tnailani. Malaysia opened the doors of its first export processing

zone in 1972. Thailand simplified procedures to rebate duties and

taxes on input3 used in the export production of promoted investments

as of 1977, 112/ while the Philippines' Bataan export processing zone

started its operations in 1973. Similarly, substantial 806/807 exports

began from El Salvador after an export processing zone opened its doors

in 1975. Table 6.6 which shows the spread of export processing zone

arrangements among the major 5CD producers, emphasizes the coincidence

of these policies with increasing exports in Tables 6.3 and 6.5.
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Table 6.6

Export Processing Zone Start-ups, Major SCD Producers

Date First Tear of
* Country Established Operation

Ireland 1958

Mexico 1966 (Border Industrial-
zation Program)

El Salvador 1974 1975

Haiti 1974 1974 (industrial park)

Netherlands Antilles Freeport

Brazil 1968 1968

Hong Kong Free port

Korea 19661 (export industrial
estates)

( Taiwan 1966 1966

Singapore 19682 Freeport

Malaysia 1972 1972

Phil pines 1972 1973

Notes:

* 1. Drawback system also begun In 1965-66.

2. Juroan Town Corporation established.

Sources:

'Data Established' from Currie (1979), UNCTAD (1973).

'First Year of operation' from Froebel, Heinrichs, and Kreye (1980).
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It is, in fact, impossible to attribute rises and declines in

exports to specific political events and economic policy changes

without controlling for the effects of other economic variables, of

which the most important is the cost of labor. Important changes in

the relative costs of assembly labor in different producing countries

occurred during the 1969-1978 period. We defer a more sophisticated

attempt to unravel the separate contributions of political events,

economic policy, the international business cycle, and wage movements

on the country sourcing of offshore production until after our overall

view oi the evolution of offshore production is complete.

For the moment, it is sufficient to observe that proJuction

shifted out of areas with increasingly higher relative wage levels

(exico, Hong Kong), ani into regions with relatively cheaper labor (El

Salvador, k.alaysia, Ihaildnd, Indonesia, Philippines). Table 6.7

contains esti.mates of dollar-eluivalent compensation to unskilled labor

in the major ozfshore producing countries (relative to tne U.S. ) for

1969 through 197b.

In spite of the multiplicity of factors which may have contributed

to the increasingly geographically diversified spread of SCD assembly

exports to the United States, there is little doubt that political

factors played an important role in this process. Semiconductor

manufacturers have explicitly acknowledged the role that 9

country-specific political risk plays in their sourcing decisionsin

interviews with researcners, 113/ an. in public testimony. 1-/

Though it is clear that offshore production, in successive waves

.of investment, became a prominent feature of the operations of U.S.

semiconductor firms, it is very difficult to establish the quantitative

rw
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Total Hourly Compensation in the International Electronics Industry
Dollar Indices, Relative to the United States (-100)

1969 1974 1975a 1975b 1976 1977a 1977b 1978 lf'
.MaJor Offshore SCD Producers

United States 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Canada 77 94 100 93 83
Mexico 21 26 28 24 20 15 21
£1 Salvador 50
Haiti
Barbados
Netherlands Antilles 22
Brazil 11 10
United Kingdom 44 SO 47 44 43 48 49
Ireland
Portugal 26
Hong Kong 9.6 12 11 12 12 13 17 14
Xorea 10 80 6.0 6.8 7.1 8.4 9.1 10
Taiwan 7.9 8.2 6.7 8,1 8.9 10 10

* Singapore 8.8 11 11 12 11 10
.,alaysia 7.4 8.6-10 9.4
Japan 40 47 49 46 51 59 65
Thailand 5.4 7.7
Indonesia 4.8 4.4
Philippines 4.0 5.8 6.0

0t&usr LDC's

Jamaica 13

q! Notes to Table

National currencies converted to dollars at prevailing exchange rates
Sources are:
1969 - U.S. Tariff Commission (1970), p. 170. FYir-level ratios for 'office
machinery; consumer electronics', and 'semiconductor' have been averaged together
together.
1974 - Foreign compensation data from Ut4CTAD (1975), Table 10. U.S. compen-
sation based on average hourly earninas in semiconductors from U.S. Department
of Labor, bureau of Labor Statistics (1979) and unoublished BLS estimates of
supplementary compensation. (Aug. hourly earnings In U.S., 1974 - $3.82 X
1.30 a $4.97)

\ 4975(a), 1976, 1977(a), 1978 are unpublished estimates of U.S. Dept. of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics Office of Productivity and Technology.

% 1975(b), 1977(b) are estimates for unskilled labor,total monthly compensation,
made by A.D. Little, Inc. for use in comparisons of international cost of manu-
facture of electronic products.
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importance of these arrangements. To some extent, the lack of

available information is symptomatic of the deficiencies of national

statistical procedures, which are ill-suited to the task of documenting

production flows witnin an international firm. In the United States,

for exawple, Census bureau estimates of the value of shipments by

U.S. establishments include devices assembled from U.S. components

overseas and entered as 606/807 imports, but exclude devices asseMDledg

tested, and finished overseas (even if they were made from U.S.

components and entered under 106/907 and eventually shipped within the

U.S. by a U.S. firm. j15

Anotaer problem is tnat - since the vast majority of 906/07

transactions represent the transfer of semi-finished product between

related firms (and thus has no observable market value) - offshore

production is given a constructed value as it passes through U.S.

customs. 1;&/ 3y statute 12 2/ the constructed value was defined to be

the cost of materials and fabrication overseas, plus a markup for

general expenses and profit equal to that jgljaJ (not actuall) in sales

of merchandise of that particular kind, exported from that particular

country. 115/ Essentially customs value is then defined as variable

production costs, plus a markup particular to the country and product.

The effect of the valuation procedure is to effectively price the

article at its declared cost of manufacture overseas, plus, possibly, a

markup for general expenses and profit. No imputation for U.S.-based

research and development expenditure, administrative overhead, or
-- . - , :. f .. ... ri ze. izk/
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Since the latter charges account for a large portion of the price

of the finished SCD, the customs value of an 806/807 import

significantly understates the eventual market value of devices imported

under tariff items 836/07. Cost data reported by Finan in 1975, for

example, show corporate overhead (p.Xrjgdj direct manufacturing

overhead) anJ profit equal to about 35 percent of sales price, or 54

percent of manufacturing cost. 122/ Detailed statistics from the 1977

Census of 'anuiactures show that SCD producers marked up purchased

devices by about two-thirdso before reselling them. 121/ A recent study

of I.C. manufacturing costs conciuded that mirket prices ranged from 2

to 3.5 times production cost. 12&/ Such figures suggest that 806/507

import customs values, for SCDs, may greatly understate the market

( value of these devices after they are tested, shipped, and sold to

final consumers. A conservative estimate, in line with the lowest

values mentioned above, would mark up the value of 806/807 imports by

(at the very least) 50 percent when calculating the eventual mariet

value of ofishure production. 123/ Estimates describel below indicate

that in 1978, for example, some 7' to 8%t of U.S. SCD consumption was

produced offshore, yet the value of 8 6/807 imports accounted for $1.5

billion out of an estimated $4.0 billion in U.S. consumption (see Table

b.1)4

Nevertheless, using 806/807 import statistics, we can devise a

rough index of offshore production as a fraction of all U.S. shipments

(including U.S. production tnat is exported). The basis for our

* calculations is the assumption that-since the price (in the

U.S. market) for a semiconductor is the same whether or not it is

assembled offshore, and the cost of the materials used is also roughly
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the same onshore or offshore (the materials used offshore are generally

shipped from tike U.S. ) the total value added per unit shipped will be

the same for units manufactured onshore and offshore, at any given

moment. Thus, if we have an index of value added offshore, and anotner

index of value added onshore Ia~ offshore, their ratio will be

proportional to tne fraction o U.S.-based shipments (±n1r±iaa

finished 8.t/9.7 imports) from U.S. producers that are actually

assembleJ of Isaore. The constant of proportionality rill be the ratio of value added

per unit assembled offshore to total value added per unit (everywhete*t / If the

ratio of oftshore asse:mbly value added to total value added per unit is

roughly constant over time, movements in this index will reflect

changes in the proportion of finisned units moving through U.S.

domestic facilities which are assembled offshore.

Such an index has been constructed in Table 6.8. It shows the

proportion of the total value of U.S. -based shipments added offshore

alatost doubled between 1971 and the late 197V's. The recessions of

197J-71 and 1974-75 were accompaniei by particularly large increases in

the relative snare of offshore assembly facilities in total value

added.

Note tthat tnis index probably gL£jg the true increase in the

relative fraction of U.S. based shipments assembled offshore. j /

First, with Increasing chip complexity, the proportion of total value

added associated with offshore production, per chip assembled offsnore,

has probably declined, and our index of offshore valued added relative

to total global value added per chip therefore does not fully reflect

tine increaseJ reliance on offshore assembly in U.S.-baseJ shipments.

Second, our index of offshore value added is the dutiable content of
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U.S. 8C1/8K7 imports, which includes some U.S-made materials and

freight charges, 12L/ and, therefore exceeds tne actual value adJed

offshore. As chip complexity has increased, and offshore assembly

costs nave risen, our measured index of offshore value added has

probably dropped closer to true offshore value added. 122/ This would

also lead to our index understating the increase in offshore

operations. It would, therefore, seem safe to assert that the

proportion of semiconductors passing through U.S. facilities that were

assembled oftshore probably roughly doubled between 1971 and 1978.

To assess the magnitude of these flows, then, we need some

base-year estimate of the proportion of U.S. semiconductor output that

was assemoled offshore. 'irst, a 1970 survey by the U.S. Tariff

Commlssion establishei triat most firms operating in that year started

their foreign assembly operations in 1967 or 1968 (excluding, of

course, tne earliest pioneers) 121/ Furthermore, in 1969, all 86.30

semiconductors and .most' 8t7.00) assembly imports underwent further

processing in the U.S., 122/ so that figures on S of 816/807

imports can be used as a measure of what fraction of U.S. SCD shipments

underwent offshore processing. This exercise is unlertaken in Table

6.9, for the period 1969-1971.

The results show an increase in the share of U.S. semiconductor

"shipments processed offshore, from about 40 percent in 1969, to about

46 percent in 1971, during the depths of the 1970-71 version. If we

assume that tne share of offshore assembly in U.S. -based shipments

increased !.7 to 2 times between 17i and 1978, In line with our

ClszussIon o Table 6.6, the implication is that between 78 and 92

pezCerit Of L.5). semiconductors were assembled offshore in 1978.
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Table 6.9

Offshore Production in Relation to U.S. Shipments

1969 1970 1971

All Semiconductors 3387 3126 2273
No. shipped In U.S.

(Mil units)
No. Imported under 1365 1319 1275
806/807

% Imported under 40 42 46
806/807

Of vhich:
Integrated Circuits

No. shipped in U.S. 278 292 406
No. Imported under
806/807 n.a. 241 275

* % Imported under
806/807 83 68

1969 1970 1971 1972

Transistors
No. Shipped in U.S. 1192 1064 997 1259
No. Imported under
806/807 646 548 482 1223
% Imported under
806/807 54 52 48 97

Sources: Shipments are official U.S. Department of Commerce estimates; 806/807
Imports are official trade statistics; both found in U.S.I.T.C,
Transistors and Diodes (1975), Tables 2, 4, 6, 8.

*%
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Unfortunately, we cannot reasonably extend this procedure into the

mid and late 1970's, because the Department of Commerce ended its

practice of estimating quantities of semiconductors shipped, and

because during this period, U.S. manufacturers increasingly began to

test and finisn their semiconductors in overseas facilities. 13/ In

the latter case, tne finished semiconductors imported under 806/807 are

no longer countea in the value of U.S. semiconductor shipments, as

defined by the U.S. Census Bureau.

le can, nowever, estimate what proportion of U.S. -based

integrated circuit shipnents, in the mid to late 1973's, were processed

offshore. lable 6.1 docuioents these estimates, which are based on the

results of a 1979 U.S.I.i.C. survey of most U.S. producers. They

indicate that oetween 1974 and 1976, the percentage of U.S. shipments

tnat were processed ofisnore increased from about 79 to 82 percent.

The proportion of J.S.-shipped IC's finished offshore increased from

about 45 to 54 percent over that period.

une final scrap of information suggests that between seventy and

eighty percent of all U.S. -based semiconductor shipments were

assembled offsaore. Accoriing to a 1979 market report by the Frost and

Sullivan consulting firm (and whose methodology is unknown), 71 percent

of U.S. semiconductor consumption was then assembled offshore.

Finally, note that we have been talking about U.S. 806/807 imports

as if they are equivalent to what we have been describing as "offshore

production" by U.S. firms. Strictly speaking, they are not, since some

4 output is sold locally or exported to other countries. However, (as is

shown in section 8), about 85 percent of the output of U.S. electronic

components affiliates in Asia in 1977 was exported to the U.S., and

4
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Table 6.10
Importance of Offshore Assembly in U.S. IC Shipments

(quantities are millions of units)

1974 .1975 1976 1977 1978

1. No units assembled In U.S. 250 176 245 314 372

2. No units imported under 806/807 935 670 1,011 1,325 1,666

3. Total U.S. units assembled (1+2) 1,185 846 1,256 1,639 2,038

4. No. units finished n U.S. 648 441 611 773 944

5. Assembled and Zinished in U.S.,
M as 2 of Total (1/3) 21 21 20 19 18

6. Assembled offshore, Finished
in U.S.,as 2 of Total 34 31 29 28 28
((4-1)/3)

7. Assembled and Finished Offshore 45 48 51 53 54
as 2 of Total
((3-4)/3)

Sources and methodology:

(1), (4) are from U.S.I.T.C. (1979), Table A-2.
(2) was calculated by dividing value of 806/807 imports reported by

U.S. firms LU.S.I.T.C. (1979), Table A-25/ by average unit value of U.S.
806/807 IC. Imports for 1974-78, making the assumption that the composition
and value of reported 806/807 Imports in survey was identical to official trade
statistics for that year Unit values used (per IC) were ($)

1974 75 76 77 78

.43 .60 .47 .48 .53

and are based on tabulation by the U.S.I.T.C. (Integrated Circuits and their
* Use in Computers, May 1979)). The relation between official trade statistics

and the 1979 ITC dollar figures was

74 75 76 77 78

official (mil $) 446 476 690 910 1,245
U.S.I.T.C. (1979) survey 402 402 475 636 883

The dzcrepancies probaly arise because

(1) Not all U.S. IC producers were covered by the survey
(2) Rot all 806/807 imports are made by U.S. producers
(3) The fiscal year to which company figures may refer may be different
from the calender year to which trade statistics refer.

-
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roughly the same situation appears to have existed in the early

1970s. 1,11/

Offshore assembly, then, grew mightily in the U.S. during the late

1960's and 197,'s. and now dominates production shipped in the

U.S. Tnis offers a marKed contrast to production arrangements in Europe

and Japan.

II

i

I
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While information is much more difficult to obtain on offshore

production by European and Japanese firms, it is clear that it is a

much less important part of their operations than is the case for

U. S. firms. Table 7.1 makes this point very clearly. As on upper

bound on offshore 1C imports, the fraction of IC production accounted

foL by imports from the Asian "offshore" countries has been calculated.

Less than 5 percent of Japanese IC production, and less than 16 percent

of EEC 1C proJuction, could have been accounteJ for by offshore imports

in 197o.

Furthermore, these numbers ought to be consilerei upper

bounds ji/ on possible otfshore imports by national firms, since they

may include exports from offshore Asian affiliates of U. S. firms, and

even indigenous Asian producers or assemblers. In 1978, it was

estimated that about $33 million in IC imports from offshore

subsidiaries of U. S. SCD producers entereJ Japan, tnough these flows

dia not necessarily come from Asian affiliates. Il/

Te~e bounds also do iot take into account as "offshore

production" the output of japanese affiliates in place behind the

U. S. and Common M4arKet tariff walls. With the broader definition of

"offshore production" including output that never reenters Japan, the

following figures are available for 1977: 11/

6i
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Table 7. 1

Imports and Production in the Japanese and
European I.C. Markets

Imports 2 Offshore
from % Country
Offshore h Imports to Imports to

Imports Countries* Production Shipments Shipments

(Million US $)

Japan

1974 179 27 439 41 6.2

1975 134 25 395 34 6.3

1976 199 45 664 30 6.7

4 1977 187 27 761 25 3.5

1978 255 44 1330 19 3.3

EEC**

1974 226 41 330 68 12

1975 184 30 313 59 9.6

1976 380 90 378 101 24

1977 329 74 465 71 16

Source: Calculated from data in U.S.I.T.C., Competitive Factors Influencing
World Trade in Integrated Circuits, Washington, D.C. (wnvember, IQ7Q), Table A56,
A59, A67, A70.

* Defined as all of Asia less Japan.

** Less Luxembourg, Ireland, Denmark.
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1977 p

Qty. Value
(1000) (all U.s. )

I

Discrete Production 9892 1015

Discrete Offshore Production 1186 47

Z Total Production 12Z 5z

I.C. Production 828 774

I.C. Offshore Production 67 22

Z Total Production 8% 3Z P
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By 1980, it was estimated that some 10 percent of ICs were made in

overseas plants 12,5/ and all indications are that this upward trend

will continue as Japanese producers accelerate their move into the

European and U.S. markets with local production facilities.

Relatively little of the Japanese offshore output is re-exported

into Japan. This can be seen by examining figures recently compiled by

the U. S. 1. T. C. on the operations of the 1C largest Japanese IC

producers, who in 1978 accounted for some 85 percent of IC production

within Japan (See Table 7.2). According to the ITC, these large

Japanese IC producers had offshore IC facilities located in Ireland,

Korea, and Taisian. All of the facilities exported output only to

related parties, hence the rel3ted party imports in Table 7.2 place an

'( upper bound on Japanese imports from ottshore locations for the top 10.

Ohile the i.Aortance of such related party IC imports has grown

rapidly, it is still miniscule in relation to Japanese domestic

production.

The offshore IC operations of the Japanese top 10 in Korea and

Ireland also sold output locally in those countries; in Korea, some of

those local sales were to other affiliates of the Japanese parent firm

wno presumably used the purchases in equipment being assembled in

Korea. The top 10 firms also had much more extensive offshore

operations in discrete semiconductor devices, with only a small portion

of their offshore employment in integrated circuits. Their total

offshore semiconductor employment grew very rapidly from 1974 to 1978,

but still remained small relative to Japanese employment. Ik/

.. . . - -..... - - -=
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Table 7.2

I.C. Shipments by 10 Largest
Japanese I.C. Producers *

1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Total Japanese Production g

of Top 10 (million U.S. $) 268 331 516 643 1135

Exports as 2 of Japanese
Production of Top 10 1.3 4.0 5.3 12.8 18.0

Related Party Imports
as Z of Top 10 Japanese
Production .6 1.1 1.8 3.7 1.8

I.C. Producticn by Top 10
as 2 All Japanese Production 62 84 78 83 85

Top 10 producers are NEC, Hitachi, Toshiba, Matsushita, Mitsubishi, Sharp,
Sanyo, Sony, Fujitsu, Oki.

Source: U.S.I.T.C., (November, 1979), Tables A41, A49, A55, A58, U.S.-Japan
Trade Council (December 7, 1979).

*%

I%
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Partially, because of trade friction with U. S. and European

producers, and partially because of other purely economic factors (see

Section 8), Japanese producers increasingly began to invest in

production and assembly facilities in U. S. and European markets in

1980 and 191. 112/ It is doubtful that much of their "offshore"

production of sophisticated ICs will be coming from the less developed

Asian countries typically linked to such production.

On the otrier hand, offshore production in Asia, by Japanese firms,

of simpler I~s and discrete semiconductors, while still fairly small

portions of global output, has been increasing rapidly. Ili/

Tie apparently meager use of offshore production facilities by

Japanese semiconjuctor firms warrants further examination. Until the

early 197's, imports were discouraged by trade barriers and foreign

investments were tightly controlled, and it might therefore be argued

that tnese historical restraints account for the seall levels of

offshore production by Japanese SCD producers.

As far back as 1963, Japanese investments were permitted in the

proJuction of passive electronic components (simple devices like

resistors, capacitors, etc.) in Hong Kong. 12/ The stimulus to this

policy was urdoubtedly international competition, since by then

Japanese wages had started to move above the levels prevailing in the

less-developel Asian economies, and U. S. producers were beginning to

,ssemble tkeir most labor-intensive products in those low cost Asian

locations.

4 Foreign investments in active components (which include, along

with semiconductors, various types of electronic tubes) were not

approved until 1969f ii, Korea ariJ Taiwan. 1IQ After tae 1970-71

*
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recession, a whole rash of approvals followed in the 1972-74 period,

and a number of firms moved into Malaysia as well, to produce active

components. Table 7.3 documents this movement offshore. Few of these

Investments involved IC production; most were orienteJ toward simpler

discrete devices. 2I/

By 1979, Japanese se.iiconjuctor producers had literally spread

themselves all over Asia. Table 7.4 shows Japanese semiconductor firms

in most of the same locations where U. S. firms have established

offshore affiliates. It is also clear that these affiliates, in

increasing numbers, were producing more sophisticated devices,

including simpler types of integrateJ circuits. Nevertneless, as the

previous discussion has made clear, Japanese offshore

production -- at the end of tne 197Vs -- was a very much less

significant (albeit, growing) part of global production than was the

case for U. S. firms.

A more detailed examiination of the circumstances of Japanese

foreign investments in semiconductor production sheds farther light on

the motivation for and growth of such operations. Table 7A.1, appended

to this section, summarizes the details of such investments by members

of the Japan 51ectrical :achinery Industry Association (JEMIA); the

data, while not exiaustive is suggestive. Table 7.5 highlights some of

the information found there.

It is cleir, for example, that penetration of foreign markets is

the major aim of such investment. Only three countries -- Korea,
S

T-, and -Aaysia -- had investments reporting exports to Japan.

Aiso, trie establistpernt of these offshore operations accelerated in the

late 1970s. Of the 24 such investments made by JEMIA members, one

- - -
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Table 7.3

Japanese Direct Foreign Investment in
Active Components (SCD and Tubes)
by Year of Approval, as of 3/74

No. Investments

TOTAL
Year Taiwan Korea Malaysia (per year)

1969 1 1 2

1970 1 1

1971 1 1

1972 1 3 4

1973 1 3 3 7

1974 (1st quarter) 2 1 1 4

TOTAL 5 10 4 19
(per country)

Source: Yoshihara, Japanese Investment in Southeast Asia (Kyoto, 1978),
Table A7.
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Table 7.4

Foreign SCD Investments by Japanese Firms

1979

No. of Cases of Investment in

Discrete SCD Integrated Circuits

Country

U.S.A. 2

Mexico 1

Argentina 2

Korea 4 4

( I aivan 2 1

Hong Kong 2

Thailand 1 1

Singapore 3 2

Malaysia 3 4

Other 1

16 17

Source: Japan Electronic Machinery Industry Association, Internationalization
and its Impact on the Electronic Industry of Japan (1980, in Japanese), p. 51.

Investments listed here correspond to those of firms answering a
survey carried out by the JEMIA.

U
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quarter were made since 1976, and half since 1975.

Patterns in the establishment of subsidiaries by country are also

visible. Cheap or stable labor supplies were cited as a reason for

offshore investment in tne low-wage Asian countries like Korea, taiwan,

Phllippines, and Malaysia. Access to export markets appears to have

been more important in Hong Kong and Singapore, with nearness to user

equipment industries especially important in Singapore. In 17 of the

24 investments, there was some sort of financial incentive to making

tne investment.

by the end of 1979, however, the production of such offshore

* facilities in Asia must still have been relatively small. While some

of the investments shown in Table 7A.1 have no employment figures

(C: available, and thus, no complete figure on employment can be given, we

can use tne information to calculate some general orders of magnitude.

Of 19 Asian operations, 12 reported employment. Of those 12, the 7

establizsnments producing only semiconductors employed about 9300

workers, while including the other establishments with a broader

product mix raised employment to about 13,70f. It seems safe to

suppose that Japanese offshore semiconductor employment In Asia

probably lay between 10100 and 2a,200 workers in 1979. Since the 10

major Japanese IC producers who accounted for the great bulk of

Japanee SCD output employed roughly 33,0G workers in 1978 (See

Sectlon 8)o this Is significant in relation to Japanese domestic

employment.

One salient feature of Japanese offshore electronic production is

that It is mainly used to supply local and third country export

markets, in contradistinction to U. S.-based operations. This point is
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made especially clear if we examine the trade statistics of Korea,

Singapore, anj flong Kong. Japanese producers are using operations

located In those countries to make significant exports using SCD parts

produced in Japan. In those trree countries, as a whole, the ratio of

SCo pafts imports to SCD exports ranged from about .7 to .8 (See Table

7.6). The ratio was much lower for most Zuropean countries* parts and

product traue, and much higner for Japanese-exports of parts and

imports of product. Japan seems to have been a net exporter of parts

to the European countries, via assembly operations in otner Asian

countries. 1j/

Also, since all Asian IC imports in 1978 entered under GSP (see

Section 5), and most Japanese offshore affiliates are in Asia, it is

almost certainly true that the offshore production of Japanese

producers entering Japan must have made significant use of Japan's

generalized tariff preference scheme. Given the reasonably high tariff

barriers protecting the japarnese market over this period, the existence

of these preferences may have played an important role in making some

offshore prouction economical.

In the EECI by way of contrast, tough protective measures against

SCD imports were so numerous 14/ that even the much lower wages

available in Asia apparently did not spark a movement offshore. Since

available GSP quotas were quite limited, such tariff relief was

available to only a minor quantity of Asian imports produced by EEC and

foreign nationals.

Wkiile no disagdregated statistics on EEC outiarJ processin; traJe

are pulished it can be established that the outward processing

provisions were used for at least some SCD imports. In the
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Table 7.6

major auporters of wu Prs to Kora,
Singapore, and "on Mong197S

(milo $ u.8.)

Ratio of partsParts Iulportere and Value of oc oSZ
imports to SCD

Parts nputsexports frau:
Country frm which
parts are exported zonei m  1n Z S L ..
France 11A__8 1.8 .66 - .60

Germany .2 14.4 2.1 .20 .26 .2
Italy - 12.2 - - .56 -
Japan 47.1 39.6 39.6 1.1 2.0 5.6
U.K. .7 2.3 1.3 3.5 .19 .16
U.S. 165.7 325.2 68.8 .86 .84 .72
Netherlands 4.3 - 5.4 .52 - .42

Korea x - 3.2 x - .64
Singapore 5.3 1 10.2 .48 • .65
RongKong 7.6 3.6 1 .12 .14 •
Malaysia .6 22.2 3.1 3 1.5 .8
Taiwan - - 8.7 - - .67
Philippines - 1.6 1.2 - .4 .19
Thailand .2 .8 6.4 .4 .62 -

All Countries 245.2 424.3 "155.3 .69 .75 .79

Source: Official trade statistics of Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong, 1978.
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Philippines, at least, European firms are using the outward processing

provisions to escape the EEC tariff in much thi same way U. S. imports

are entered unier tariff items 8 6i807o L4A/ As pointed out In Section

5, however, the EEC system is much less advantageous to producers than

the U.S. 8O6/807 system.

ke conclude, then, that offsnore production, in the 1970s, nad

been a less important aspect of the global operations of European and

Japanese firms than was the case for U.S.-based firms. Japanese firms,

however, have been rapidly increasing the number of offshore affiliates

in both industrialized and developing areas, and seem to be

transferriirg increasing amounts of the manufacture of less complex

semiconductor devices to their LDC affili.ates. The Japanese operations

sees to be primarily geared toward exporting to foreign markets, anJ

* . the affiliates in low-wage Asian countries seem especially prone to

* export to Europe. By 1979, Japanese offshore employment in

semiconiuctor production had become a reasonably important share of

worldwide semiconductor employment.

4

'I
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Having established in the last two sections that Japanese and

European producers (who ship perhaps 10 to 15 percent of their output

from foreign locations) have organized their production flows in a very

different manner from firms located inside the U.S. (perhaps 70 to 80

percent of their semiconductors.are assembled offshore before returning

to the U.S. for finishing or distribution), we turn to the task of

explaining these differences. This will not be a simple task for the

most interesting case--Japan-- since, as will be argued below, the

choices made in organizing product flows are the outcome of a complex

constellation of economic, political, strategic, historical, and

structural factors. 'r
European choices (including those of U.S.-owned SCD producers in

the European market who have historically dominated Western European

markets throun the operations of their European affiliates) IA51 are,

on the other hand, simple to explain. The very high levels of tariff

protection make it uneconomical to import, except for the very simplest

sorts of devices whose costs are mainly attributable to labor-intensive

assembly and packaging operations. For such highly labor-intensive

devices, the huge differential in labor cost between the Far East and

Europe can even offset the very high tariff charges. For more complex

devices, wnere the cnip and other materials are a significantly larger

portion of the cost of the finished device, even the use of the

"*outward-processing" tariff provisions (when permitted by the

aLt .ritfes) offers little relief, since the net effect of these

prcvisions is to still impose a 9 percent tax on the material content

of the chip upon reimportation.
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The objective of this policy was probably to force foreign

manufacturers to set up operations in Europep as a means of encouraging

joint ventures with European partnersp the transfer of technology, and

the creation of a strong indigenous European Industry. The high tariff

walls have been most effective in getting foreign-based manufacturers

to set up affiliates in Europe. 1J/ They have not been very effective

in making European firms internationally competitive, and, perhaps

belatedly, European governments are turning increasingly to subsidy

policies as a means of increasing the competitiveness and technological

competence of national producers.

The situation is quite different in Japane The technological

sophistication of Japanese firms has advanced at a steady and rapid

(C rate, after a strategic national decision was made in the late 1950s
that electronics technology was critical to the future economic growth

of Japan. The advance of Japan can be seen in the rapidly increasing

share of world semiconductor production that is reflected in Japanese

damand (see Table 8.1). The Japanese share of world consumption has

risen especially fast during periods of economic recession where a

* national policy of encouraging steady and stable growth in SCD

producton have insulated Japanese producers, to some extent, from the

business cycle fluctuations which are, normally, especially pronounced

in the electronics business.

The success of Japan in arriving at the cutting edge of technology

can also be seen in the rapid increase in the portion of Japanese

output made up of technologically sophisticated integrated circuits.

As Table 8.2 shows .Japanese SCD shipments are swiftly approaching

U.S. shipments in their composition, in terms of the importance of ICs.
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TabL] 8. Z JstJites of s:M € I Zn fftjor Market
(,

Sare of Ttal Market of Total

Year* U.S. western -oepe Japmn CWillim $)

1956 87 8 5 .09

1960 80 12 8 .69

1965 76 14 10 1.40

1972 57 18 25 3.00

SiSo=e: Finan (1975), Table 6-1.

* Includes cnly B'itain, France, West Genany in Western D .ope.

(C 1970 49 25 26 2.55

1972 48 22 30 3.15

1974 48 27 24 4.85

1976 46 25 29 6.34

1978 45 29 27 8.80

1980 45 25 30 14.10

Somu-ce: Eectnics, various issues: 1970: 1/3/'72, 11/22/71, 12/21/70;

1972: 1/10/74, 11/22,73, 12/18/72;
1974: 3/8/76;

1976: 3/5/78;

1978: 1/3/80;

6 1980: 313/81
(2
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This should not obscure the fact that the Japanese.Industry

continues to focus its efforts on staying up with technological

developments in the U.S. The Last major technological push by the

Japanese and the government-funded VLSI labs, 112/ was intended to

match technology already on the drawing boards at U.S. researc labs.

The next set of major semiconductor projects that will be supp ted by

government-funded programs--a push to increase the speed of Ja tese

circuits-- 11/ will attack problems under study for years at and

bell research labs, and funded elsewhere by the U.S. Defense

Departmcent's VHSIC progran; since 1979. 12/ The extensive research labs

funded and run by tne state-owned telecommunications companyp Nippon

Telephone and Telegraph, are modelled after the U.S.'s Bell labs which

'( play a similar role in researching basic technology and providing it to

private firms. j5/

In short, Japanese technological development efforts have been

concentrated on catching up to the U.S. Unfortunately, in the

semiconductor business, playing catch-up is not a successful business

strategy (unless you have some sort of cost aivantage) because of the

importance of learning economies, the effects of cumulative production

in reducing unit costs over time. To succeed in becoming

internationally competitive, the Japanese industry needed to innovate,

to ride down the learning curve on some innovation of its own.

In the early 197Qso then. tne Japanese faced three fundamental

problems in their semiconductor industry. As Just remarked,

innovations seem to be required to stay competitive, and greater ]
resources therefore had to be channeled into research and development.

Second, reliability problems were being experienced in the more
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sophisticated products manufactured, and quality improvements needed.

Thirdly, the rising cost of labor in Japan was eroding Japanese

competitiveness. "j/ Because, at the time, significant barriers to

offshore semiconductor imports still existed, that strategic option

could not be exercised by Japanese producers, even if institutional and

political constraints would have permitted it.

The Japanese response to these difficulties attacked all three I

trouble spots. The subsidy and capital allocation policies described

earlier were put into place, and channeled large sums into

semiconductor k&3. The particular areas of research selected also

attacked tne 4uality problem directly, and the laDor cost problem

indirectly, by focusing on production technology us.ng highly automated

equipment.

The innovation selected for development by the Japanese -- and, in

fact, an innovation which had worked successfully in other electronic

products Japan came to dominate -- was quality. Ls was argued before,

high levels of product quality require uniformity in production, and

that meant the replacement of manual assembly and packaging techniques

with automated procedures. It was also an innovation that relied on

particularly Japanese industrial strengths, the development and

improvement of manufacturing process technology (as opposed to research

on basic technical principles), and an improvement whose time had come

for economic reasons to be discussel below.

Automation, to be economic, generally requires large volumes of

output. It was no coincidence that the particular product which

Japanese firms began to aggressively export in the late 1970s, and in

which they created a reputation for outstanding quality, was computer

4
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Tble 8.2 Relative Dh~obu=~ Of IC.I in SMIDWAXI=~ 2aiPIwats

Peuiag of SOM Shipnents Hade Up of IM. (Measured by
Value)

Year U.S. Japa

1965 11 @

1970 38 22

1974 57 36

1975 57 43

1976 61 43

1977 60 44

1978 63* 53

Soiuires: japan: japan Statistical Yearbook, 1980

U.S.: 1967-1977, Census of It nuftires;

1978, Oret IrdUstrial PexSelected Electronic
and Assocated .0aut... 1978; and Annual
Survey of manfactures, 1978;

1965, Electronic In1-191 ieP Asoclation, Electronic
market Data Book 1977

4 * Estinate, based on assmq~tion that shipmuts of devices not sqzartely

classified have same distribution as classified devices.
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memory chips. memory chips are the largest volume product line in the

semiconductor industry, have the highest growth rate, and promise to

continue their leading role because-of their central importance in the

manufacture of computers. Computers, in addition to being an

extraordinarily fast-growing product in demand, are also the

technological focus of Japanese policies to promote the electronic

industry.

The xey role that computer chips have played in the expansion of

Japanese semiconductor output in the late 1970s is quite striking.

4 Table 6.3 shows the increased role of ICs in Japanese shipments and

exports, and to some extent, tae growing role of computer chips (the

principle application of digital MJS chips is in computer logic). It

C(-does not capture the central role that computer chips played in export

increases in 1979 and 199*, when Japanese chips first captured a

significant share of the U.S. and European memory chip markets.

Currently the largest Japanese firm, Hippon Electric, is the largest

producer internationally in the important market for dynamic random

access memory (RA'i) chips, holding almost 50 percent of the global

market. /

It shall be argued that there are at least seven possible

historical ani structural reasons why quality innovations were

introduced by the Japanese, and not, say, by their U.S. competitors in

semiconductors. 1/ The first was a matter of past experience. When

Japanese firms pushed their way into the internationaltransistor, and

4 transistor radio market in the late 1950s and early 1960s (anJ it

should be remembered that this probably stimulated the first offshore

movements in the U.S. semiconductor industry), the Japanese had quality
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Table 8.3 Recent Role of ICs in Expansion of Japanese SCD Industry.
(5

1974 1975 1976 1977 1978
(All figures are percentages)

1. (Japanese SCD Shipments) / 33 31 36 39 39

(U.S. SCD Shipments)

2. (IC Shipments) /

(All SCD Shipments), Japan 36 43 43 44 53

3. (Dizital MOS Shipments) /

(All SCD Shipments), Japan 14 20 19 18 25

4. (IC Exports*) I (All 5.3 11 12 15 19

( IC Shipments), Japan

5. (IC Exports*) / 17 32 32 38 52

(All SCD Exports), Japan

Sources: 1... Census of Manufactures, Annual Survey of Manufactures; U.S.-Japan
Trade Council, Council Report No. 41; U.S. Japan Competiton In Semi-
Conductors: Part I (December 7, 1979).

2.-5. U.S.-Japan Trade Council, op cit.

61
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problems that ninJered their expansion. Removing the stigma from the F

"Made in Japan" label was made a matter of priority, and a deliberate

L and well-studied program of quality Improvements carried out for

electronic and other products. k considerable body of experience and

expertise in juality control was accumulated. The success of this

( program is oDvious today, and American electronics firms frankly

acknowledge their imitation of Japanese techniques. j1

Seconily, the aistory of semiconductor demand in tae two markets

also played a role. As was shown earlier, military demand for

semiconductors played the central role in the development of the

u.S. inlustry in tne 195 s and early 1960s. Military users have very

special reiuirements for judlity and reliability; 155/ every device

must worK properly everytime. Commercial users, on the other hand,

face a traceoff between cost and quality, and can select the

profit-maximizing combination. Every part supplied to military

specifications was reiuired to be Inspected, tested, and "burned in" by-

equipment manufacturers. These "brute force" methods of quality

control. reiuired Dy the military, became standard in the American

electronics industry. The Japanese producers, on the other hand, who

were completely .epenient on the commercial electronics market, were

free to adopt entirely statistical approaches to luality control, which

concentrated on improving processes of manufacture to the point where

the defect rate was low enough to eliminate the need for costly and

time-consuming testing and "burn in" procedures. 1

Third, the changing nature of semiconductor technology made the

-" Japanese approach to quality control-- reducing the manufacturing

defect rate so that testing by the user was unnecessary -- much more
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.(.

attractive. With highly complex VLSI chipso very expensive

computerized test equipment is required. While this fixed cost may be

a necessary cost to a producer of chips, it becomes increasingly

burdensome to users. With simple components requiring simple testing

procedures, an equipment manufacturer could (with a relatively small

investment) guarantee the quality of the parts used in his equipmentl

with tne fixes costs of testing complex chips, however, it is much more

cost-effective to have testing done by a centralizel facility operated

by the manutacturer, or better yet, to improve manufacturing processes

so that testing is unnecessary. The increasingly costly test equipment

required by comuplex VLSI integrated circuits is likely to have made

this ldtter Japanese approach, eliminating the need for costly testing,

more aiid more economically a3vantageous.

The attractiveness to equipment manufacturers of high quality

parts is central to the tourth reason why quality improvements were a

particularly Japanese innovation in semiconductors. In the U.S., many

major semiconductor manufacturers (and there were over 108 firms

manufacturing ICs alone in 1977) 112/ only produce semiconductors. In

Japan, integrated circuit manufacture is carried out by perhaps 18

firms, 1,U/ with all of the major producers integrated into much larger

electronic equipment producing firms. 159/ There was, therefore,
li probably a much greater tendency among the Japanese firms to tailor

their products to the cost economics of complex equipment manufacture

than existec in the Jnlted States.

.n.; r qu3lity control may partly be an

inve~t . z ~n very "'.::;:p-" ar.d nignly-specialized automated machinery,

and paitiy a fixed investment in information and technology, in

L
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optimizing designs and studying and perfecting manufacturing processes.

It may well be that the Japanese government's willingness to actively

subsidize research and development in these areas corrects for the well

known potential of a laissez-faire market economy to underinvest in 5

these activities.

The apparent relationship between uniform and high-quality output

and the use of very expensive automated machinery (which may also

reiuire customized design) provides a sixth reason why the Japanese may

have been willing to make these heavy investments in automated

manufacture. As was argued earlier, a large portion of the capital

supply in Japan is rationed through the use of a sophisticated guidance

( .acaineLy cooriinatei by various government agencies. There is a

I strong case to be made that government policies aimed at funneling

capital into the Japanese semiconductor industry have had a significant

effectt lowering the cost of such capital flows, and making (as was

pointed out in our earlier discussion of semiconductor economics) more

capital-intensive techniques much more attractive* 1

Finilly, there is much more to quality control than the mere

tunctlning of hardware (much of the production equipment used by

Japanese firms is actually purchased from U.S. producers, Ill/ except

in assemolyo where the ejuipment is overwhelmingly of Japanese

origin). It!/ Japanese quality control methods particularly stress

cooperation oetween production workers, managers, and engineers;

so-called "quality circles" in which workers and supervisors discuss

" - .-e an i:-.7ortant part of tne formula. Jlf2/ Japan's unique

'i azcor relations/ in which workers' and managers*

* ;at ... pi are more cooperative and less adversarial than in the
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U.S. and Europe, with workers expected to show loyalty to the company

in exchange for job security, probably was essential to the development

of this participatory aspect of its quality control methods. /

Japanese-type quality innovations, it should oe stressed, have

limitations. There is a tradeoff between quality and cost from the

point of view of an equipment manufacturer, with the parameters of that

tradeoff sensitive to the complexity and cost of the equipment in which

the sericonuuctor is to be installed and the difficulty and cost of

testing the component. There is little reason, for example, to insist

that delects in shipments of calculators chips to be installed in

$7-dollar calculators be dropped from 1MC' to 10-205 parts per

million, when the cost of the equipment and processes necessary to

K achieve those levels might double the price of a one dollar chip; the

$5,6(0 In defective calculators saveJ on a production run of a million

would be lost in the million dollar cost of the improvement.

Tne increasing sophistication of the applications in whicn

semiconductors were used, and especially the increasingly large share

of the market going to computer chip applications, are the root cause

for tne recent stress on quality by semiconductor consumers (repeating

the alithmetic exercise above with a half-million dollar minicomputer

substituted for the cheap calculator makes clear wny manufacturers of

sophisticated equipment should even be willing to pay more for a higher

quality chip). Japanese semiconductor merchants should get full credit

for glasping tne economic significance of quality, and investing in

their iuality-related innovations. JA,,/
K.
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Our reasoning, thus far, suggests only that Japanese producers had

good economic reasons# the historical experience, and an industrial

structure that supported tneir move Into the high volume computer chip

market, with their perfection of high quality processes of manufacture

being their principle marketing tool and competitive advantage. Other

reasons must be found for the location of these facilities, for the

most part, in the developed countries, since offshore labor costs are

still one-sixtn to one-eighth tneir level in Japan (see lable 6.7).

All otner things ejual, it still would have been cheaper to produce

offshore. vurthermore, since the Japanese tax system exempts foreign P

investments in many developing countries wit.h tax treaties with Japan

from the payment of Japanese income taxes, it would also seem that the

return to capital .investmeat using funds raised in Japan might also be

greater offshore (since most "offshore" countries tax export-oriented

investments at low rates, or olfer tax holidays). Mfr/

One explanation for the paucity of Japanese offshore semiconductor S

investment is that all other things were not equal. Certainly the

industrial infrastructure offshore cannot have been as developed as in

Japans and capital intensive techniques may require expenditures on

skilled technicians to supervise and maintain production equipment that

are significantly more expensive offshore. This is not a very

convincing explanation, howeveL, because these factors did not seem to

prevent American producers from setting up very sophisticated testing

and packaging operations in these offshore locations. Also, the

Japanese electronic component industry has not been particularly

- reluctant to go offshore. In 1979, for example, foreign employment by

the Japanese Industry was about 90,000 workers, of waich 89,000 were in
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the so-called "offshore" Asian countries. 2.i2/ Foreign affiliates of

U.S. firms manufacturing electronic components In the less developed

areas of Asia and the Pacific have roughly similar levels of

employment, amounting to some 121,OOO workers in 1977. 3jh/

The fact that Japanese firms have set up very significant offshore

operations in developing areas, in electronic components, also casts

doubt on anot;aer possible explanation, that Japanese investors are

considerably more averse to the political risks of offshore production

than U.S. invistors. Jq/ On the other hand, it may well be that the

much greater capital intensity of automated bonding and packaging

processes would require a very much larger stock of capital invested In

a poztfolto of proJuction locations, and that firms are reluctant to

shift the much larger fraction of their capital to riskier locations

that would be required if high quality automatel methods were to be put

in place offshore. As shall be noted below, analysts of the

U.S. semiconductor industry predict that a moderate amount of

US. production will shift back to the U.S. inJustry as U.S. producers

shift into increasingly capital-intensive technology.

Another purely economic factor that may explain Japanese

reluctance to source their production offshore is that -- because

freight and insurance costs are roughly proportional to value for

semiconductors -- freignt and insurance costs will be a much greater

barrier to trdde for the complex computer chips that Japanese producers

are exporting most aggressively. In absolute terms, then, the greater
0 ltht 'ile c tne ch.;, the greater the transport costs on the

rouna-trip tetmetn olfshore location and market. With automated

assembly, lab.or input per chip is reduced and hence the obsolute
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magnitude of the cost savings on a circuit assembled offshore. The net

result is that offshore assembly may no longer reduce overall costs for

complex chips with high transport costs and reduced labor content due

to automation in the assembly process. Also, Japanese-made chips would

face a significant duty cost upon entry into the U.S. In fact,

precisely ttis explanation is given by Japanese firms when explaining

why their IC production for the U.S. market is increasingly being

assemDled and packaged in the i.S. "7/

The corollary to this point is that LIZ complex semiconductor

devices will oe produced offshore by Japanese producers, even when

asserably is automated. In the last section it was shown that Japanese

use of offshore assembly facilities does seem more geared toward

producing simpler discrete devices. As Table 8.4 shows, the responses

of a sample of Japanese semiconductor producers, quieried about their

plans lor expansion of offshore facilities, supported this hypothesis.

Of 12 planned future manufacturing operations in Asia, only one was to

supply the mere sophisticated mJS IC types (waich includes less complex

chips, as well as highly integrated computer chips), four were slated

to produce simpler linear ICs, and seven scheJuled to produce simple

disciete devices.

Finally, three institutional and political factors may affect

Japanese sourcing decisions. First, Japanese producers are clearly

sensitive to the political pressure for protection that their

Increasing U.S. market share will be generating within the

ir,:Lstriez, ;I/ and their decisions to produce for the U.S. market

with U.S.-based plants undoubtedly takes these pressures into account.

Tne recent experience of Japanese auto and television exporters with

L . . ... .o€
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Table 8.4 Plans for Fut Pbreign Catis in S p&= tm

(Nw of zespones by Japanese fizam.)

North k&mimAd

PrOduat N E N I

Transitor/dle 1 5

Stransisto

Linear IC 4

Bipolar IC1

Nos IC 13

H: Establish mm p d&xtiu site

: EpXm adsting f WIity

so=ce: Japan Eleica Madhnmy Industry bssociation (1980, in

Japanese), p. 227.
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S-
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U.S.-trade restrictions have made clear that setting up U.S.-based

operations will deflect such protectionist pressures. ZZI

Second1 the distinctly Japanese system of labor relations (in

large Japanese companies -- these considerations are not so important

in smaller firms) adds another dimension to production decisions.

Because workers are basically assured job tenure (in return for loyalty

to trie firm and very few strikes or labor problems) the permanent labor

force is effectively a fixed factor of production. Maximizing the

profitability of investment as demand grows, in this context would

imply shifting production overseas of those items with the greatest

labor/capital ratios, subject to the constraint that domestic

employment be maintained.

This appears to be the strategy of Japanese electronic firms. The

bulk of Japanese producers' offshore employment tenls to be in more

lauor-intensive discrete devices. L2aI And as Table 8. makes clear,

employment in semiconductor manufacture in the ten top Japanese SC)

producers has been roughly constant over most of the 1970s, but with a

greater and greater portion of the labor force shifted into production

of Integrated circuits. A recent report by the Japan Llectrical

machinery Industry Association explicitly states that in order to

maintain domestic employment, Japanese electronics producers will have

q to shift into products with greater value added in their home plants,

and transfer items with low levels of value added to their offshore

production base, a process that will need to be "coordinated carefully

by each Japanese manufacturer." In short, maximizing returns while

maintaining employment levels appears to be the objective of Japa. Ase

firms, an objective that necessarily dictates the wholesale transf r of
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Table 8.5 Domestic Iploymmt in the JapwAe IC knustry

(Data refer to 10 largest IC pd=)*

1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Persons enpozyed in prodimr

inr wtcms (in din rund: 34 32 33 33 33

Mploynmet in ICs as % of employment

in Be 1 :2 47 52 54 56 61

p1eyzmnt in 's as

of aqploy t in all est-abisbwts

of fiuw: 10 10 3 . 11

Soue: U.S. TTC (,brber, 1979), Table ASO.

*NMC, Hitachi, Todhiba, mstauta, itmtbi*i, Shrp, Sanwo, SWy, Fujzitsu, Oki.

a

6
xI
ql*1
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r production of much more labor intensive items offshore before large

amounts of production of the more complex types of semiconductors leave

Japan.

Thirdly, because Japarese semiconductor firms have benefittei from

implicit or explicit government subsidies to investment, it seems

unlikely that they could make use of these funds without paying

attention to national priorities. It can be argued that part of the

imllicit social contract in Japanese industry, to which firms, workers,

and government are parties, is that in excnange for labor's peace and

cooperation, and government assistance, producers are committed to

maintaining, wherever possible, Japanese employment.

To conclude this interpretation of Japanese use of offshore

production facilities in the semiconductor industry, it may be useful

to review our arguments. The puzzle we nave attemptel to explain is

why Japanese producers have not made extensive use of the offshore

production stragegy used by profit-maximizing U.S. producers. Our

starting point was to note that the recent penetration of global

semiconductor markets by Japanese producers was associated with

important quality innovations that some U.S. firms are still in the

process of aaopting. The economic application of these innovations,

which involves the use of automated assembly techniques, requires large

4 production runs, and therefore is limited to high volume production

items, which include the large and fast-growing computer chip market.

A whole list of factors made the aJoption of these techniques

I attractive to Japanese firms.
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The reasons why automated techniques used by the Japanese for the

high volume computer chip market are not being installed in offshore

facilities are both economic and institutional. From a strictly

economic point of view, labor content is a smaller and smaller portion

of cost for more complex types of semiconductors, and the absolute cost

savings realized from producing in low wage areas less anJ less

important. Since transport and duty costs are roughly proportional to

cost, on the other hand, the absolute magnitude of these costs has

risezi consizierably for complex devices. For advanced devices imported

into the J.S. or Japanese markets, in fact, the net impact on cost of

producing oftsaore has become quite marginal, or even negative.

Greater political risks that would necessarily be faced with heavy

investment in offshore facilities may tip the final market balance even

further toward producing within or exporting from Japan.

Coupled to these economic considerations are some distinctive

institutional leatures of the Japanese economy which discourage

offshore investment. Protectionist pressure that is generated by

U.S. semiconductor firms points to production within the U.S. market as

a strategy for avoiding import restrictions. The Japanese employment

system requires that Japanese firms maintain domestic employment

levels, and more labor-intensive products have mainly been those

transferred to offshore production locations, to date. Finally, the

great degree to which the Japanese semiconductor industry has been the

recipient of government assistance argues for strict respect by SCD

0 producers of the commitment to full employment that is an essential

part of tne sociZl compact among labor, , anj gcvernment in

J ap an.
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This is not to say that offshore production will not become an

important feature of tne Japanese semicornuctor industry. As we have

seen in this section and the lasto Japanese semiconductor operations In

the low cost offshore areas of Asia, while still small, have been

growing rapialy. e would expect to see Japanese production of the

simplest, most labor-intensive types of devices to be located,

increasingly, in the low cost Asian countries, while the more expensive

complex devices are produced in the market that is their final

destination.

we turn next to a brief consideration of ahether the offshore

operations of U.S firms which account for most offshore activity in the

* global semiconductor Industry, will fall into a similar pattern.
((p

I .
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As the discussion of the previous sections has indicated, the

decision to produce offshore is a fairly complex one. Recent changes

in the technology of the integrated circuit, and its manufacture, and

in the institutional environment which interposes certain barriers

(especially tariffs) to trade, make it worthwhile to consider the

q economics of offshore assembly. For the moment, we shall ignore the

riskiness of investment in some of the less stable low-wage areas, and

consider only the various certain costs of investment in the offshore

countries. Our analyzis will focus on two key aspects of such

investment: t:e importance of tariff and transport costs as barriers

to traae, and the likely effects of increased automation in the

(-/ assembly process on the location of assembly operations.
The most reliable, albeit limited, Information on offshore

production economics is that collected by the U. S. Customs Services

wnen duty-free content is declareJ as tariffs are collected on

U. S. offshore imports. Table 9.1 summarizes available information on

the percentage of offshore (8'5 dad B(7) imports coming in under item

601, and the d. S. content of 806/807 imports as a percent of total

value.

The information on the percentage of imports coming in under

806/80 is significant because it tells us something about how quickly

producers respond to their economic environment. Item 806.30 is

generally much more costly to use than tariff item 8¢7.00, since the

item must be certified and loaded under the supervision of a Customs

officer, and the nature and cost of processes of manufacture carried

out overseas registered. U2 1 in the other hand, prior to about 1975,
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the operations qualifying as "processing" were much less restrictive

than those permitted under B7. An important court case in 1976

(U. S. vs. Texas Instruments, Inc.), however, established that silicon

wafers could be scribed and broken within the definition of "assembly,"

which could only have been done previously under the 806.30

provisions. I2. / As can be observed in Table 9.1, while 807 had been

declining in importance prior to 1975, It grew rapidly in importance

after tnat court case, accounting for 97 percent of offshore imports by

1979. Producers responded rapidly to take advantage of the more

advantageous processing requirements.

The U. S. content of assembly imports showed a general tendency to

increase over the 1966-69 period, a decline over the 1971-74 period,

w( and an increase over the 1976-7 period. The lnternational Irade

Commission attributed the decline in U. S. content over the 1970-75

perioJ to substitution of foreign-made components for U. S.-made

components and to technological improvements in manufacturing processes

(which presumably would lower the price of U. S.-male components). 12/

The iniua a in U. S. content over the 1975-78 period was also

* attributed to technological advances by the U. S. 1. T. C. (which

involijed more "efficient and capital-intensive methods of

produc4ion") 122/

*l t does, in fact, seem reasonable to attribute both the increases

and decreases in U. S. content to technological factors. Over 1970 to

1975, %s process technology for medium-scale integration of circuits on

a silicon chip was improved, the cost of producing a functioning

silicon chip did decline. And witn the commercialization of a new

generation of devices over the 1975-78 period, using much more complex
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and expensive chips, it is not surprising t43t U. S. content rose in

relative value.

The objection Fiight ne made tn.t aggreg'3tion over countries and

products may cause spuriouz trenis in U. S. content, resulting from

changes in thtE geo9rd.hical anti product distribution of offshore

production. ",ppenJix ITbe e.o.l breaks down U. S. 6/&7 SCD content

OY co try, anJ Apperdix rable 9.4.2 breaks ao'n U. S. content by

7-aigit proiuct, at available levels of product Jet3iJ for ICs, by

counatry. 4.,t jame basic tre iis note' above persist witt much 4reater

levels of ;iraqregation.

in:re-.se3 co-ilexity, ani v. lus, of t.e siircon c:aips from

wIhict, inteLate.i circuits are ae:,:J,, has totentially important

effects on tfi p3ttern of international tr.ide in cnips. Titis is

becdu.e tic c:aiet ;,arrier= to tr -le, tariff arka transport costs, are

bdsicaliy pro'ortional to the value of tne chi,. Let t be the

tariti rate co:miii,; into aii i;,dlstri-1izea country .narket, an! ket

oe fre]i!i:t an, irtsur :,ce costs (going and co.ing) for a chip

srippe-) overseis for asse.nly, and then re-inported. '..e can taer.

express the cozit savings from ofisnore assembily and packaginy as a

traction of tLe cost of assembly if Jone entirely jovestically,

A for as

(9.1) Afor -1 - (1 + f) -U (t + f)

with t.ae ratio of foreign to domestic asseiably and packaging

cobt=/ T t,-e ratio o chip cost to domestic asse'nbiy cost. 1_IA/

Cle~zty the jriiter (t:ae smaller th"ie ;virig from foreigi, aszembiy)

or m (tt.e less the importance of assei ly in overall production
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cost), or t or (the greater the barriers to trade), the less

attractive offshore assembly becomes. Increasel chip complexity makes

for a larger value of m 3 for m sufficiently large, it is quite

possible that the tariff and transport costs on senling the chip

offshore for assembly and packaging more than offset the cost savings

in the actual assembly, so that expression (9.1) is negative.

If the offshore assembly Us S. tariff provisions are used, no

U. S. duties are charged on the value of the U.S.-made chip upon

reentry, and (9.1) becomes (denoting cost savings with 806/807 as a

fraction of U.S. assembly costs by A8 0 7 )

(9.2) A807 1- I (1+ t + f) -Uf

( hile it is theoretically possible that the 806/807 tariff provisions

made offshore assehmbly operations economically viable that might not

otnerwise have been cost effective, it is clear that tnis,

historically, was not the case. 12/

This latter point is maie quite effectively using cost data for

the early 1970s, summarized in Table 9.2. It might be argued that

since the tariff rate in the early 196Cs was 12.5 percent, declining to

6% in 1972 after the Kennedy cuts, the use of b06/807 provisions may

have been more economically important in the early 1960s. The

calculations of Table 9.2 reveal this to be an insignificant factor,

however. Dfshore assembly probably lowered assembly costs for simple

devices some 5 to 60 percent in the early 1970s, with the use of

..tar r :r.-or shavin; off perhaps another It of

-. sem ccst. The same cost structure, with the l960's tariff

rate ol 12%, yields basically identical results.
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Table 9.2

Cost Reductions Due to Offshore Assembly, 1973
(as % of U.S. Assembly Cost)

Simple Devices Complex Devices
(discrete SCDs or simple ICs) (LSI and complex ICs)

t = .4 L - .6
m -. 06 m -. 9

bfor with 12% 53% 17%
tariff

with 6% 56% 27%
tariff

68o? with 12% 54% 28%
tariff 54%

with 6% 56% 32%
tariff

Source: f, t, 1, m, ASf 6807, defined in text.

f = .03 assumed, in line with Table 4.1.

Z, m calculations based on data in Appendix Table 9.A.3

and assumption that U.S./offshore labor cost ratio is 4.
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(
With more complex devices, the arithmetic Is somewhat different,

but still implies that the existence of the 806/67 tariff provisions

was only a marginal factor affecting the decision to assemble offshore.

dith more complex devices, the cost of the chip relative to

U.S. assembly costs (m) increased drastically, while the ratio of

offshore to U.S. assembly costs C . ) increased slightly, due to

the greater relative expense of the more elaborate packaging materials

used. Still, offshore assembly with 806/807 saved about one-third of

U. S. assembly costs, with 8C6/807 responsible for a 5 percent saving

over U. S. assembly costs. Even with the old 12% tariff rate, and no

a0b/807 tariff rate, a substantial saving would have been realized by

packaging chips offsaore.

6ith the even greater complexity of new generations of

sophisticated integrated circuits, however, this situation may have

changed. As Table ).3 shows, a simple device (a linear op amp IC)

would cost about 28% more to manufacture in the U.S. than offshore,

using.86/8i7, or about 24% more if 836/807 were not used (or a

non-U.S. chip were assembled). *ith a complex computer memory chip

* (16K RA) however, this situation changes dramatically. U.S. assembly

would now raise manufacturing cost about 6%, using 806/807, and leave

* cost almost unchanged if 8b/87 were unavailable (or if the chip were

* fabricated overseas). Thie situation is basically the same for the even

more complex 64K RA4, except that offshore manufacture is actually aura

expensive when P06/807 cannot be used.

f"
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Cost Data, Selected ICs, 1979

64K RAM* 16K RAM Linear Op AMP(16 ping) (16 pins) (14 pins)
(.s. $ )

Assembly & Package .10 .10 .06
Zost/-.hip
(plastic package,
off shore assembly)

Assembly Yield 90% 90% 75Z

'inal Test Yield 65% 70% 70%

Assembly Cost/ .17 .16 .11
Yielded .hip

Total Manufac- 4.11 2.57 .37
turing Cost/
!Zielded Chip As Percent of Offshore Manufacturing Cost

Assembly Cost/ 4.1% 6.2% 30%
Manufacturing
Cost

Cost Changes if
Assembled in U.S.
(as % offshore
total manufacturing

aost):

A Assembly Cost 4.1% 6.2% 30%
(assumed doubled)

A duties paid

a. If U.S. chip -.25% -.37% -1.82
. 806/807 used
(6% X Assembly
Cost)

b. If 806/807 -6% -62 -6%
not used
(6% X Total
Manufacturing
Cost)

K Net Change: a. +3.85% +5.83% +28.2%
b. -1.9% + .2% +24%

*64K RAM data is estimated, for 1981. Other figures are actual costs for 1979.

Source: Based on data in Dicken (1980), pp. 79-83.
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The implications of increasing chip costs, then are quite

striking. For complex ICs, the availability of the offshore assembly

tariff-sparing arrangements can be the decisive factor In the decision

to locate assembly facilities overseas. It they are unavailable (as is

the case for Japanese affiliates assembling Japanese-made computer

chips for sale in the U.S. market), It is actually more economic to

assemble in the U9 S. I /

Also, because increasing chip complexity means that assembly costs

are a smallet and smaller fraction of total manufacturing costs, the

cost savings realized from offshore assembly of complex devices becomes

a smaller and smaller part of the overall cost of production. )E/ It

may well be that the more important fabrication costs will increasingly

determine the location of production. j £/

The increasing importance of quality in complex chips, and the use

of automated tecnniques associatel with higher quality levels, promises

to accentuate this trend. With automation, the cost differential

between domestic and offshore assembly will continue to narrow, and the

relative importance of chip cost in overall manufacturing cost will

continue to rise with more complex chips (as will the costs of tariffs

and transport). The result will be that offshore assembly will be less

and less attractive for the more advanced chips.

While there is substantial evidence that U. S. firms have recently

begun to automate their offsnore operations in response to the Japanese

quality challenge, 1j/ the overall prognosis for the future must

certainly Le tlat, as the most complex, high quality chips become a

larger and lar- er fraction of the market, offshore assembly will tend

to s1.zxt bacK to the domestic market where the chip is sold. To some
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extent this may be offset by the forthcoming tariff cuts (to 4 percent)

in the U. S. and Japanese markets. Also, learning economies will

eventually decrease chip cost for the more recently introduced complex

chips. Still, a recent market research study predicted that

U. S. -assembled semiconductors will rise from 29 to 39 percent of

U. S. consumption by the end of the 1980s, Jll/ and these cost

considerations certainly back this prediction.

It mJgnt also be thougnt that use of automated techniques, in and

of itself, would tend to shift assembly back to the industrial country

markets. the argument would be that use of sophisticated machinery

requires a more skilled labor force than is available in most

developing countries. Vhile the maintenance and engineering staff

( rejuired must certainly increase in more mechanized operations,

however, the available evidence suggests that a jj skilled production

work force is actually re~uired with automated bonding and packaging

lines. bhile it takes about 3 months for a worker to learn manual

bonding, and two months to become skilled at manual die attachment,

about two krgk of experience are required to train the operator of

machinery performing either operation. 1I

We conclude, trien, that while savings on offshore assembly costs

have for decades made it worthwhile to go offshore, with or without the

use of 806/8Z7-type tariff provisions, that situation is rapidly

changing for tae most complex devices. For those complex ICs (like

computer memory chips). the use of 806/807 is important to the decision

* to assemble offshore. As chip complexity (and value) continues to

p n:rease, and automation continues to reduce onshore/offshore assembly

cost differentials, we expect that assembly of the most complex types

522
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of chips will shift back to the final market where the chip is used.

Automationo however, in and of itself will probably not force this to

occur because of changing skill re~uirementso since lpsa skilled

workers are probably used on an automated packaging line.

Automation, since it increases capital intensity, will

increase the need to invest much larger volumes of assets in offshore

operations that are upgraied. As this occurs, manufacturers of

semiconductors will give even greater attention to the possible

political risks associated wita large-scale investments. ae next turn

to the more elaborate analysis needed to take into account the effects

of sucii risks on producers' production location decisions.

O

S!
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Table 9. A. 3

Manufacturing Costs, 1973
(Dollars)

Discrete or Simple IC. LSI & Complex Chks

Cost per Yielded Chip .015 1.00

P-ackagi g Cost .05 .50

Labor (Assembly, Offshore) .05 .15

TOTAL COST .15 3.40

Source: E.F. Hutton and Co., cited In Office of Producer Goods, U.S. Department
of Commerce (1979), p. 73.
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Various sorts of evidence, from the statements of the managers of

multinational semiconductor firms, to the observed changes in the

patterns of 806/837 SCD importst suggest that the diversification of

country-specific risk in production is an important objective of firms

engaged in offshore production. If one reads the 1978 annual report of

%iotorola, a major SCD prolucer, for example, one finds a list of

semiconductor manufacturing facilities scattered around the globe. As

if to reassure stockholders, howevero the report states that no single

facility or country located outside the U. S. accounts for more than

A 10% of sales, revenues, assets.

Taking account of the riskiness of offshore production adds

((- considerable complexity to a realistic analysis of the production

location decisions of firms. Clearly, finding the 'least cost'

location will no longer be the &iD2_2fl_D2D of selecting an offshore

production site. Rather, a ribk-averse producer should logically

diversify production among a portfolio of sites, with considerable

variation among average costs in these ]ocations a distinct

possibility.

She analysis of this section will focus on constructing the

simplest possible model of offshore production that captures in a

reasonably realistic way the problem of diversifying production
Vp

locat'on to reduce the political risks of offshore investment. This

modeloill then be useJ with actual data on the offshore operations of

the U. S. semiconductor industry. The empirical parameters to be

6' dstimated will be useful in asse'ssing the impact of wage changes, and

shifts In investors' perceptions of political risk, on the sourcing of
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offshore imports, and on the use of foreign-produced Inputs.

Modelling tne decision process leading to a manufacturer

scattering his production among a number of risky locations, rather

than a single risky location which might have the lowest average cost,

requires an explicit specification of how a manager trades off the

expected return in a location against the country-specific risk he

incurs when investing in tnat location. It shoull be stressed

that -- because semiconductor assembly by U. S. offshore affiliates P

has not, historically, been a particularly capital intensive process,

requiring huge investments in production ejuipment 11f/ -- the risk

that is run is as much from unerpected disruptions to production In a

nigraly competitive business, as tnie risk of confiscation,

expropriation, nationalization, or vandalization. Strikes, wars,

unforeseen exciange rate fluctuations, revolutions, nyperinfLations,

political turmoil, and other potential disruptions to production are

probably as costly or costlier than a mere threat to capital. In fact,

the relatively simple production eguipment required in the past for

assembly is probably fdirly mobile in the strictly physical sense.

We shlail treat tie diversification of assembly operations across

countries as a special case of the classic analysis of portfolios of

risky assets that goes back to the seminal work of Tobin (1959) and

Sharpe (1964). A complete exposition of the results we shall cite is

containea in tze technical a~pen~ix to this section.
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results are discussed.

Given these assumptions, it can be shown (see the technical

appendix to this section) that the optimal strategy for a production

manager allocating proauction among the risky locations is so select an

optimal value of capital investment In country 1, Ki** as

0 

2

where I is the average (or equivalently, marginal, with constant

returns to scale) return to a dollar invested in producin7 in location

is tne riskless return; / and the At! 's are portfolio

:onstants reflecting the market price of risk, and the covariances of

the market purtfolio or assets witn the I underlying factors

affecting offshore returns, respectively; the CJ s are location£

specific constants reflecting the influence on returns in location i of

the L underlyini factors; 1J./ and

a2  is the variance of that component of return in location I that is

independent of the underlying factors# and hence, from the return on

all other assets. Return on SCD assembly in location ip wr , is a
function of a vector of input prices, faced in location i and of output

price the value of an assembled semiconductor devicer P . There are

j Input and output prices.

We can write the part of (10.1) in brackets as a function 9

I!

* (Vj (P ro *C1' 9 A)z
02

|C
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Our basic assumption is that the manager of production scheduling

in a multinational semiconductor firm acts as a portfolio manager, with

some fixed allocation of investible resources to be distributed among

assets. A semiconductor investment In every production location is

treated as a unique asset, with some country risk of its own, so that a

dollar of investment in SCD assembiy In country I is expected to yield

some average return , a function of production costs in country

2
i, and have some variance around that average return a , as a

consequence of country-specific risk. Industry production managers act

in the interest of risk-averse investors, and are assumed to select

portfolios of production investments that, in the aggregate, are

efficient. 102/

We make tnree other simplifying assumptions:

1. There are constant returns to scale in assembly;

2. The returns to producing in different offsnore locations are

related to each other (and to the returns on all other assets)

only through common relationships with a number of basic

underlying factors; J&/

3. A riskless asset paying return r. exists (government bonds

are usually cit4i in this role in the finance literature).

The model we construct in this section also makes a number of

assumptions about producers' adjustment behavior. In particular, we

assume that price expectations are formed adaptively, and that actual

'g capital stock adjusts partially in response to changes in its optimal

',, Jesired level. The reader uninterested In the technical details of

this model is urged to skip to the end of this section, where the

U
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(ge use the * notation to denote a vector.) For our econometric work,

we will express (10.2) in terms of natural logarithms, and represent In

g by a first-order approximation linear in the natural logs of its

arguments, i. e. ,

(10.3) I K Z d P + H + J

Barring structural changet intercept term h contains the effects of all

variables constant for all locations (i.e. , for all it including the

loglinear terms in w, r. I to the A 's), ani takes on a different

value in every time period as those variables and the market portfolio

change. Country-specific shift-term J includes the effects of all the

variables whose values are unique to country it and do not shift over

time (i.e. t ' the C s ). A change in investors" perceptions of
'44S country riskp by changing tile Cb °s and 01 w ill alter the value of .

Ji. Technical change will shift 4 if it is of the output-augmenting

type, which will be assumedt and leave the d. unchanged. 12J/
-J

To make (10.3) useful for empirical purposes, we must recognize 9

that optimal capital stock, KI*p depends on capital investments that

may have important transaction costs, and that reallocating existing

investments among countries may involve significant costs of adjustment

(for one thing, production flows will be disrupted as capital is

shuffled among countries). 6e therefore operationalize (10.1) by

assuming a so-called "partial adjustment" model, i. e. p that

(10.4) t Kit - In Kiti1 (ln Kite -in Ktl
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where the t subscripts refer to time periods and the.K __vithout

asterisk denotes araua output as opposed to 22.tiaiJ, K1 * Parameter 6

is interpreted as reflecting the speed of adjustment of actual to

optimal levels; with 6 = It adjustment Is instantaneous, while

with = , tuere is no adjustment. If there are costs to adjusting

the allocation of investment among countries, producers will not want

to respond fully and instantaneously to changes in returns among

countries, and 8 will be less than one.

Also, since capital investment generally requires time to be

carried out, it is reasonable to suppose that the prices affecting the

returns in (lv.3) ought to be exected prices (i.e. I P in K* is

based on next perioJ expectations of price at time t-1). We specify

S(' price expectations at the momeut outtmal cauital stock is determined, to be

generated by the simple model

(10.5a) (e) " ( - - (•
t-l

witn superscript e denoting an expectation, the subscripts referring to

time period, and the rate of price change, ;t defined as

e0

(10.5b) (P )t tn P - In Pt-n

(10.5c) )e" In Pe In P
tt t-l
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Ttnis is an "adaptive" model of producers" expectations of the ta]

of price change, p * When parameter X takes on value 0,

expectations of the rate of price change in the next period are

unaffected by the error in last period's expectation; when parameter

X takes on value 1, next period's forecast is increaseJ or decreased

by exactly tae error in last period's expectation. If we think of the

change in the rate of price increase as a random variable having

transitory and permanent components, then the optimal forecast of the

rate of chanqe will use a X close to zero if variation in the

transitory component of change is much greater than variation in the P,

permanent comp onent, anJ optimal x will be close to I if the

opposite is true. 121/ Solving (10.5) for the expected price j1t¥j, we

nave 12./1

*e C
(10.6) Ln P (in P - Ln P ) + t Lu P + (1-)) Ln P

t t-l t-2 t-l t-l

Actual output in location i, 1! , is given by

(10.7) Lu -t In K - Ik (Pr)

The value of capital~output ratio in location i, k, is a function of

the vOctor oi input and output prices in location io P: (unless the

technology is of the fixed coefficient type, in which case it is V

r:t / KI is the arjUAja value of capital stock in place in

location i.

II • P
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Using a loglinear approximation to K as our functional form, we

then have

(10.8) zu T L K + (e + E e In PI )

with the e's the coefficients in the approximation. Again, because we

assume technical progress to be output-augmenting, the e's will remain

constant across countries and over time 0 wnile * will vary over time
o

with technological advance. j1/

Taere Is one last substitution that must be made before we can use

ouz specification on actual iata. The only input price whose movements

can actually be reasonably well observed over time and across countries

is the wage rate ( Plt in country i, year t). All other location

specific prices will be assumed to be proportional to some common index

which changes over time and is constant across countries (i.e., Plt =

1q jIor L). Thus, we assume that while the prices of inputs and

outputs other than labor cnange over time, they are fixed in relative

terms across countries. This is not terribly unrealistic, since the

major inputs other than labor are U.S.-made components and material

(whose effective cost is adjusted using the U.S.tariff rate), 125/

* transport cost, infrastructural service costs, and to a minor extent,

foreign material costs. Output price is necessarily uniform across

countries. Jk/

* Most of the stupefying algebra in our functional forms is in the

coefficients to be estimated, in brackets (in the last couple of

footnotes), and (10.1t) becomes much less fearsome when the
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(J

coefficients are symbolized byO(, , and5:

101)in Y It - In Y it-2" 01(tn Y it-1- In Yt t-2 ) + 0 2 in Y It-2

3(n - in + B (Ln - n )+ 0 n PiLt £Lt-2 4 iLt-1 PU.2 5 ILt-2

ft + Yj + cc, (i- Jet- + J2 et + Vt
it I 2 it i

V a redefined random disturbance).

_(

The s refer to the coefficients of lagged combinations of previous

output levels, and wageso tne ('s refer to country and time

4 intercepts, and (since the J es only change value after shifts in

perceived country risk) the 0(s are tne coefficients of two variables

taking on non-zero values when changes in country risk occur. Howevero

the full specification given in (10.10) is useful because it allows us
to derive restrictions on the coefficients of (10.11) when we impose

various hypotheses on the parameters of our underlying model.

6t In effect the only influences on offshore production in different
countries which we can really identify In (10.11) are those of the

local wage and shifts in country-specific risk; all other influences
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are incorporated into intercept terms, expressed as dummy variables

which are constant across countries but change from year to year, and

dummy variables which are constant over time, but change across

countries. Fortunately, from the point of view of individual producing

countries, the local wage is the variable over which maximum control Is

exercised, and whose effects are therefore of greatest interest.

qEquation (C.11) is the form actually estimated. To estimate the

parameters of (10.11) more precisely, and because the determinants of

v.S. component use are of intrinsic interest, we can use additional

informiation on the use of duty-free J.S. components in offshore

semiconductor assembly that is available. Tais is because (letting U,

be demand for duty-free U. S. components to be used in assembly in

location i, year t),

(10.12) u I . ( p• ) K

with .. the value of U. S. -components used per unit of capital

installed in location i. 122/ Taking a loglinear approximation to u

we have

(10.13) In U I- K + (f + I f = L P

Using exactly the reasoning described before, we derive an

ejuation exactly like (10.10), with two minor modifications. All e's
I

in coefficients in (10.9), which describe the capital~output ratio,

must be replaced by the fOs corresponding to the component% capital value

share described In (10.13), and*Vl MaY be replaced by a different

random disturbancef vi. When this is done, we have a second relation

(10.14) In U1t - In Uit_2  - 01 (tu Ut. 1 - Dt_ 2  ) + 2 n Ut_2

+ e3 (tn ?,it n PLLt-2) + 04 (n Pnt-1" n PiLt-2 )
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A+ IV
it

dith all coefficients to be estimated, except for those of country i's

wage (the 0 "s) and the time and country intercept terms (the Is),

the same as coefficients in (10.11).

After studying (10.10), one can derive additional coefficient

restrictions implied by the maintained hypotheses that:

!1 '

Ci(t) - 0. price change expectations are static over tiae;

(ii) - 1, price change expectations are corrected by last-

period error In every time period;

(ifi) p the value of the US. couponentfoutput ratio is

insensitive to changes in the wage rate.
Civ) e - f - 0, the values of the U.S. component/capital and

L L

output/capital ratios are Insensitive to changes in the wage

rate (i.e., fixed coefficients in U.S. input and capital use

characterize the technology).

4
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The Implied restrictions on the coefficients of (10.11) and 10.14) ire shown

in Chart 10.1.

We will use the 8M6/807 SCD import data described in Section 6 to

estimate the parameters of our model. 12/ Data for six

countries -- 'exico, Taiwan, Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, and

Philippines -- were used because consistent and reasonably reliable

series of wage data were available over the 1966-1979 period. 122/
S

Country risk in these countries was assumel to be constant over time,

excert for tlue 1975-75 period in Mexico, when the appearance of

political instability is thought by some to have sharply increased

investors' perception of risk, the years 1978-79 in Taiwan, when the

rupture of formal diplomatic relations with the U.S. was a likely

source of increased perception of risk, and the years from 1972 on in

the Philippines, when martial law was imposed.

The assumption of constant risk, except for these identified

qualitative shifts, results in risk Oshift* dummy variables that
Si

displace the country-specific intercepts, I and i ..in these

countries. We assume that expected J risk variable in period t is just

the unweighted average of acutal J in the three previous years , so that

we can express the terms

= 1 (j-1 ) + =2 e
+ it in

(IC:? anE 1:0. 14)

as Ri + + R2
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Chart 10. 1

Effects of Various Hypotheses on Coefficients of (10.11) and (10.14)

Hypothesis: Restrictions:

(0) Theoretical specification Coefficients of U's and Y's and J's

is correct in both (10.11) and (10.14) same values

(1) 62

BS=0

05- 0

0

0

(ii) ePL f L3L e3

(i.e., U/y fixed as P varies) a4' e4

5 5

civ) e " fPL f 0 e; 0
PLL

(i.e., U/K and y/K fixed as PL 04 "4
varies)

5 e5

P
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where R displaces the country-specific intercept in an equation only

in the year when a rh dap in expected country-risk occurs, and R±2

displaces the country-specific intercept for all years subsequent to

the change. ,Q2/ In the form the equations were actually estimated, all

intercepts were normalized to the vilue corresponding to Mexico, 1971,

and country-specific or year-specific intercept terms for other

countries and years are expressed as displacement from that value. 201/

Since all other country specific prices other than the wage rate

are assumed constant relative to indices changing over time (i.e.,

* freight and insurance costs, infrastructural services, foreign-produced

components), the country dummies capture the effects of cross-country

differences in these prices, as well as country-specific risk.

( The yt and nt in equations (10.14) and (10.11), the dummy

variables having value 1 in a single year, zero elsewhere, capture the

effects of prices which are constant across countries, but change from

year to year (the price of output, U.S. materials, the U.S. tariff

rate; the unobserved indices which determine transport costs,

foreign-made component cost, infrastructural service costs), as well as

* shifts causej Dy changes in technology, and annual changes in the

vazious portfolio constants (which are a function of wealth available

for risky investment, the risks and returns for all assets, and the

market price of risk).

The value of output from U.S. assets invested in offshore

semiconductor asse:mbly was measured by the customs value of

U.S. 806/807 imports. 2Q2/ The value of U.S.-made components (mainly

unassembled chips) was measured by the duty-free 11.S. value declarel to

customs authorities when 806/807 imports entered the U.S. 2Q/
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( , .n . r 92

In view of the previous discussion, we shall estimate the two

equation system:

(10.15a) In Yt - n Y$t-2 (n Y - LU Yin t25 + 2n Y t-2 +

03 (n PLt - n PiLt-2 ) + 4 (I-In - P ILt-2 ) + 5(P Lt_2)
-+n + 4(V

+ Yt +Y I+ R1 + R12 +VItInO.1 b) U it - n U t _2  - 01 ( mu t_z - I. it _2 ) + B2 In V

it- t-2 2 it -2

+ e3 In P Lt " In PLLt-2 ) +

+ 4 (-n PLt-I- In PILt-2 + e5 in P Lt-2 + t

+ R:L1 + R
12+Wit

A
3ecause the error terms ( Vit and Wit ) might well display serial

autocorrelation over time 24/ estimation of (10.15A) or (10o154),

which contain lagged values of the dependent variables, using ordinary

least squares might yield inconsistent coefficient estimates. Insteal,

(10.1bA) and (10.15b) were estimated Jointly using an instrumental

variable procedure (three-stage least squares). 2.U./ The advantage of

this method is that it produces consistent and asymptotically efficient

estimates of coefficients, using an estimate of the variance-covariance

matrix of V and v (the errors are assumed independent over time, but

not of each other at any moment in time), and cross-equation

restrictions on tne values of coefficients, to produce more precise

estimates than equivalent single-equation instrumental variable

cedures.
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The results of Table 10.1 confirm the advantages of a systems
approach to estimation of equations (10.15A) and (10.15B). The first

set of estimates does not impose any of the cross-equation restrictions

our theoretical analysis implies, but does use an estimate of the

between-equations variance-covariance matrix to produce the estimated

coefficients. Because the disturbances in the two equations appear to

be highly correlated (the estimated correlation coefficient is .86),

the coelticients wurtile having rather large approximate stanJard

errorso are estimated with substantially greater precision than is the

case with a single-equation two-stage least squares procedure (not

shown, but wtich produced basically similar numerical estimates, with

much idrger stanaard errors).

( Aen tie tneoretical specification restrictions are imposels as is

done in the second set of estiuates in Table 10.1, considerably more

precise estimates are produced. Statistically significant (i.e., where

the rull hypotriesis that they are equal to zero is rejected) estimates

of , ( -r od are in fact produced.

The signs of political risk 'shift' terms (negative for Mexico and

Taiwan, positive for the Philippines) would seem to indicate an

increasing perception of country risk in Mexico luring 1975/76 ani in

Taiwan after the break in formal diplomatic relations with the U.S.,

* and lessened perception of risk in the Philippines after the imposition

of martial law (wnich is basically compatible with the tenor of

accounts in the J.S. press in analyzing these events). Only in Taiwan,

however, are these risk shifts statistically significant, so we are

less convinced of the importance ol these events in explaining

investment in Mexico and the Philippines. The rather low values of

0
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02, 5 , and 651 the R shift terms, and the.country

dummies -- all quite close to zero - suggest that either parameter

J or A equals zero (but not both). 2&j Since the RI terms would

also be zero if 6 was close to zero, and they are not, and because
.the empirical evidence cited before Jfle indicate that managers d2

respond to changes in the profitability of production in different

locations, the results of Table 10.1 suggest that X may be quite

close to zero, and tt~a lon-g-run expectations of the rate of increase

in real wages are little affected by transitory variations from

period-to-period. r2/

Also, the striking similarity of the values of the 03 to4 and 05

values to 83 e4 and e5 suggests that both output/capital and

r ;.-component/capital ratios display an identical response to

variation in labor costs from location to location (which includes, as

a special case, the possibility that the U.S. component to output ratio

is fixed at any moment in time). 2/

Table 1U.2 displays the effects of imposing restrictions on price

rate expectation adjustment parameter X * The first set of

estimates imposes restrictions implied by ; O, the second set of

estimates is produced assuming ' = 1. While the data do not permit us

Ito reject either set of restrictions, the estimates relying on the

a 0 hypotheses are essentially identical to the estimates of

Table 10.1 made witnout these restrictions. The same is DaI true for A

the A 1 estimates, suggesting that we may wish to impose the

0 restriction, as consistent with our results, to produce more

iBe coeflicie-t estim7ates.
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A statistically significant estimate of of .45 is implied by

the estimate of , in the first part of Table 10.2.". This suggests

moderately rapid adjustment of actual to desired capital stock, with 45

percent of the adjustment made in the year a shift in desired capital

stock occurs, 70 percent of the adjustment made after one year has

passed, 84 percent after two years, 93 percent after three years, 97

percent after four years. 22/ r

Vitn one exception, none of the political changes thought to be of

possible importance in determining country risk is statistically

significant in Table 1C.2. The exception, as before, is Taiwan. With

= 0 assumed, we cannot reject, for any of the three countries,

the hypothesis that those changes had a2 effect on country risk. But

( the estimated effect was reasonably large in the cases of Mexico and

Taiwan, dropping optimal investment by close to one-half its previous

value, (to calculate the effect on the log of optimal

capital stocK., lmust be multiplied by 1\ 8 (1 )j for 6 =

.45, G, this means R1 ought to be multipled by about 2.2). While

there seems to be no good reason not to drop the Philippine risk shift

intercept from the regression, since it is statistically insignificant

and cbose to zero, the potential for committing a specification error

argue6 against doing the same for Mexico and Taiwan, with their large

effects on Investment. The risk dummies were therefore not dropped in

further regressions.

'the coefficients 0 3 and -3, 0 64 and 4 nd and• ad 5 an 5

continue to have remarkably similar values, no matter which

ass;mPtion about is used. Again, this suggests that U.S.-made

components are used in fixed proportion to output (i.e., that the chip



TabIe 10.2 /

Estimation with Additional Restriction on Adaptive Expectations 532
Parameter X

With Theoretical and With Theoretical and
A-0 Restrictions ul Restrictions

(i.e. (0) and (1) on Chart 10.1) (i.e. (0) and (ii) on Chart 10.1)

(10.15A) (10.151) (10.15A) (10.15B)

Coefficient:

81 1.55 (.17)** same .86 (.21)** same

82 0 same -.14 (.21) same

63/03 .86 (.61) .95 (.11) .70 (.47) .80 (.52)

64/04 -2.1 (.98)** -2.3 (1.2)** -1.7 (.71)** -1.8 (.76)**

85/05 0 san* .052 (.36) .051 (.38)

Mexico, R2  0 same -.54 (.38) same

Mexico, R1  -.29 (.62) same 0 same

Philippines, 0 saue .28 (.46) same
R 2

Philippines, -.067 (.62) same 0 same
R*

Taiwan, R2  -.31 (.24) same -.40 (.21)* same

Intercept .11 (.15) -.10 (.18) .72 (1.6) .50 (1.6)
(Mexico, 1971)

Taiwan, 0 same .041 (.29) -.026 (.40)

Korea, 0 same .084 (.16) .062 (.18)

Hong Kong, 0 same -.072 (.18) -.13 (.26)
'i/ni

Singapore, 0 same .16 (.12) .14 (.15)
'i/ni

Philippines, 0 same .11 (.25) .10 (.26)
6i/ni

1972, 6t/.2t  .23 .53 (.23) .24 (.14) .39 (.15)**

1973, 8 t/Ot  .11 (.20) .16 (.24) .31 (.19) .29 (.19)

1974, 6t/nt .042 (.21) .33 (.25) .32 (.25) .44 (.23)*

1975. St/Ot -.30 (.20) .026 (.23) -.098 (.31) .11 (.28)

1976, th t .37 (.19)** .47 (.22) .27 (.36) .34 (.34)

1977, t/nt  -.11 (.19) .34 (.22) .14 (.43) .47 (.41)

1978, 6/nt .0092(.20) .16 (.23) .20 (.46) .41 (.46)

1979, 6t/n t  .21 (.20) .38 (.24) .40 (.48) .56 (.49)

^02 .0882 .126 .0467 .0616

/ 12 .0947 .0483

S12 .90 .90

F-test for a11 specification restrictions: F-test for all specification restrictions:

F (22,52) - .238 r (11,52)- .284

Cannot reject at 9q2 or 952 Confidence Cannot reject at 902 or 952 Confidence
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( j
to assembled semiconductor ratio is fixed irregardless of the cost of

labor in difierent locations) at any moment In timer which seems

totally reasonable.

This hypothesis is imposed in the estimates of the first column of

Table 10.3. The estimates are very similar to those of Table 10.1 and

suggest that the hypothesis seems to describe changes in observed

output and U.S. duty-free content reasonably well.

The results in the first column of Table 10.3 do not yield

statistically significant estimates for or * Since

and 0 are an estimates of the labor price elasticity of the r

output~capital and duty-free U.S. content/capital ratios, this might

indicate tnat they are zero, and tnus, that these ratios are completely

( insensitive to the wage in location I.

Alternatively, if the positive estimate of is taken at face

value (and its large standard error blamed on multicollinearity in the

data), it would seenm to imply that the existing capital stock is used

more intensively as the wage rises (and thus output~capital rises), and

that dutiable components and materials are substituted for assembly

labor. 22./ This last interpretation may have some merit if less labor

can be used with more wastage of materials. Still, the most

parsimonious explanation is that tnese ratios, at any moment in timer

are relatively insensitive to wage rates (i.e., 0). 211/ This is

borne out by the results in the second column of Table 10.3, which show

that imposing this last constraint has no large effect on the values of

the otrer coefficients, and cannot be rejected statistically.
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Table 10.3

( Estimation Under Hypothesis of Plied uty Ratlo

Along vith Along with Theoretical
Sheoretical Restrictions and u/k.

Coefficient: AstrictIonaY /k lized7

(10.15A) (10.153) (10.1w) (0.5)

51 1.38 (.50)** same 1.50 (.55)** a0e

£2 .099 (.27) sme .18 (.30) Same

03 .56 (.47) same -0- a

/- 4.04 (.77)**" m 1.57 (.77)** ma

85/e5  .036 (.37) mam -.056 (.44) sm

Mexico, 2 -. 15 (.55) ame -. 14 (.6 ) am

ymeico, R1 -. 35 (.56) som -.52 (.65) 218

PiLippines, R2 .022 (.61) same .17 (.70) am

Philippines, 11 1.21 (1.40) some 1.19 (1.67) sme

Taiwan, 'R + R -. 47 (.22)** Sam -. 50 (.26)* gmie
2 1

Intercept (Mxico, -. 59 (2.1) -. 77 (2.0) -. 69 (2.4) -. 85 (2.4)
1971)

Taiwan, a, /11 .34 (.38) .41 (.52) .46 (.42) .58 (.7)

lorea, 81 /1 .15 (.16) .15 (.17) .21 (.18) .21 (.20)

long Kong 6i1  .093 (.22) .14 (.32) .15 (.24) .23 (.35)

Singapore, 8k/n i  .12 (.13) .16 (.16) .11 (.13) .17 (.19)

Philippines, 61/GI .61 (.66) .62 (.63) .54 (.79) .56 (.78)

1972, St /at .20 (.14) .46 (.17)" .20 (.17) .48 (.20)"

1973, 8t /at  .12 (.25) .18 (.21) .14 (.28) .22 (.24)

1974, t/ a .054 (.34) .32 (.25) .061 (.39) .37 (.29)

1975, at/ a -. 40 (.40) -. 082 (.33) -. 45 (.47) -. 095 (.38)

2976, 6t /a .10 (.41) .23 (.37) .099 (.48) .25 (.44)

2977, B, /a -.22 (.57) .23 (.49) -.25 (.66) .23 (.57)

1978, 8t /t -.14 (.59) .066 (.58) -.14 (.68) .076 (.67)

1979, a /At .036 (61) .22 (.60) .42 (.72) .23 (.71)
tt .0738 .0969 .0892 .1151

12 .0759 .0915

12 .90 .90

F - tests for restrictions on coefficients:

F (10,52) - .158 F (11,52) - .205

Cannot be rejected at 902 or 952 confidence levels.
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Table UC.4 maintains the hypothesis that the U.S. chip to
X,

assembled SCOD ratio is constant across countries In any year, and also

imposes the constraints implied by adaptation parameter * taking on

its extremal values, 0 and 1. The results are virtually Identical to

those of Table 10.2. As before, the i = 0 specification differs

little from the unrestricted estimates of Table 10.1, and we conclude

that a fixed U.S. component/output ratio and X close to zero

(relatively fixed forecasts of long-run real wage changes) are

consistent with the available data.

- Our analysis of the very simplest model of offshore investment

S( decisions in the presence of country-specific risk has, when applied to

U.S. offshore import data on semiconductors, yielded some interesting

information on producer behavior. The econometric estimates imply that

producers adjust investment portfolios rather rapidly in response to

changes in production costs, with almost half of the adjustment made

immediately, 70 percent after 1 year has elapsed, and over 90 percent

by the end of the fourth year. I

The estimated model coefficients also seem to indicate that

U.S.-duty free component/output ratios are fixed. Since the

preponderant ingredient of U.S.-duty free components value Is

unassembled semiconductor chip, this merely confirms that the chip

content of an assembled semiconductor is effectively unaffected by the

wage rate chaged to the producer. The data also indicate that, while

.tnere may be some moderate degree of substitution poss.iO!e btieer

other material inputs and labor, it Is very likely that these ratios
I

,!w

- Ki..
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.-timti.m awe 7. tbmae otf nFiam u1p ht3 , 'shaoMtim.
bmtrizt o, ml bsttratlame m lafptatlm Uframea

b r:seciets (1015 (20.lZb) (10.U) (10.1k)

e. 011.S5 (.17)" eim .6 (.2)" aim

A 0 -0- - -.1.4 (.2t1) a-

831o3 .83 (.60) C .69 (.47) am

41o4 -3.10 (.9)** e -4.n (.a)"

55 Ios  -0- em .052 (.36) 0m

HRzicO 12 -m -. 54 (.38) ai

Nazim, U -. 2 .6) m -0- -

Phiippiss 3 -0- m .20 (.46) m

hllippiaea, &1  -. 066 (.63) am -0. m

TI-,,m, 3 * -. 31 (.24) e.m -. 0 (.21)' a-

Intercept Mmxlco, .11 (.15) -. 097 (.18) .73 (1.59) .51 (1.57)
1971)

Taiwa. 6 j I -0 am .04 (.29) -. 019 (.40)

soama, 61 D -0- @e .064 (.16) .017 (.17)

boa ains, SI/ II -0- am -. 073 (.18) -. 13 (.25)

Slatapowe, 6S I1 -0- PIm .16 (.12) .15 (.15)

?tlipplaes. yO IL -0- em .11 (.25) .095 (.26)

1972. it / .23 (.19) .53 (.23)" .24 (.14)* .39 (.15)"

1973, 6J Rt  .11 (.20) .17 (.24) .31 (.13) .30 (.19)

19740 in0 .063 (.21) .33 (.24) .33 (.25) .45 (.22)"

19750 6 lot -. 30 (.20) .022 (.23) -. 096 (.31) .U (.27)

-1976. %~ /a .37 (.19)" .47 (.22)" .27 (.S6) .35 (.33)

-i". % /t -.11 (.19) .34 (.22) .14 (.43) .47 (.39)

1973. 62S.% .k1l (.2o) .17 (.23) .20 (.46) .42 (.45)

17 e90* .21 (.20) .36 (.23) .41 (.48) .57 (.47)

A .Am .1266 .046 .0616

0u .0468 .0482

S .90 .90

• - test* fm aeatletfna a eeffleintot

7 (4.,52) a .J23 v (13.52) - .249

Gan be vest"i at or S es idme letmu.
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are fixed without regard to the wage rate in assembly*-

Producers' wage rate expectations, on the ohter hand seem to have

reacted quite sluggishly to year-to-year variation in the real wage.

Our estimates suggest that changes in the year 1978 were associated

with substantially less investment in Taiwan In the following years; we

have identified this shift with the end of formal diplomatic ties to

the U.S.

Lstimnated coefficient (as well as if the duty-free

components to output ratio is 112 fixed as PL varies) contains

information which permits us to estimate d in (10.3), the partial
PL

equiiibrium elasticity of optimal capital invested in location I with

respect to the wage in location I. It is a partial equilibrium

estimate of the wage elasticity of investment because the various

portfolio constants incorporated into our time and country intercepts

will also be altered as the rate of return in location i is changed.

if investment in location i is very small relative to the size of the

entire market portfolio of risky assets, however, these effects on

constants common to the entire portfolio will be very small, and

therefore can be ignored if we are concerned with the first-order

impacts of a marginal wage change on investment in one of many

production locations.

To get a consistent estimate of the wage elasticity of capital

invested In semiconductor assembly, dpI, note that adding the product

of our estimates of 03 and to leaves a point estimate of

. (1 + A )dpL, Using the estimates of Tables'10.2 or 10.3, (and

*6 = .45), a wage elasticity of Investment of about -1.7 is

calculated. Capital investment In location I Is moderately (but not
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(
extremely) elastic with respect to the local wage. *i'c .

,On the other hand, if uncertainty and country risk were not a

factor *n producerse offshore location decisions, this elasticity would

be infinite (since only the lowest cost location would receive any

investment). The moderate elasticity estimated, then, supports a model

of location with the presence of diversifiable country risK as an

important ingredient.

Our analysis also indicated that the share of location I in all

assets invested in semiconductor production was fairly (out not

extraordinarily) sensitive to changes in wage rates, with an elasticity

perhaps on the order of -2. This would imply that fairly large changes

in investment and production might be expected from changes in tax or

wage policies that alter the return to investment in a particular

location.

Next, we turn to a brief consideration of the implications of the

sensitivity of optimal output and investment to changes in returns, and

the rapid adjustment of actual to optimal levels, for nome and host

country policy.

* I.
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Technical Appendix to Section 10

General Framework

To examine the geographical sourcing of production within an industry,

we shall assume production managers make decisions taking their objectives

to be to maximize the value of their company's stock. Since any change in

the characteristics of a firm's assets that improves the potential expected

utility of investors holding that stock ought to increase the market value of

the stock, we shall assume that managers therefore act to maximize the

expected utility of investors.

We shall also assume that the utility function contains total return from

all assets held by a "representative investor" as its only argument, and that

it is concave (i.e., investors are risk averse). The returns on all assets

will be assumed to have a joint normal distribution.

The concavity of the utility function, the normal distribution of returns,

and the maimization of expected utility all imply that expected utility

maximization will result in mean-variance (Markowitz) efficient, portfolios, as

Tobin first pointed out. 1/ That is, for any given average return, that dis-

tribution of total wealth among assets which minimizes the variance of return

around its average will be preferred. This permits us to consider only mean-

variance efficient portfolios of assets when considering how investors' utility

can be maximized.

We shall also assume a riskless return, paying ro , is available to

investors (for example, government bonds). Under these conditions, it can

then be shown that all investors will allocate their wealth between a fixed

efficient portfolio of risky assets (with the allocation among the risky
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assets determined only by the characteristics of the assets), and the riskless

asset (with the allocation between the fixed efficient market portfolio of

ri ky assets and the riskless asset determined by the investor's wealth and

preferences). Thus, we can make use of this "separation" property, that the

optimal allocation of riskily invested wealth among risky assets is independent

of investor preferences and wealth. The market portfolio of risky assets will

reflect these optimal choices among the risky assets.

It can then be shown that the optimal portfolio of risky assets satisfies

the relation 2/

(l0.A.1) E (r) r (E (r) ro)im foralli
0 = for______

2
an

with r i the return on each of i risky assets, r. the return on the optimal

efficient portfolio of risky assets as a whole, a2 the variance of the

return on a dollar invested in this market portfolio, E the expectation

operator, and aim the covariance of the return on risky asset i with the

optimal market portfolio of risky assets.

Investment in Production Locations

The investment required for the production of a given product in a specific

location will be though of as a particular type of asset, with risk and return

characteristics specific to the product and its production location. Firms,

by making decisions to place capital into specific lines of business and

production locations, construct portfolios of assets, which are purchased by

there are at least as &ny different firms as there are

I
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types of assets, an investor can construct any portfolio of assets by

judiciously purchasing stock in different firms.

If, in the aggregate, firms are guided toward constructing the efficient

optimal market portfolio of risky assets through their attention to stock

market prices, the aggregate market portfolio of risky assets will satisfy

relation (1O.A.1). Note, however, that since firms essentially form arbitrary

combinations of investments (since firms only serve to translate a financial

investment into claims on real capital assets in this simple model), the

portfolio of any single firm is indeterminate. In the aggregate, though,

stock market prices will guide marginal firm investments so as to construct

the efficient market portfolio satisfying (1O.A.1). (In much the same way, in

competitive industry with constant returns to scale, while the size of any single

firm is indeterminate, the size of the industry is not.)

Suppose we invest assets with value K. in the production of smiconductors

in location i. Such an investment yields an average return (and since we will

also assume constant returns, a marginal return) of

(10.A.2) ri - w( )

with ri the return on a dollar of smiconductor capital invested in location i;

v the so-called unit- "variable" profit function, giving the maximum value of

0output less variable costs per dollar of capital, as a function of vector P.

containing output and input prices as its elements. The function w has certain

useful properties, notably that qt* (profit maximizing output per dollar of

capital in location i) is equal to (P output price), and profit
2-P Q Q

maximizing use of input j per dollar of capital in location i is given by

P

L
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with PYj the price of input J in location i.

(If we take into account maintenance and replacement costs for capital,

which will be assumed proportional to the value of capital, we would merely

4 subtract a fixed constant from v defined gross of capital maintenance costs;

therefore we define v in 10.A.2 as net of maintenance and replacement costs

for capital. Note also that we are assuming that the price of capital goods

Is constant across locations, since the form of function w is not location-

specific.)

Return ri will be assumed to reflect a random disturbance ci, related

to uncertainty about the costs of production, even when input and output prices

and known with certainty. Wars, strikes, confiscation or expropriation of

property, revolutions, hyperinflations, political turmoil and other country-

specific risks are embodied in disturbance c-

Thus, taking into account the location-specific risk of producing in

location i, we have

(1O.A.3) ri - i' +

By definition,

(lO'A.4) E ( ) - o all i, j (riim 01)

E (Ci) = Mi for each i.

Note that, without loss of generality, c refers to the uncertainty in

ret&rn of any other asset, not just those invested in semiconductor production.
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The Optimal Portfolio

Let us assume that there are a total of N different assets, con-

taining as a subset Investments In semiconductor production -In various

locations. The average return to SCD Investment In location i , E (vi ) ,

Is just defined by

(10.A.5) E (T I) 1 5(P ) + HM

We shall assume that the disturbance to return on semiconductor

production In location i can be expressed as the sum of the effects of

underlying factors comon to returns on other assets, and a unique (mean zero)

country-specific disturbance 6i that is independent of all disturbances

affecting the return on all other assets. That is,

(1o.A.6) Ci L.1CS.i Ii + a + M

with the L (mean zero) Indices I of factors affecting other assets

related to disturbance et through fixed location-specific constants, the

Cit.

Then,

L L N
(10.A.7) E - Z1 C C E (I In ) for i J

1*1 M-1 J-1itj

L L 2C (it2)= C Cim E 1 ,_ I m  + + y
1-I in-l i

2
(vith a2 - E (81 )).
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If we then return to relation (10.A.1). we can rewr!te it as

(1o.A.8) - o " ( )-.- o  N

2 j EE ~ j VJ

with Vi  and Vj the proportion of riskily invested wealth Invested

in assets I and J , respectively, in the market portfolio. Using

relation. (10.A.7) we then have

E"w) -- L' N
(10.A.9) Ti o = t  C L L  N

2 L- M1 -

am

v,1J i deen o te xa]

which can be rewritten as

2 L
(10.A.10) Vi 06 mwirr E Cia Ag

et-ll- a n

with

E (r -r)

o "the market price of risk"

and
L N

*AL a E I V CinE( ILTm constants do not
uMal jai depend on the exact

asset i we are
examining at any
moment In time.
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Then, notinS that total value of assets invested in location i , K is

equal to Vi W w vith V the total value of wealth -Invested riskily, we

have

K* r E C I A2 W

S (l0.&.l) 1 -  0 a]

(with rewritten as , representing the unique and ndependent

country-specific component of the variance of return In semiconductor r

production in location i)

which is just (10.1) n the text.

4

(.P

P
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(

TECHNICAL APPENDIX TO SECTION 10

FOOTNOTES . :

1. See Tobin (1959), pp. 74-75. Ross (1978) provides more general

necessary and sufficient conditions on the distribution of returns

that allow us only to consider mean-variance efficient portfolios.

Alternatively, restrictions on the utility function can yield

similar results. See Cass and Stiglitz (1970).

2. This model is known as the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM).

See Fama and Miller (1972) for a more detailed exposition.

..-
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IT

The framework for understanding offshore production decisions

outlined in the last section, and applied to data for U.S. 806/807

semiconductor imports. raises important questions.

At the purely theoretical level, it is clear that diversification

of country-specific risk by producers, when choosing production

locations, will have profoundly different effects on the industrialized

economy exporting components, anJ on the developing economy assembling

them, than a decision to produce in the lowest average cost location.

Instead of being a binary choice between onshore and offshore, country

( 1 or country 2f production at home and abroad will respond in a smooth

and continuous fashion to changes in input prices in different

locations. 212/

For the industrialized economy, any measure raising returns to

production overseas no longer is guaranteed to increase the total value

of production entering the market from offshore. Firstj although it is

4 not a particularly probable outcome, It is theoretically possible for

the supply of resources to be invested offsnore to be

'oackward-bending" with respect to the return available offshore, if,

4 as the average return on investable resources increasest the effect of

increased income is to make an investor less willing to bear risk

(i.e.o an investor's preferences are such that his aversion to risk

increases with wealth).
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Second, even if the amount of resources invested offshore were to

increase with return offshore, if the source of the increased return

was accompanied by a shift in relative factor prices offshore, it is

possible that substitution of capital for other factors of production

could have tne perverse effect of lowering the output produced with the

increased stock of capital located overseas. For example, suppose a

drop in wage rates offshore were the source of the increased return

overseas. It is not impossible to imagine that, if capital and labor

were complements (and the empirical work of the last section supported

this as a possibility), substitution of capital and labor for material

inputs could actually raise the capital/output ratio sufficiently as to

cause a net drop in output, even as offshore investment was increasing.

( These examples of perverse effects are probably unlikely, but

nevertheless possible. If we were to assume the most likely case --

that resources invested and output produced offshore increase with

offshore return -- then the supply of capital to be invested in the

offshore location by home country producers will slope upwards with the

rate of return in that location.

-As is well-knownt 21/ an upward sloping supply of foreign capital

mean.' that an optimal host-country policy toward foreign investment

will iax the returns on foreign capital, with a tax rate dependent on

the ejasticity of foreign capital supply. However, as a careful

reading of the last section will confirm, this elasticity of supply

will in general, depend on a great many factors, including all the
S

determinants of the market portfolio of assets, and the technology of

the particular product being proJuced offshore. In particular, every

product will have a potentially different optimal tax rate on foreign

SJ
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investments in its manufacture. - . .4

For many countries and products, an optimal tax policy would then

require intersectoral tax rate discrimination, based on the'

chaiacteristics of the product being produced and tne nationality of

the producer. Furthermore, taxes would have to be continuously

adjusted as time passed, technology changed, and other determinants of

the market portfolio of investments evolved.

If such adjustments are possible, it is easily shown that an

optimal host country policy would tax foreign investments at rate t

given by ._
*i.1) ti nkrthe elasticity of capital supply with

l+ nkr

respect to the net rate of returi. Foreign firms would pay a wage

, equal to the marginal social opportunity cost of withdrawing a worker

from the domestic economy. 214/

Such constant change and variability in tax rates might, in fact,

increase country risk. Taxes, after all, are a mechanism for the

social expropriation of output, and frequent or discriminatory change

increases the threat of expropriation as a business risk. The essence

of a 'stable' investment climate is a guarantee that taxes on profits

will be fixed at some known and stable level.

Alsoo for a variety of institutional reasons, it is generally very

difficult to tax the manufacture of different products at different

rates. E/ Even if it were possible to do so, a great deal of risk

would then be created for the investor, since, as the product mix

I produced inevitably evolved and changed, a revision of the industrial

* ~ classification of output by the tax authorities wov. A be necessary.

Finally, since the elasticity of capital supply with respect to the
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rate of return to production in country I is an empirical magnitude

that must be determined by authorities, it may be impossible to

estimate with any precision without observing the operiaio tns of foreign

manufacturers already in place, which generally will not exist until

guarantees of a fixed tax rate and other rules of investment are made.

Thus, because information on the elasticity of the supply of

capital with respect to return is only available through direct

observation, because foreign capital generally required guarantees of

fixed tax rates as a precondition for investment, because continuous
6

adjustment of tax rates would create a perception of instability in the

business 'climate' for foreign investment, and because it is

institutionally impractical to create and administer a structure of

( product-specific tax rates on foreign investment, the implementors of a

tax on foreign investment earnings probably must content themselves

with setting a fixed tax rate on profits for all manufacturing with

(perhaps) occasional marginal rate adjustments taking place over time.

To some extent, investor-specific variation in effective tax rates can

be achieved through the granting of tax concessions to individual
6

projects, but such individual concessions create costs for the entire

system by creating potential for abuse and corruption.

In practice, then, an optimal tax policy can probably only be

approximated when a sinjle tax rate structure for foreign investment is

designed and administered. Given that a first-best tax policy using

discriminatory tax rates cannot be achievedo a second-best -age policy

th host country from foreign

* ,.,rt. . , fom the fa.ct that -- for Some fixed tax rate

-- ,e supply of capiJta (and the demand for labor) will be an upward
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(downwiard) sio~iny function of trie waje rate, which is easily varied

across i;.:iustries ani over timel. !;ome oiffs~tore countries, for example,

have an inldLStry-specitic rniainIL.- silj structure in place, and wages

are contirluousli ia.justej ovvr tim~e tirougn the political ecorio-iy of

labor marKets and voverflment regul3tion.

Tne signific~rice of a *. onwar,-4'Slopinq deiiand for l3!oor in a

q jeveloping ecuiiomy is tnat it the-n has sonie ele-ment of monopoly power

it ca eercs~'n t"-3 absence of taxes,. it shoulc set the wage

caarge~i to o;.5J iore pro ducers suca tiat tae marginal revenues receive]J

tro- i, i' a~n aJuitiorial1l3;bore'Vs services to the loreign-ownei

export )l3t~forni are joist ejual to tie .dargJinal social cost of

Wit. ,z. 1iz14 t i -t i;or. er frunt tize Wonesti c econo-'y. 41 / s)i nce mar ginal

revqriu-e -JII 1--i IEZ, tncn the wile chiri~ed to exporters (because of the

iO~eaJ~0?L7 ~i:ii- for labor).. t.nis clearly imu)jies tnat the Wa.;oe

ShOUIC Lr- IiX- ,23r tile OD Ortunity cost o1 lab~or in the dor.mestic

* e;.':a,-, 0c.txilal n01iicy 15 to v 1106e,~ in particular, wder

tne iv!t.:eilt is not suhjPect to taxes3 (i~e*. .trijoys an unlivnitpd tax

nolia),. trne wie for ani sector should be set SUC~I t;13t

(11.2) PL - C ( 1 PL / 1 - LPL

with P'l thue dile cluarleI to foreign producers, C' the :uar~Inal social

opportunity co.~t o1 laa)or, arnd n.IVL tfhe wage* el,5sticitv of sectoril

labor ae,,;-3, :-iced by the country playiny host to offshore invetferlt.

11, op. t-ie otaer nani!/ tax rates were to b~e continuously aijustel

in, er. n'1~ l rofit jrepter than that actually reluirea

C" f,7,.Ain invest-iE.it woull be t3Xe4i Off and

=.,~ue froi tiirinyj out a marg~inal worker to the
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foreign assembly piant just equal to the wage received. The loss in

the value of aggregate wages (and increase In gross profitability) due

to the drop in the wage rate required to stimulate the hiring of an

additional worker, would be exactly offset by an increase in the tax

rate ard tax collections (and would leave net profitability unchanged).

The results of the empirical models of the last two sections make

a certain amount of setise, and have a reasonable policy content.

First, recall that the capital stock 'adjustment parameter,

was reasonably high (about .45). As remarked before, this means that

about seventy percent of the adjustment to optimal capital investment

i levels will be achieved after a year, and better than ninety percent of

the adjustment made after three years. This is entirely consistent

with the relatively light and easily mobile capital investments

Le traditionally used in labor-intensive assembly methods.

Our results also supported (and we were unable to reject) the

hypothesis that duty-free U.S. content was essentially invariant to the

wage charged for assembly labor. This suggests that manipulation of

the wage, the main policy parameter available to authorities in the

exporting country, cannot be an effective means of reducing the

duty-free U.S. component content of production. On the other hand,

there was some indirect evidence that raising wages may increase the

use of dutiable materials, including perhaps those produced locally, as

* more material-intensive production materials may have been adopted.

jThese effects, however, are rather hypothetical, and we cannot reject

the presumption that the wage has no effect at all on material content.
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At the same time, the long-run elasticity of production in country

i, witn respect to the wage was quite high, on the order of -2. (As

before, note that this is a partial elasticity, valid at the margin for

a small producing country, for whom changes in returns have virtually

no impact on the aggregate market portfolio of investments.)

The long-run scope for action by a small country hosting offshore

SCL production, then, may be quite limited. The one policy variable

that is easily manipulated fs likely to have little impact on the

imported content of the product, and a very large impact on the market

share of the country.

Still, there are positive aspects. The reasonably high elasticity

of output with respect to the wage also may mean that a substantial

monopoly rent can be extracted by correctly setting taxes or wages.

Suppose, for example, that the underlying production technology

displays a fixed capital/labor ratio, and that the country is a 'small'

producer. Then, the coefficient of the log of the offshore wage in the

output equation of section 10 is just the long-run elasticity of SCD

assembly labor demand faced by that country; use of (12.2) suggests a

hefty wage differential -- on the order of 50 to 100 percent over the

opportunity cost of labor in the domestic economy -- ought to be

charged, in the absence of taxes.

If a discriminatory tax rate can be charged, then the wage ought

to be set at the domestic opportunity cost, and the tax rate set

according to (11.2). While we do not have any direct information on

6 Nkr, our estimates suggest that it is greater than 2; 212/ at that

value, the tax rate ought to be set at about one-third. Since that is

above levels charged by most Asian offshore countries, a second-best
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(q

policy would then charge higher (than social opportunity cost) wages to

SCD assemblers to maximize national gain.

Since many offshore countries do, in fact, charge minimum wages

that are higher than levels within the domestic economy, there is some

evidence that the benefits of such policies may already have been

evident to national planners. 21aj/
p

* I

*!

* I

Up.I
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Appendix to Section 11

Optimal Tax and Wage Policy fo an Offshore Location

The total benefit to a host country is given by

B - K + PL LK - rK - C (K)

q with 0 gross profit per unit of capital;

K capital stock, a function K(r) of r, net profit per unit capital;

PL the wage In assembly production;

1 the labor to capital ratio;

C the domestic social opportunity costs of transferring labor out

of the domestic economy and into the offshore production enclave; C" is

marginal social cost;

r net profit per unit capital is just under (1-t) 0, t the tax rate.

Differentiating B with respect to r, we have

(fl.A.1) B (0 + (PL C') I r) K- K

B (PL"C" ) C'K

Note the', with constant returns, 0 and 1 are functions of input and

output prices only; we have also made use of the fact that 1 - L

Cthis result is a variant of Shepherd's lemma).

AP a ne-'sary condition for an optimal policy, set both of the

de.-Nv:t1,ve. i. C'-.A.1) equal tj zero. Clearly, we must have P - C
L
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the wage equal to social opportunity cost, and

(1L.A.2) r = 0 kr the elasticity of K
1 +1

k k1
l~kr

with respect to r.

Substituting for r we then have

T1
(ll.A.3) t - 1 - for the tax rate.

1+ nkr

Nov suppose the tax rate is fixed. Net return r is then linked to

the tax rate (since it equals (l-t) 0 ), and

(ll.A.4) dr .- (l-t) - -(,_t) 1.
dL )L

Differentiating B with respect to the only remaining policy instrument,

P L'

(1l.A.5) dB 3B + B dr
dP L PL 3r dPLgj L

(pL -C') ML K + 8B (-(1-t)1)

L LarJ

using (1l.A.1) and (11.A.4).

Setting (1l.A.5) equal to zero, and solving for (PL - C'), we have

(1l.A.6) PL - C = (l-t) L 3B

K r

This will have the same sign as - 2B (since at must be negative).
Sr
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(. So when increasing the tax rate (end lowering r) would have resulted In

a welfare gain, PL will exceed C". When the tax rate is above the

optMum, PL will be below marginal opportunity cost C / .

Zn-the special case when t - 0 (end 0 - r), (U.A.6) becomes

(11.A. 7) P -C
L 1-n

where is the elasticity of labor demand with respect to the wage

d (1K) L at PL - PL le . P

d dP L A P- K

Finally, suppose wages charged to offshore foreign Investors were

fixed, by social and political constraints, at a level above marginal social

opportunity cost C" (i.e., PL - C' is positive and fixed). Then, setting

OB in (1l.A.1) equal to zero, we have

(f11.A.8) r kr + (PC. )l)
+

kr

Comparing this expression with (1l.A.2), it is clear that the optimal tax rate

will be set at a level below that which would prevail if both wages and taxes

were set by policynakers.

iw

_w
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Economy

In an idealized world of perfectly friLtionless, competitive, and

unregulated markets for economic resojrces, there would be little

difficulty in evaluating the effects of offshore production activity on

national welfare in the host economy. Since the prices of all national

resources furnished to an offshore operation would, under those

circumstances, fully reflect the marginal value of those resources in

the national economy, the net gain to the host would be the increase in4|

the productivity of national resources due to the inflow of foreign

capital and/or technology plus whatever revenues would be secured

through the application of taxes to the returns received by foreign

capital and technology. The analysis of the last section focused on

the optimal tax level to be set when the host faced an upward-sloping

supply curve for foreign capital (or when the tax policy cannot be used

in a discriminatory manner, the second-best optimal wage to be fixed).

Reality, however, requires that we consider the effects of such

operations in a more complex framework. Because markets for capital

and foreign exchange often tend to be thin and highly imperfect in

developing economies, market prices for those resources often do not

reflect marginal social costs. For political, structural, and

Institutional reasons, the wage paid in a particular sector of the

economy may exceed, or fall short of, the social marginal return to an

hour of labor. Because tariffs, controlst taxes, and subsidies alter

the market prices of goods and services, those prices will no longer be

accurate guides to the social costs of the resources they use. 212/

p
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In evaluating the impacts of offshore manufacturing on the

domestic economy, a host government is likely to focus On five major

sets of socioeconomic effects. First, because most developing

economies are Laced with significant problems of open unemployment and

underemployment, the effects of offshore operations in absorbing an

excess supply of unskilled labor are bound to be of fundamental

importance. Second, because foreign exchange is generally a scarce

(and often, rationed) commodity in these host economies, the net impact

on the balance of payments, and the availability of foreign exchange,

will be of great importance. Third, many developing countries have

selected iniustriajization as an explicit deveiopment strategy, and the

contribution of offshore manufacture to this process will be of

(C.interest. Similarly, the possible importance of this type of foreign

investment In transferring more advanced technology to the developing

areas ought to be considered. Finally, the possible long-term

Implicattons of orienting the industrial economy to foreign markets and

technical developments, over which the host has little or no control,

raises the issue of the effects of this type of manufacture on tne

stability of the host economy, and its dependence on foreign markets*

While reliable and detailed information is difficult to obtain,

available data do allow us to draw some conclusions. Table 12.1

summarizes available information on employment in the electronics

industries of the major Asian "offshore" countries. It is clear that(
while employment in the electronics sector has grown very rapidly in

all of these countries, It absorbed a fraction of the working age
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population ranging from about four-fifths of a percent (in Malaysia) to

close to five percent (in Singapore). It was most important In

Singapore and Hong Kong, followed by Taiwan and Korea, and still a

relatively minor source of Jobs in Malaysia and the Philippines. Since

(except in Hong Kong) industrial employment amounted to from about 15

to 30 percent of employment, however, electronics was considerably more

important (in relative terms) as a source of industrial employment.

Because electronic component production Is only a (substantial)

fraction of elec'.ronics output in most of these countries, and

semiconductor output of offshore affiliates a smaller fraction, these

figures overestimate the employment impact of offshore semiconductor

employment in the major Asian producer economies. The only really

solid figures on offshore employment (by U.S. semiconductor producers)

appear in the 1977 Benchmark Survey of U.S. Direct Investment

Abroad. 22L/ That survey lists data for "electronic

component" -- producing affiliates of U.S. firms in a number of

regions. Fo: Asia and the Pacific (excluding Japan, Australia, and New

Zealand), however, exports to the United States accounted for some 83

4 percent of sales. When checking data on U.S. imports of electronic .

components from the Far East (excluding Japan) in 1977, one finds that

some 92 percent of these imports consisted of semiconductors. 2Z21

4 Thus, electronic component production by U.S. affiliates in Asia in

1977 was almost exclusively devoted to the manufacture of

semiconductors; we shall therefore use this data on the Asian

c.4 . of rsoe: efor those of

J.5. of fshore sem cc -_;uztor f ac iiti 1977.
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Table 12.2 summarizes this Information on employment .by

U.S. electronic component affiliates In 1977, along with similar data

on Japanese affiliates in 1979. The U.S. data are also broken out

separately for majority-owned foreign affiliates (MOFAs). While the

Japanese employment is almost entirely concentrated in Asia,

substantial U.S. electronic component employment can also be found in

Latin America and Europe. Little of this U.S. output is exported to

the U.S. from Europe (less than 3%)) in Latin America a substantial

percentage (75 percent) is exported to the U.S., but little consists of

semiconductors. In the Japanese firms, probably only 10,000 to 20,000

of the Asian component employment is related to semiconductors (see

Section 8).

At any rate, Table 12.2 suggests an upper limit of about 100,000

on employment by U.S. Asian offshore semiconductor affiliates in 1977. .

To this must be added any employment by non-affiliated local contract

assembiers korking for U.S. firms; this was probably reasonably small

in relation to the overall figure and 100,000 Is probably a reasonable .

estimate of all U.S. -- related offshore semiconductor employment In

Asia in that year.

It would be interesting to break down this employment by country,

so as to make a comparison with Table 12.1 and guage the employment

impact by country. The data, unfortunately, are not sufficiently

disaggregated to do so. However, all U.S. electrical equipment
T"

employment in developing Asia and the Pacific in 1977 amounted to some

158,00 workers (of which 101,000 were in electronic components) which

is given by country in Table 12.3. Again, these ought to be considered

approximate upper limits on offshore employment in Asia by U.S. SCD
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Table 12.2

Foreign Employment of Foreign Affiliates
(1000 Employees)

-Electronic Component Producers (SIC 367)

U.S. Firms, 1977 Japanese Firms, 1979I
MOFAs Only All Affiliates All Affiliates

All Foreign Employment 185 219 99

* Europe 52 62 .1

Japan 3 sA -

" her Asia and Pacific 95 101 89

Latin America 24 37 5

North America - 1
ome t Industry Employment, 1
Electronic Components 374 228

Source: For U.S., U.S. Department of Comerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Direct Investment Abroad, 1977 (Washington, April 1981)
For Japan, Japan Electrical Machinery Industry Association

Home Industry Employment from U.S. Census of Manufactures, 1977 Q
and U.S. Dept of Commerce, Country Market Survey, Electronic Components -
Japn, (Washington, 1979).

1. For 1978

'

i • - -e e l - I -J I.
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(f

Table 12.3

Employment of U.S. Affiliates Producing Electrical Equipment
• (1000 Employees)

Hong Kong 19

Indonesia 5.3

Malaysia 24

Philippines 8.9

Singapore 25

South Korea 8.5

Taiwan 48

Developing Asia and the 158
Pacific

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Direct Investment Abroad, 1977 (Washington, April 1981)

S4
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producers. As can be seen, the great bulk of U.S. operations are

located in Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysiao and Hong Kong. By comparing

these figures to Table 12.1, it seems safe to argue that at least half

of electronics employment in Singapore (most, probably, in

semiconductors), and Malaysia was associated with U.S. subsidiaries and

perhaps on the order of a quarter of electronics employment in Hong

Kong and Taiwan owed to U.S. subsidiaries.

Two other, rather fragmentary, sets of information, give us some

indication of how offshore semiconductor employment has grown overtime.

First, Table 12.4 documents offshore employment by major semiconductor

firms of all nationalities in 1971 and 1974. 222/ These figures also

represent upper bounds on semiconductor employment, since they often

refer to assembly operations whii produced electronic output other

than semiconductors. They suggest that developed-country semiconductor

producers of all nationalities employed under twenty tnousand workers

in their offshore semiconductor assembly operations in 1971, and

perhaps three to four times as many workers in 1974. Roughly

three-quarters of the employment was by U.S. firms in 1971; roughly 85

percent was American in 1974. The greatest growth occurred in

Singapore and Malaysia.

The other source of information on the growth of offshore

6 employment is a 1979 study by the U.S. International Trade Commission

of the U.S. integrated circuit industry. In it, U.S. IC firms

responded to a questionnaire with information on their domestic and

'oreign o -:'. prezsnted In T:l1e :2.5. The numbers on foreign

employmen! In semiconductcr manufacture include European manufacturing

facilities, as well as tte "offshore" operations in Asia described

I
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Table 12.4

Offshore Employment of Major SCD Producers
1971 and 1974

(1000 Employees)

Nationality of Produner

U.S. European Japanese All

1971 1974 1971 1974 1971 1974 1971 1974

Location

Singapore 5.7 18 .75 3.0 6.5 21

Korea 4.8 13 4.3 4.8 13

Malaysia 14 1.8 1.2 16

Hong Kong 2.0 5.4 3.0 2.9 5.0 8.3

Mexico 2.2 NA 2.5

Indonesia 2.5 2.5

Taiwan 1.7 4.5 .85 1.0 2.6 5.5

Thailand 2.0 2.0

El Salvador 1.8 1.8

Philippines 2.0 2.0

TOTAL 16 61 4.6 11 5.5 21 72

Source: UNCTAD (1975), pp. 17-18.
6 "' Data refer to employment in facilities producing semiconductors,

but many also assemble other electronic products.

U"

L °
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Table 22. 5

Foreign and U.S. bploymet of U.S. IC producers
1974-1978

1974 1 1976 1977 1978

1) Foreign SCD Employment
(10006): 70 59 78 81 89

2) Z of (1) working in
Manufacture of XCa: 63 64 68 69 73

3) As 2 of (2), Production
Workers: 94 93 93 93 93

4) (1) to a of U.S. SCD( Employment of Sample: al 87 108 103 100

5) As 2 of U.S. Workers,
2 In Manufacture of
ICa: 73 69 68 71 74

6) As Z of U.S. IC Workers,
Production Workers: 53 60 64 63 63

Source: U.S.I.T.C. (1979), PP. 100-101.

*|

-1

I1
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above, and exclude the employment of U.S. firms which manufacture

semiconductors other than ICs."°ll

The survey shows over 80,000 in foreign SCD employment.In 1977, by

U.S. IC producers, of which almost 70 percent was in the manufacture of

ICs. Some 93 percent of the foreign employees in IC production were

production workers. Roughly the same proportion of domestic SCD

employment was in IC production, but a much smaller proportion (under

2/3) were actually on the production line. Since total U.S. SCD

employment In 1977 was 114 thousand, 22/ the proportion of

Uo.S semiconductor employees covered In this sample was close to

tnree-quarters. The figures of Table 12.5 also indicate a significant

Increase In the relative importance of overseas employment during and

after the 1974-75 recession.

We conclude then, that all the statistical Information examined

Indicates a very large increase In offshore employment In the'

production of semiconductors betweeno say, 1971 and the mid-1970s, and

*. a much more moderate growth after the end of the 1974-75 recession. If

we had to venture an educated guess on the size of the offshore labor

force in semiconductors In Asia In 1977, It would be In the

neighborhood of 100OO00 workers, and certainly no more than 120,000 as

an upper limit.

While this, In the aggregate, Is a respectable number of jobs, it

Is at best a marginal contribution to employment absorption for most

Asian countries. It might be argued that there are "multiplier"

effects, since offshore assembly operations might stimulate the growth

* of industries using the assembled components In exports of other

electronic goods. The low transport costs for semiconductors argue
S
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against this point, however; and even if we were to consider all

electronics employment in tnose offshore countries, the absorption of

employment is still marginal when compared to the size of the working

age population.

The exceptions to this generalization seem to be Singapore and

Kalaysia, where semiconductor-related employment is the major component

in electronics employment, which, in turn, is'a major portion of the

industrial work force. but, in general, offshore semiconductor

assembly operations probably have a relatively minor impact on

employment in most Asian economies.

Before turning to other possible impacts, we should also remark

that offshore assembly of semiconductors, like the offshore manufacture

of other products described elsewhere In this book, uses .a

predominantly youngo female labor force. 21./ To a certain extent, such

operations may exacerbate LDC employment problems by encouraging labor

force participation by demographic groups not normally economically

active. 22I

To evaluate the effect of offshore production on the host

economyes foreign exchange position and balance of payments, a

.conceptually precise approach would calculate the domestic resource

costs of the nationally-produced inputs used in assembly per dollar of

foreign exchange produced, and compare the calculation with the

* domestic resource costs of earning a dollar of foreign exchange in

(. alternative activities. 2=I/ If the only national input used were

labor, then net inflow of foreign exchange would equal employeeiI
0
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compensation, plus whatever taxes were collected by the bost on the

profits of offshore operations. The domestic resource'costs of a

dollar of foreign exchange would just be the wage bill, divided by this

latter sun multiplied by the market exchange rate. If the price

charged for labor services supplied to offshore producers differed from

the opportunity cost of labor used in the national economy# the wage

bill in the numerator woulJ have to be corrected for the divergence of

market price from marginal social cost. Effectively, the wages of

workers and income taxes are paid in foreign exchange, at a social cost

to the national economy of the value of the workers foregone services

in the national economy. If workers are paid more than is the case in

-the national economy, costs per dollar of exchange will decline.

On the other hand, if national inputs other than labor are used,

the calculation will have to take into account the social costs of

directing those resources from the national economy into the export

enclave. A calculation of the domestic resource costs of assembly for

export, then, will be greatly affected by the amount and type of

national resources used. In particular, an export-oriented assembly

operation using capital drawn from local capital markets (for example,

If a national entrepreneur sets up a factory that subcontracts assembly

operations with foreign principals) vant' have much higher domestic

resource costs, especially if capital is very dear, as is usually the

case in a developing economy. Also, if the assembly operation (even If

totally financed by foreign capital) requires infrastructural

Investment by the host count-v, the cost of those investments must be

added into the domestic resource costs of the foreign exchange.
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The little empirical evidence that exists suggests that

foreign-owned semiconductor assembly operations use significant amounts

of non-labor national inputs. This can be seen in Table 12.6, which

breaks down the income and costs of U.S. electronic component

affiliates in Asia into imported and national components. As remarked

before, the output of these affiliates consists, overwhelmingly, of

semiconductors. The table shows that imports from the U.S. account for

over forty percent of sales, 222/ and net profits, fees and royalties

another five percent. Tne remaining 54 percent of sales is paid out in

employee compensation, taxes, utilities and overhead and purchases of

inputs. This latter figure may have to be reduced (in calculating the

net Inflow of foreign exchange) if inputs are imported from other

countries, which is not known from the available information.

To calculate domestic resource costs, the various components of

1 the b4 percent of sales composed of national inputs would have to be

identified and priced at the correct shadow prices for those inputs.

Unfortunately, lack of information on the structure of these costs, and

the correct shadow prices prevents us from doing so.

We can, however, gauge the importance of semiconductor exports in

terms of gross flows of foreign exchange. Table 12.7 displays the

value of semiconductor production and exports in a number of Asian

* countries in 1976, in comparison with manufactured exports and

merchandise exports. For Singapore, Taiwan, and the Philippines,

semiconductors are a large and significant portion of.manufactured

* exports. The situation in the Philippines in recent years is even more

- dramatic, as exports of semiconductors zoomed to $289 million by

* 1979. 2211/
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Table 12.6

Income and Costs of U.S. Poreign Affiliates.
Electronic Components, Less Developed Asia and Pacific

1977

Z Total
Million $ Income

TOTAL INCOME 1622 100

- Imports of Inputs from U.S. 661 41

- Direct Investment Income 54 3.3

- Remittances of Fees and Royalties 22 1.4

- Net Inflow of Foreign Exchange 885 54.3

, /

of which:

Employee Compensation 195 12

Operating Expenses, Overhead, Taxes,
Inputs 690 42.5

Source: For U.S., U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis,

U.S. Direct Investment Abroad, 1977 (Washington, April 1981)

(Note: Reinvested earnings are not subtracted from direct invest-
ment Income, on the assumption that they vould be close to zero

* for an Investment with stable capacity.)

O

-U
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-, Tablo 12.7

Importanc& of Semiconductors in 1nufactur" Exports
1976

SCD Active Component VAufactured hxorts
Country Production Exports to DC9* (million i) (as Z of all exports

(Million $) (Milion $ of merchandlse)

of which,
2 to

U.S. Japan

long Kong 168 113 80 5 7,882 97

Singapore 314 313 79 1 3,020 46

Talwan 401 6,22 65

Philippines 81 73 17 608 24

Malaysia 252 82 7 824 16

Korea 261 64 25 6,770 88

Indonesia 13 90 7 130 2

Sri Lanka 1.3 0 100 76 14

Thailand 4.7 98 2 572 19

irazil U 85 0 2,500 25

Meico 127 98 .2 1,010 31

E3L Salvador 35 85 .2 209

BSarbados 1.5 99 0

Haiti 3.3 78 0 43 51

I Includes tubes, as well as SCDs, as reported In import statistics of 24 developed
countries.

Source: For SCD production, U.S. Department of Coemerce, Country Market Surveys -
Electronic Components (Washington, 1979).

I C.. Active couponent exports are SITC 729.3 from U.N. Statistical Office,
Supplement to World Trade Annual. 1976.
Manufactured Exports Data from World lank, World Development indicators
(Washinston, 1979).
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While the precise contributibn of offshore semiconductor exports

to the foreign exchange position of the host economies is unclear,

sind# the costs of securing foreign exchange cannot be calculated with

precision and compared to alternative activities, it is clear that they

are a substantial source of foreign exchange for those economies. They

are also a major factor in the Industrialization of those economies, as

can be seen in the significant portion of manufactured exports they

account for.

Discussions of the transfer of technology through the offshore

operations of multinational firms tend to focus on two distinct sets of

issues. The first is whether or not workers In these firms gain

valuable skills and industrial work discipline through their

experiences. This Issue is discussed in great detail 22/ elsewhere

in this book. The only point to be added here Is that, as remarked

earlier, 2121 an assembler reaches peak efficiency after about two to

three months of experience, which does not Indicate a particularly

difficult level of skill is attained.

The second issue, and by far the most intriguing from the

viewpoint of the host, is that valuable process and product technology

is transferred as nationals from the host country observe the

technology of production, distribution, and sales. Semiconductor

assembly using manual techniques is not a particularly difficult

Industrial process, and nationals from various "offshore" countries

have set up contract assembly plants, relying upon subcontracting

arrangements with developed country firms for their business volume.
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Firms in the Philippines are particularly well known as independent -.

subcontractors in semiconductor assembly. 21J. .

Mihle it may be argued that the value of this sort of simple

assembly technology is low# the increasing complexity of the operations

performed and equipment used offshore are upping the technological

ante. Discrete semiconductors were being manufactured by local

producers in Asia by the early 1970s 21/ and more complex integrated

circuits chips were being produced by the late 1970s. 21/ American

firms increasingly began to locate complex testing equipment in Asia in

r; the 1976s, and most recently, automated assembly equipment. 22A/

On the other hand, it is not clear that the offshore assembly

operations haJ any clear relationship to the technology used by local

)roducers in chip manufacture. Gold Star Semiconductor, of Korea,

which is one of the few (non-Japanese) Asian firms to produce its own

chips, is a Joint venture with ATT's Western Electric manufacturing

arm. =J4/ The three Hong Kong-based manufacturers wiio recently started

installing IC capacity obtained their technology by sending engineers

to the U.S. for training, and by importing production engineers. 21il

Taus, while it is true that local entrepreneurs have successfully

started contract assembly plants for semiconductors, and that this may

have been related to experience in and observation of the successful

offshore operations of foreign firms, 22/ it is also clearly true that

assembly experience is limited relevance to the manufacture of the

heart of the device, the etched silicon chip; It is questionable Just

how much technology can be transferred without the educational and

xesearch Infrastructure that Is required for the successful application

of technology. In fact, the experience of Japan would seem to indicate
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that technology can be acquired successfully without direct Investment,

as long as the skills and manpower resources that are nooded to

transmit it exist and access to proprietary knowledge can be

negotiated. On the other hand, all the Investment in the world will

not transmit technology if the educated manpower required as a medium

of transmission does not exist. /

Tne final set of issues we ought mention when discussing impacts

on a host economy of offshore assembly relate to the degree of

stability of the level of economic activity, and the dependence on

foreign Markets, created when resources are transferred into an

iffshore assembly enclave. If the costs of shifting resources between

activities were nil, this would not be an Issue. But unemployed or

displaced workers, for however long they remain in that state, and

fixed infrastructural or industry-specific investments, are costs to

the the economy when demand drops In the industry in which those

resources are employed. Hence, variation in the level of output

* imposes costs on an economy, and the stability of demand is a factor

with economic value when evaluating the return to committing resources

to an industry.

g This economic cost of instability also Imposes a certain amount of

economic and politicial dependence. If demand can be affected by the

decisions of some group, that body has a degree of bargaining power In

its relations with the economy facing that demand. Rather than

r c nsts of shuffling resources about, it may be more

:;:thwhile for host country policy-makers to make economic concessions
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of a lesser cost. .

Tnis latter sort of dependence does not seem an important feature

of the International semiconductor industry, because of the fiercely

v competitive nature of the industry (as opposed, say to some of the

natural resource industries). There have been few suggestions that

foreign offshore assembly operations, acting in concert, have been able

to exert influence over host country economic policy declqions by

threatening to close or reduce their operations. a2/

On tne other hand, cyclical instability is an impor 7t feature of

* electronics oemand. An economy that places a major port -" .f Its

labor force# or its capital, in an export-oriented electronics Industry

may face a severe cost when the trough of the world business cycle

ai. .its. Also, the low transport costs and high mobility that led to the

* original overseas migration of the semiconductor industry will make

local production levels exceedingly sensitive to changes in the costs

an attractiveness of a particular host country, and therefore,

somewhat unstable. historically, variations in costs and political

conditions have led to drastic and rapid changes in the international

4 distribution of assembled output.

Thus, instability in demand -- for individual host economies as

a consequence of their economic decisions and those of their

I competitors* and for the world economy as a whole -- Is likely to be

an important factor In determining the optimal amount of national

resources (labor and capital) to commit to semiconductor. assembly.

I When the cost c adjusting resources among sectors is reasonably low,

nowever, as may be the case for the unskilled labor used in assembly,

and when the overall level of employment (and potential unemployment)
|p
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0

is small, as appears to be the case In the Asian countries we have

examined it will probably be of only marginal significance;

This reasoning Implies that the less developed host economies may

be playing a risk-sharing role in the world semiconductor economy,

spreading among themselves the consequences of variations in world

demand that would otherwise be felt by workers in the home

semiconductor industries of the multinational firms that dominate the

industry. This very naturally leads us to consider the effects of

ofishore production on the industrialized countries that serve as

markets for this international trade.

* .

.°.9..

So

f

S
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The export\of semiconductor assembly tasks to offshore plants has

also had significant effects on the structure of the Industry In the

industrialized countries where it is based. In an idealized world of

frictionless competitive markets, the benefits of that movement

offshore to the home economy would be measured by the lower prices paid

for assembled devices by producers, which In turn are reflected In

lower prices to consumers for the final good which use them as inputs

(and ignoring distributional questions) 2A2/

In a real world economy with rigidities, adjustment costs, and a

host of structural and institutional imperfections, however, the

question of the effects of this international transfer is not so easily

resolvel. 211/1 Cnanging the number and mix of workers in an industry

may impose social costs on distinct groups within the economy. If

there are displaced workers, they will have to seek new employment,

retrain, or perhaps even face Involuntary unemployment. So It may be

of interest to investigate what precisely, the effect of offshore

assembly on the domestic labor force will be.

In this section, we will evaluate these effects. Because useful6

data are only available in detail for the United States, and because,

as we have seen, the United States is the only national semiconductor

market In which offshore production is the dominant feature of supplies

to that market, we will only look at effects on the U. S. Industry.

°I

I
I

I-

- - - - -
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Figure 13.1 displays the theoretical framework we will use to

construct some (mainly Illustrative) social cost-benefit calculations.

We assume all resources used in assembly (onshore and offshore) are

available in perfectly electronic supply to a.competitive semiconductor

industry, and that there are constant returns to scale in assembly. D

is the demand curve for semiconductors as an input to the consumer

goods industry. 2.42/ Cu is cost of a finished semiconductor when

manufactured in the U. S. I Co the cost with offshore assemblyo u and

4 Qo the demands for semiconductors with prices set equal to the

respective costs.

With these assumptions, the benefit received by consumers, in the

( form of price reductions for goods using semiconductors, can be

measured by the increase in consumers surplus in the final goods

market, given by the shaded trapezoid O Co I A.m Figure 13.1. 21/ That

is, suppose cost were to drop from Cu to C0 T. a & iavlSng of Cu Co 3 A

on semiconductor inputs would be immediately passed on to consumers in

the form of cost reductions. Because of the drop in price,

4 furthermore, more semiconductors will be used (per unit of consumer

goods, If this is substitution In production as well as in the greater

volume of consumer output demanded at lower prices). Because some

4 producers and indirectly, consumers, would have been willing to pay

more than Co for some of the semiconductors they useSO triangle ABC

must also be added to C. CO A A to get the net social benefit of reduced

semiconductor costs.

Ap
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Akternatively* if we consider tne social cost of bringing home

offshore prouductiont ae can calculite a welfare 12ss V having a value

equal to th~e area of that trapezoid. iaking a second order

approximation ;e can e-.r4.ss that change as a fraction of the original

(offsnore) value of se.dico;Auctor output 2h/l

V N *(13.1) r . - -2 -1+I 1i~

with TI the price elasticity of D at Co.
QP

r e tI:eI ;p3PPLiatl tije social cost (in terms of d dollar value)

of traxisferring rezources out of ot. ar sectors of thae econoiiy a3nd into

io.estic semiconJuctor -sisemblv, iristead ot producinj other goods and

tradng tei, / for offshore assea!bly services, with (13ol). The

re. ourceb rejuira-i to 3sseVizle a selniconuictor .o-nestically come at tae

expense of othe r output havirng value Cu, exceetling the value of the

costs with a foreiln issei:)Iur, Co * To .easure this loss, estil.3tes o
% - 1 o adaitional ; 3. assemibly costs as a fraction of the cost of

CO
* an off-hore-asse.uble- device, and Qp, the price elasticity of denan.]

J.. tr ieconductors as an= itir.ut 3re needel.
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To arrive at a crude estimate of the latter, we can use the information on

SCD input per unit of output given in Table 3.3. 
To see this, first note that 246/

Z13.2) Qp -mqp + 9 • S

with n the price elasticity of semiconductor demand per unit of consumer good, 
F

qP
the price elasticity of demand for the consumer good; S the cost

share of semiconductor inputs in consumer good production.

Since S is quite small (See Table 3.2; it never exceeded .06 in

the 1972 input/output table), to a close approximation we can ignore the

second term of 13.2 as long as j qp is reasonably large. p

To estimate n qp, we will make use of the fact that cost reductions

in semiconductors, which have been extremely large, have almost certainly

swamped all other relative price movements affecting semiconductor usage.

If all input prices other than semiconductors have moved roughly proportionately

to output price, we have
(13.3) nqp = dtnq dn (P/ x )

%inthe natural log, P the price of semiconductor input relative to
Px

output. We have already tabulated data on q in Table 3.3. If we obtain

data over time on the relative price of semiconductors, and approximate the

differentials in 13.3 by the first difference over time of the natural logs

of q and P , their ratio will be an estimate of nqp. This is done in
P

Table 13.1.

The estim3teJ ?er unit SCv cemand elasticities show a ratner

jl stic Je.,,Bnjj wit[! estiites of about -5.,; for computers, an]

esti.-atez ir. tat nei7nor'lool ut -2.,5 !or various otae types of

electrical equipment. Since aggregate demand elasticity is a
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(. Table 13.1

Estimted Elasticity of Demand for Semicondutor
Input per Unit Electronic Output

Output Price Indices stimted SCD Demand Elasticity1972 - 100 ,q (1967-1972)

Sector p7 1967 qp

Computers & Calculators 98.6 -5.4

Radio & T.V. Receivers 103.6 -2.6

Telephone & Telegraph Equipment 83.8 -2.6

Radio & T.V. Cominuncation 83.1 -2.5
EquLpment

Semiconductors 115.1 NA

1972 Sales Value Weighted -3.5

& aerage, 4 Electroulcs, Sectors

Source: Same as In Table 3.3 calculation of demand elasticities described In text.
No correction for technological advance 10 levels of intagated circuit
component density has been sade.

;k*" "S

. 'S
6-

!S

6I
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Table 13.2
Lover-Bound Estimates, Elasticity of Semiconductor Demand

Computers Calculators -1.6

Radio & T.V. Receivers -1.2

Telephone & Telegraph Equipment -1.4

Radio & T.V. Comsunication Equipment -1.4

1972 Sales Value-Weighted Average. -1.5
4 Electronics Sectors

p.

Source and Methods: Same as In Table 13.1, as described In text.
The 1967-valued Indices of IC production and price were multiplied
and divided by 4, respectively, and used to recompute the ration
of quantity and relative price changes.

V
5

Ii
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value-weighted average of the elasticity of demand by sector, aggregate

demand elasticity for semiconductors used in electronic output was

about -3.5. We have not done the elasticity calculations for sectors

other than electrical equipment, because their use of semiconductors is

generally in electronic equipment used as internal consumption, and

thust the elasticities so calculated would also reflect the elasticity

of demand for electronic equipment which containeJ the semiconductor

content.

These elasticity estimates, to be sure, are crude, but are

* probably the best available. 2.I/ They may be affected, however, by a

serious negative bias. The price data useS to construct Table 13.1 are

based on U. S. bureau of Labor Statistics wholesale price series for

various types of semiconductors, and probably accurately reflect price

declines in existing types of semiconductors over the 1967-72 period.

Around 1970, however, a major advance in IC production technology was

made. The number of circuit elements on a single chip was increased

about four times for most computer chips; U21 this technological jump

in levels of circuit inte;ration Is not reflected in the price series

for existing types of chips. A 1972 IC computer memory chip was

equivalent to four 1967-generation computer memory IC~s. Other types

of IC's were also subsequently produced at much greater levels of

* complexity using the same technology.

T Thus, on average, a 1972 IC performed the functions of several

1967 ICs. Since IC's rose from 21 percent of the value of US SCD

s ,"s 1, t p 51 erc r ni the value of U.S. SCD shipments in

..... ,/ .... Z .:. ~ semiconducte: output measure must significantly

L..de.'State tre amount of =.967-equivalent output produce in 1972, and
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the price index must overstate te cost of performing 1967-equivalent

functions. The net effect will be to overstate the magnitude of the
'" " ", .. , ; .

true price elasticity of demand. al/"

. The elasticity estimates of Table 13.1 support this conjecture.

The sector which made use of the Integrated circuits most affected by

the great Increase in component density, computers anJ calculators, has

an estimated elasticity roughly double that of the other electronic.

equipment sectors whose SCD usage of relatively more discrete devices,

and simple ICs, was less affected by the technological leap forward.

Since 13.1 effectively places an upper limit on the magnitude of the

price elasticity of demand, it would also be convenient to place a

lower limit on that elasticity.

( This is done in Table 13.2 by assuming that all 1972-generation

ICs performed the functions of 4 1967-generation ICs. We are

implicitly treating the demand for ICs as a demand for the electronic

functions performed by the ICs, so that one 1972 IC and four 1967 ICs

would be perfect substitutes in the manufacture of an item of

electronic equipment. 2.2/

This rather radical upward revaluation of the quantity of
6

1967-equivalent ICs produced in 1972 almost certainly results in the

elasticity estimates of Table 13.2 lying significantly below their true

magnitudes since most ICs used outside of the computer sector were

probably much less affected by the higher chips density levels, and

even within the computer industry, not all chips quadrupled In density.

Tnus, the p per unit price elasticity of SCD input demand probably

.he -!. to -3 range, with the clustering of values

Tane i$.1 f non-computer uses suggesting the midpoint of that
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range, or around .2.3, as a decent point estimate.

Before we can return to our original objective, calculating the
. -.

relative welfare loss that would be suffered if offshore assembly were

transferred back onsnore, as'given in (13.1), we also need an estimate

of C - 1 , the relative price increase to users of
co

semxconductors if assembly were to be relocated. This cost increase

depends, in turn, on two key parameters: the increase in assembly

costs onshore, as a percent of total manufacturing cost with offshore

assembiy (call it a )0 ani total manufacturing cost as a iraction of

SCO output Price, with offshore assembly (call this ratio b ).

Then5L- 1!ill just equ31 ab, if the absolute difference between price
CO

and manufacturing cost remains roughly constant. /

To estimate how much more costly assembly in the U.S. wouLd be is

difficulto since only fragmentary Information Is available. The only

real datum is a table in Finan (1975), which can be reworked to

estimate the, cost differenti-all as in Table 13.3. It indicates that in

spite of the fact that labor cost increases in the U.S. raised total

manufacturing cost by 60 percent of its Singapore value, substantial

savings in material costs and manufacturing overhead leave the net
V

U.S. cost increase at about one-third of Singapore cost. The evidence

reviewed in Section 9 on manufacturing costs suggests that, since

assembly costs have shrunk in relative importance with the more

advanced complex chips, this cost differential may actually have

declined somewhat by the late 1970s, in the aggregate, as demand for
?P

these chip types soared.

'(
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Table 3.3

Cost Breakdown, Assembly In U.S. and Singapore
U.S. Semiconductor Industry, larly 19709

All Values Expressed as Percent Total Nnufacturln& Cost
with Assembly in Bingapore

Assembly In Assembly In Increase if Assembled
Cost: U.S. Singapore In U.S.

mI

Manufactured Overhead 40 50 -10

Direct Labor Cost. of vhich 80 20

Wafer Fabrication 12 12
Assembly 68 8 +60

Materials 13 30 -17

TOTAL COST 133 100 +33

Source: Finan (1975), P?. 66. To rework his figures into this fon, we used the
fact that the absolute direct labor cost in wafer fabrication (which was
done in the U.S.) Is constant, whether or not assembly takes place offshore.

*6-

P

-I

!3

I . . ... . ...
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The other critical parameter, manufacturing cost as a traction of

sales price was also estimated by Finan to be about .65,_in the early

1970s.. More recently, Dickens (1979) puts the ratio at about .3 and .4
6I

for'a simple and complex IC, respectively, In the late 1970s. 21A/ To

some extent, the smaller ratios for 1979 may reflect demand pressures

on prices in that year; they may also reflect the greater role of

research and development costs in the production of newer and more

advanced chips.

If we take Finan's estimates of .33 for a , and .65 for b , as

appropriate to tne early 1970s, the cost difference as a percent of

sales price with offshore assembly, 1 : was about 21
CO

percent. If both ratios dropped by the late AY7Cs, say to .25 for a ,

and .4 for b i as lower bounds, the increase in sales price would not

have been less than ten percent. Thus, we shall hypothezise that In

the early 19 7 4s, - 1 was about .2, and in the late 1970s, somewhere

between .1 and .2.

The above estimates refer to cost increases per unit when offshore

production is transferred back to the U.S. ahat we are attempting to

4 measure in equation (13.1), however, Is what the aggregate welfare

effect of transferring offshore assembly back to the U.S. Is. Since

not akl assembly took place offshore, however, the effect on the

aggrelate price level for semiconductors will be a weighted average of

the effect on oftsnore output and on output already assembled in the

U.S._ .i1e.r no effect). To put it more precisely, we 'must replace

in (13.41) with !&- with _ -" referring to the AXC£g. price

.rcrea- e per SC" after the transfrring back of offshore production, as

b Irecticn of CXZj price with the existing use of offshore assembly.
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IC

U
Using a range of .1 to .2 for C_ : and an estimate of theitraction of

output assembled offshore of Wipercent, the implied range'for -

c the average price increase as a fraction of the average price berore

relocating offshore production, is from .07 to .13. Z/

Table 13.i performs the welfare calculations of equation (13.1),

I using a variety of parameter values over the plausible range. Taking a r'

price elasticity estimate of -2.3 as our preferred choice, the

calculations suggest that transferring offshore assembly onshore would

be rouglily equivalent to a windfall loss In income to consumers of

about eight percent of the value of their SCD consumption, give or take

perhaps three percent. Since U.S. semiconductor consumption in 1979 is

estimated to have been about Sb billion, 2/ this translates into a

loss of roughly $400 million, plus or minus pernaps $150 million. This

is a respectable but not overwhelmingly large sum.

Since, implicitly, we have assumed protectionist policies to

prevent imports from displacing U.S. products as U.S. prices rise, the

calculations of welfare loss overestimate the loss in the absence of

protectionist policies. Prices for semiconductor output would then be,

on average, lower, and the welfare loss smaller.

These calculations, of course, ignore the costs of retraining and

relocating workers who were displaced by offshore production, as well

4 as the costs of any unemployment they may have had. While they may

give a useful approximation to the costs of relocating offshore

assembly to the U.S., they must certainly underestimate the costs of

4 the original movement offshore to some extent.

It
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( Tbla 13.4

Value of Welfare Loss as a Percent of SCD Consumption with
Transfer of Offshore Assembly to U.S.

Late 1970s

Parameter Values Value of Welfare loss as 2
of SD Consumption

Pu
P qp

0

.13 -1.5 12

.13 -2.3 21

.213 -3.0 10

.07 -1.5 7

.07 -2.3 6

.07 -3.0 6

Source: Equation (13.1); see text.

S
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SI
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The export of labor-intensive assembly operations to offshore

areas has had vastly different elfects on different groups within the

U.S. semiconductor labor force. In this section, we briefly spell out

what some of those differences have been.

Table 13.5 displays basic information on employment in the

U.S. industry. The first, and most obvious, feature of employment is

that it has been growing quite slowly, relative to output. Between

1963 and 1978, it increased about 2.3 times. The value of shipments,

over the sane period, increased about 9.4 times) since prices for

semiconductors were declining, real growth was even greater.

Certainly, some large part of the divergence in growth rates must be

due to the use of offshore assembly arrangements.

Second, recession anJ economic slowdown have had drastic effects

on employment in the U.S. industry. Employment growth rates fell off

sharply during th 1966-67 economic slowdown, and dropped steeply during

and after the 1970 recession. During the 1974-75 recession, employment

in the U.S. industry fell by over 27 percent In 1975 alone.

4 Third, the U.S. semiconductor industry is top-heavy witn

non-production employment. In 1977, the average for all

UoS. manufacturing was about 2.6 production workers per non-production

employee, and about 1.9 production workers per non-production employee

in electrical equipment; the corresponding figure for the SCD sector

was 1.3; about half of the average for all manufacturing. Only the

ordinance industry (with .8 production workers per non:production

employee) fell below this level. 21/
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Furthermore, recession seems to have been a catalyst for the

restructuring of employment in the U.S. industry. Permanent declines

in the ratio of production workers to non-production .mployees occurred

durIng the 1970-71 and 1974-75 recessions, with the new and lower

ratios of production employment persisting after the recession. In the

aftermath of the most recent recession, that of 1980, worldwide

semiconductor employment again dropped significantly, with

U.S. employment taking the brunt ol the cutbacks. 251/ Coupled witn the

information in Section 6, this seems to indicate that major

restructuring of the industry has occurred during recessions, with

higher-cost O.S. assembly operations shut down, and replaced with

offshore assenbly plants when demand again picked up.

Little pattern is evident in the relation of hourly wages in

semiconductors to the wage for all manufacturing. The SCD wage has

* generally fluctuatel between 80 and 9C percent of the manufacturing

wage; some of this instability may reflect shifts in the sectoral

pattern of manufacturing employment and overtime.

more insight into the impact of offshore assembly on the structure

of U.S. semiconductor employment can be had by examining more detailed

information on the structure of production employment in census years,

displayed In Table 13.6. The data reveal that there was little change

in the structure of production employment until the period from 1967 to

1972. Over that period, however, use of assembly laborers, per

non-production employee, was roughly halved, while non-assembly

production employee per non-production employee increased slightly.

A; This radical shift suggests that the bulk of the movement toward

offshore assembly took place over the 1967-72 period. Tae slightrq
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increase In other types of production employment may be.due to the

Icreasing complexity of chip fabrication operations, !and to greater

numbers of production workers required to handle materials handing,

Ins'pection, and testing operations servicing offshore-assembled output.

Between 1972 and 1977, relative use of assembly workers again

dropped, thou;h by a much smaller amount than was the case over

1967-1972. This is consistent with the continued more gradual

expansion of the role of offshore assembly in production for the

j.S. marKet noted in Section 6. Non-assembly production employment,

per non-production employee, remained essentially constant over this U

period.

ihat little direct information exists supports the view that the

*. transfer of U.S. production employment offshore coincided with major

recessions. Table 13.7 gives a breakdown of U.S. and worldwide

production employment in semiconductors of U.S. integrated circuit

producers over the 1974-78 period. Since IC makers accounted for the

bulk of U.S. SCD output and employment over this period, the table

probably reflects the worldwide distribution of employment fairly

accurately. it shoes a marked increase in the relative share of

foreign SCD employment following the 1974-75 recession; it also

confirms that growth in foreign employment in the mid to late 1970s was

rather gradual compared to what must have been explosive growth in the

late 1960s and early 1970s.

The significance of the transfer of production employment offshore

during an z.r r ,i- r recessionr iz that it succests that recessions

may be O . . 5 i, o ireign employment than to domestic

U.S. product.c=; eSacy-en. Z)a:kening demand may lead producers to
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(

close their least profitable operations, which are probably more often'

than not in the U.S.e with its much higher costs for assembly labor.

"-Since significant variation In output and employment over the

business cycle seems to be a key characteristic of the semiconductor

industry, it might be asked what effect the transfer of assembly

operations offshore has had on the stability of employment within the

U.S. industry. To examine this question, the deviations of production

and non-production employment from their trend growth over the

1963-1978 period were examined. 2./ The results are plotted in Figure

13.2. r

Over the 1963-1978 period, production employment grew at a trend

rate of 3 percent annually, while non-production employment grew at 8

(.percent per year. As can be seen in Figure 13.2, deviations of actual

employment from the levels predicted by this average growth rate were

substantially more severe for production employment. The movement

toward more offshore assembly, however, seems to have hal little or no

discernible effect on the instability of Uo.S production employment,

suggesting that assembly employment Is not, or is only slightly more

affected by business cycle fluctuations than other types of production

employment. Prior to 1968 or so, there may have been slightly less

fluctuation in production employment around its trend, but the

4 difference seems slight and of little significance. The same may be

said of non-production employment.

That is not to say, of course, that offshore production has had no

4 effect on the stability of UeS. employment. Since the use of offshore

assembly seems to have been associated with a shift toward relatively

more U-.S non-production employment, which shows less variation around
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its trend, the changing composition of U.S. SCD employment served to

cc stablilize total U.S. employment. 2l2/

. Before ending this discussion, it Is useful to briefly describe

thecbaracteristics of production workers in the U.S. Industry. A

Labor Department survey, conducted in September of 1977o al/ found

about one-lifth of the production workers were unionized, with almost

all unionized plants in the Northeast (defined to include the

mid-Atlantic States). About half of production workers in the

Northeast were unionized. The unionized workers held a 61 percent wage

advantage over their counterparts in unorganized plants, nationwide,

though the differential drops to 48 percent when only Northeastern

plants are examined, and 31 percent when only large Northeastern plants

are studied.

Most striKingly, the production labor force in semiconductors Is

overwhelmoingly female. As Table 13.8 shows, this has been true

historically, since at least the early 1960s, and shows little prospect

of changing. The occupation most dominated by female workers, In fact,

is assembly, where over 90 percent of workers are women.

The preponderance of women in this work force is in part

attributable to an employee preference for women workers in close

tolerance work, 22/ i.e., in routine and monotonous tasks where manual

dexterity Is required and great physical strength is not particularly

(Aseful. It may also be related to generally lower wa.ge rates paid to

women, and a lesser propensity to organize in unions. Many labor force
I

analysts attribute tne high labor force participation rates for women
I

arei. .itr electronic industri'es to this demand, which draws into

:,. labor force women not previously a formal part of it. 2J21
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Table 13.8 Women as Percentage of All Workers In the U.S. Semiconductor

industry by occupation

Women as Percentage of All Workers

by Occupation

1962 1977

Assemblers 90-100 92

Inspectors and testers 90-99 88

Processing and fabrication 65-90 NA

Processing only NA 73

Custodial and janitorial 5 14

All production workers 70-72 71

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletins

2021 (April 1979), 1363 (October 1963).

S5

S%
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i.batever the caus4e of the predominance of femrale workers.. it

carries witi. it the 1:II0livtion thit thle plienomenon of offshore

assembiy a-as imnpostA r'tiitively mnore costs on fewreie workers, as~ the

U.S. asse.mn:ly iorKz force corntracto~d. Feinaile wor';ers, as notedr

elsevaere inl t~iis r~aook also zsz.ut to suffer jreater tan average losses

whent displaced. Since., if, many cases, it appears thidt for'.jal female

participtior& in vite 1 iior force wai stinulhteci by an emp~loyer

preler~ricp, t~-z tr~ias.:cr ot asselibly to fo~eign locations -nay h -Ive

exacpr.ate j.-,~r~ 'onj wo-,an 4orkers, anid i.ayosed u~on the

fe;nale hjLor ')oot a .ji 0 pro')ortioa~jte snai3e or t-iL, costs of azjusting to

sta.its in pio..uction l oca.tion~.

Th~e --.rice elasticity estir;.atiez constructea earlixer in this section

cdn be used to assess t'je net imnj~ct on em,1:ioy.iient ;iitajn Viae

.,.S. iaustry of th-e trpnr- to ofishore assem-oy. The net effect will

reflect a balaiict between two conflicting forces. )ni the one nind,

ofisaiore abso1iiajy lea.s to 3 iecreaz~ae ia trie unit raquireiqelts for

.S. idor per snAconjuctox. -In Lh e other hnd.., a Ji4cliie in the

*prict~ 01 se~iicor.iuctors ie-l to increasel lciana a~i- -Trater

he .3tirt by ralitingj the e]3sticity 01 3 dcii~inI witn respect to

CL Mi (t l r3itioai ot out7ut ass.,"1mled olfshore),ni j. to the price

elasticity of se.TAcon-Juctor %Jei~a~icz, 0fl ) Q ,!P

U (13.4) T) - P (U 1

QCL QP -
qP
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hore a s befaoe... s the average percent Increase In the price of

a finished semiconductor to be expected when offshore assembly is

entirely relocated back In the U.S. 2 / A.

" Next, note that production employment In the U.S., Lu o can be

divided Into non-assembly employment and assembly employment, with

labor requirements per unit of assembled output of L , and t

respectively, 2il so that (vith Q total units of U.S. output)

(13.5) L - R + (1 -)t A ) Q

and its elasticity with respect to a change in a , the fraction of

output assembled offshore is just

(13.6) " - QZa5

LU

where . Is the U.S. assembly employment that would be created if all

offshore assembly were transferred back to the U.S, as a fraction of

current U.S.-semiconductor production employment.

Substituting (13.4) into (13.6), we have

"0?(13.7) ju QZA 0

PoS
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kC.

If as before, we work under the assumption that perhaps 70 percent

of U.S. semiconductors were assembled offshore in the late 1970s, the

roughly 29,002 workers shown In Table 13.6, who in 1977 workel in

assembly occupations in the U.S. industry, would have been assembling

perhaps 30 percent of U.S. output. If the additional 70 percent of

output were brought back onshore, then, perhaps another 68,000

U.S. semiconductor assembly jobs would have been created, amounting to

roughly 106 percent of 1977 U.S. industry proiuction employment. If we

take our range of estimates for the elasticity of demand, qP , 212/ to

P1
be from about -1.5 to -3, as before, and "U-l to be from about .07 to

PO
.13, as in Table 13.4, we produce the range of estimates for aL6 given

in Table 13.9, from about -.7 to -1. There can be little doubt that

A the trend toward offshore production has resulted in the loss of

moderate u=beru . of assembly jobs in the U.S. industry, with a 10

percent decline in the percentage of output assembled offshore (from 70

to 63) associated with the creation of perhaps 4500 to 6400

U.S. assembly jobs.

As before, we are assuming that protectionist policies prevent

foreign imports from displacing U.S. product as U.S. SCD prices rise.

To properly take into account these displacement effects, we would need

an estimate of the degree to which foreign imports would be substituted

for U.S. output as prices ro&e, which would be very difficult to

obtain. Since the relative importance of 'ssembly costs, and price

incrteases, in output price are fairly smala, however, these would
?p

probably reduce these job creation estimates by a small amount. Also,

we have not considered the impact of price increases in semiconductors

on other industries. Cheaper semiconductors displace other types of
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Table E Est/iate of tht Elasticity of U.S. Semiconductor Production Employment

vith Respect to u'( Fraction of U.S. Production Assembled Offshore.

P.u - 1LTPuo.

Pa Qp N.,u

.13 -1.5 -. 9

.13 -2.3 -. 8

.13 -3.0 -. 7

.07 -1.5 -1.0

.07 -2.3 -.9

.07 -3.0 -.9

Sources: Equation (14.7), with- 1.06 assumed.
Lu

See text.
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components and the workers who produce them, and used as inputs In the

electronic equipment industry# may reduce labor demand Inthe user

industries (if the elimination of the need to wire many discrete

components into equipment in lieu of a single integrated circuit more

than compensates for the increase in demand for the product due to

input costs savings passed onto the consumer as lower prices), and
p

increases demand for workers in industries that supply the

semiconductor sector with inputs. The net effects are hard to predict,

but may be relatively small, since the cost savings due to offshore

assembly are fairly small.-4

P

4A
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t
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Finally, we briefly summarize the impact of offshore production on

the U.S. semiconductor industry balance of payments. ?able 13.10 gives

some estimated totals, decomposing exports and imports into a net

balance on trade not related to offshore assembly, and an item (3)

giving the net balance on offshore production-related trade. 2aj/ While

tne b0o/807 dutiable value figure overestimates the net drain on

foreign exchange due to the offshore production arrangements of U.S.

producers (some of tne dutiable content may be U.S. materials which are

materially transformed offshore, or otherwise ineligible for duty-free

reentry), it is clear that offshore production arrangements have

absorbed an increasing large portion of -the surplus of trade in

finished goods.

This is not to say, of course, that those arrangements have

worsened the balance of payments. It may well be that by cheapening

U.S. production costs, they have led to an expansion of exports and

prevented growth in foreign imports. While a quantitative analysis of

this question is, in principle, possible, there is little or no

information available on the price elasticity of U.S. semiconductor

Imports and exports, in the presence of recently-arrived Japanese

competition in international markets. Also, to some extent, products

* in uhich the U.S. has not yet faced significant international

competition might be vulnerable to such competition In the face of

price increases.
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r - .* %"*-°This section has been concerned with tracing out the effects of

U.S.-offshore production on the structure of the U.S. semiconductor

industry. After examining what little evidence exists on price

elasticities and cost structures, some simple calculations revealed

that (assuming protection prevented an influx of foreign imports) the

reiocation of U.S. offshore plants back to the United States would have

been e~uivalent, roughly to a welfare loss on the order of magnitude of

perhdps 1C percent of the value of U.S. consumption.

1hese calculations Ignore the social costs of readjusting and

retraining the workers displaced when the offshore move first occurred.

Such costs may have been substantial, and impacted disproportionately

V on relatively low-income, unskilled women in the U.S. labor force. To

some extent, tie labor force participation of these women may have been

the direct result of the previous employment practices of

U.S. electronic firms. On the other hand, there is some evidence that

shifting these production Jobs offshore may have staoilized employment

in the U.S. semiconductor industry as a whole, since non-production

* employment is less affected by business-cycle fluctuations.

The magnitude of these employment losses has been subtantial, with

perhaps on the order of five to six thousand jobs associated with the

.repatriation of 7 percent of U.So semiconductor assembly back to the

United States. On the other hand, these calculations assume that

protectionist policies eliminate the danger that a rise in U.S. costs

will lead to loss of market share to foreign imports. In the long run,

very little in the way of employment might be gained witnout offshore

production, if the industry remained open to International competition.

S
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.inallyt a cursory examination of the balance of payments in the

US# industry showel that imports of offshore value added substantially

reduced what otherwise would have beed a very large positive balance on

finished goods exports ani imports. Again, however, the cost increases

associated with U.S. assembly might have substantially cut

U.S. producerse domestic market share (in the absence of protection),

and driven the balance of payments into the red.

We conclude, then, that on balance, offshore production

arrangements have indirectly benefitted the U.S. consumer. Important

numbers of workers, however, have been displaced by the movement

offshore, and unskilled fe.ale workers, in particular, were likely to

have been forced to suffer the costs of adjustment.

iV

!P

#
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14. Conclusions .
•' •

The large-scale migration of labor-intensive production operations

to offshore locations began in the U.S. semiconductor Industry in the

early 1960s. 'This move was born and baptized in the fires of Japanese
f

competition, beginning life as an essentially defensive response to

cheap foreign transistor imports. It was a very successful strategy

for maintaining U.S. market share in the U.S. market, since wages in

most of underdeveloped Southeast Asia were even lower than wages In

Japan, uhich were the original basis for Japanese competitiveness in

the international semiconductor market. lapanese success in

industrializing their economy guaranteed that this was to remain an

effective strategy for dealing with the low-wage competition to the

UoS. industry, as Japanese wages moved to even greater levels relative

to the rest of Asia through the late 1960s and 1970so

-,The success of U.S. SCD firms in dealing with foreign low-wage

competition through the use of offshore production arrangements was

imitated by the European electronics firms who made up the other major

force in the international electronics market. European trade policy,

however, (unlike U.S. trade policy In semiconductors) veered toward a

highly protectionist stand, which prevented the offshore strategy from

being a terribly effective means oi supplying semiconductors to the

European market. As a result, European and American plants producing

for the European market were forced to site most of their-assembly

operations within the European tariff walls. The exceptions to this

rule were the relatively minor amounts of assembled semiconductors

_t: .:ted entry under the quotas for outward processing and generalized

preference tariff-sparing arrangements, and the very simplest sorts of
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\devicese whose very large labor content, relative to the total value of

the assembled product, male it economically worthwhile to assemble
"- "

offshore in spite of high tariffs. When the Japanese entered the

European semiconductor market in the late 1010s In a big way, they too

were forced by the economic logic of high tariffs to set up European

plants to penetrate the market.s Other non-tariff barriers' to SCD

imports emphasized the need to set up European plants.

A number of characteristics of semiconductor production were

essential to the success of the offshore strategy in the U.S. market.

The extremely high value-to-weight ratio, for one thing, made transport

costs a negligible cost of producing offshore) in fact, insurance costs

probably dominate the cost of international semiconductor flows. The

rapid pace of technological advance, and the rapid obsolescence of

existing types of devices, male automation (the other major response to

competition based on low-cost foreign labor) an unsuccessful strategy.

And the type of labor preferred by employers -- unskilled, female

workers, olten participating for the first time in a formal way In the

industrial labor force -- was in ample supply in the cities and

villages of Southeast Asia and Latin America.

This strategy was not the only reason, however, for the continued

U.S. dominance of international semiconductor markets. Heavy

investment in research and development by U.S. firms continuously

pushe forward the technology of microelectronics. The Introduction of

a new and superior types of devices, and the receipt-of the

technological rent charged by the few firms producing that device, were

6e iast as proitable as becoming the lowest cost manufactur(c of an

older existing device, whose technology was widely diffused and whose

€p
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market was therefore much more subject to competitive price-cutting

C pressures. many U.S. firms, husbanding their scarce managerial,

( financial and technical resources, were surely correct.in deciding that

investing In new products yielded a higher return than investing in

low-cost manufacturing technology for older, existing product types.

c This situation did not remain static, though. In the early 1970s,

it was apparent to the Japanese semiconductor industry that it had

serious competitive problems, in the dubious quality and reliability of

some of their products, in the relatively small amounts of resources

* (essential to keeping up with technological advance) invested In

research and development, ana in the continued advance of labor costs

in the Japanese electronics industry relative to the rest of the world.

The Japanese, who had since the late 1950s made development of their

electronics and computer iniustry a matter of explicit national

priority (recognizing, presumably, that the social return to

technological investment was likely to far exceed the private return),

proceeded with a multi-faceted program designed to make their

semiconductor industry internationally competitive in the shortest

* possible time.

The Japanese program methodically analyzed the international

market, and applied resources to areas where It was possible to gain

some sort of competitive advantage. Often, the Japanese solution

exploited the particular structure and strengths of their industrial

system. To solve the problem of driving the Japanese industry to the

frontiers of technological advance, enormous resources were pumped Into

research and development, financed by government subsidy, and by

guidance of substantial amounts of nominally private capital into the
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S(

industry through implicit guarantee, and the direct supervision of the
PA4

loan portfolios of finanacial institutions. The Japanese system of

labor relations, guaranteeing firms an essentially strlkeo-free

environment in return for assurances of lifetime employment for

workers, made it possible for firms to go heavily into debt to finance

these investments. The labor relations system, which relied on a

system of paternalistic relations between employer anl employee,

emphasizing cooperation and interaction between managers and workers,

also helped the Japanese to improve the quality of their output through

the widespread use of so-called "quality circles.* These are now being

imitated in widespread experiments throughout the U.S. electronics

industry.

The other Japanese response to the quality problem was to automate

all stages of the productiqn process, including, in many cases,

assembly and bonding operations that were largely performed offshore by

U.S. firms. The trend toward automation was especially significant In

the area of integrated circuits, particularly computer memories, where

the rapidly growing market size made automation economic even when

product life was relatively short. This also solved the problem of

rising labor costs for those products whose market was sufficiently

large to warrant a heavy capital investment in automated machinery.

For less advanced products, where quality was not so important,

and where labor cost was a relatively greater portion of total cost,

t ie Japanese adopted the offshore strategy, especially for export to

foreign markets. Throughout the 1970s, offshore production of simpler
S

': discrete semiconductor devices, and simple integrated circuits,

expanded rapidly. At the very end of the 1970s, especially, Japanese
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use of offshore assembly plants seems to have increased markedly.

The siting of assembly of simpler products offshore-was also
. .4.

consistent with the realities of the Japanese labor relations system,

and rising protectionist sentiments within Europe and the U.S. Because

labor was often a quasi-fixeJ cost to Japanese producers, the

operations that were most profitably transferred offshore as the volume

of Japanese semiconductor output increased and made labor requirements

exceed existing employment, were those in products which were most

labor-intensive, where the relative cost savings to be obtained

offsnore was greatest. Increasingly protectionist attitudes within the

U.S. and Europe, where national producers and trade policymakers were

especially concerned about Japanese competition in tne most advanced

types of products (where a strong national industry was important for

strategic reasons, and for reasons of technological dynamism) made It

politically imperative for Japanese exporters to begin production

operations within those markets. The lesser role of labor cost in more

complex devices provided economic reinforcement to tnat decision.

Also, it may be that the large offshore capital investment required for

the assembly of complex, high.quality integrated circuits, would have

disturbed the broad social consensus that permitted the government to

funnel large amounts of capital, public and private, into the industry.

. These moves by the Japanese, to some extent, caught the

U.S. industry off guard. For one thing, U.S. producers (with the

exception of the largest producers, including ATT and IBM, whose

production is entirely consumed internally) were late in recognizing

that quality and relidbility were associated with significant cost

savings in tne assembly and testing of the increasingly sophisticated
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electronic equipment using semiconductor components. For another

thing, the historical legacy of heavy reliance on sales to the military

market (which no longer dominated U.S. consumption, Since the late

1960s) was brute force, 'burn in,' quality control techniques, which
I

were far less economic than the statistical techniques used by the

Japanese. Also, capital was probably relatively more expensive to the

smaller U.S. firms, making highly automated assembly methods (and the

quality increases associated with them) less attractive to U.S. firms.

In the late 1970s, however, it had become obvious to

U.S. proJucers that they would have to respond to the Japanese quality

innovations by automating their assembly operations. As a result,

U.S. offshore operations benefitteJ from heavy investments in automated

a( £quipment. The greater capital re uirements (and reduced importance of!3
labor costs) and scale of efficient plants, however, coupled with the

political risks of offshore investment, make it likely that an

increasingly large fraction of output destined for the U.S. market will

once more be assembled and tested within the U.S.

Tne effects of the offshore migration of operations Intensive in

the use of unskilled labor, in the 1960s and 197Cso are reflected in

the changing structure of the U.S. industry. The U.S. Industry's

employment was increasingly dominated by higher skill non-production

occupations, whose lesser susceptibility to the viscissitudes of the

business cycle probably stabilized overall U.S. employment in the

Industry, to some extent. On the other hand, the costs of dislocation

and unemployment that were imposed on the U.S. assemblers who were

dis, c: , were felt disproportionately by the relatively unskilled

women wno make up the bulk of the industry's production work force.
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This social cost was mitigated by a gain to U.S. consumers, through

lower prices of goods using semiconductors as an input, equivalent to

an Income increase of perhaps ten percent of the value oftUoS. SCD

consumption, a not insignificant amount. These calculations assume

prohibitive tariffs wouli have shut off competitive imports; in the

absence of such tariff increases, competitive imports might have

reduced U.S. employment, and output, even more than the movement

offshore (and reduced the welfare gain).

The impact on the developing countries, where the assembly

operations were located, is even more difficult to judge. Because of

the relatively limited amount of employment generated, in relation to a

rather large overall labor force, these offs.1ore operations seem to

have had only a minor impact on the employment and unemployment figures

for the Asian host economies (with the exception, perhaps, of the small

island economies of Singapore and Hong Kong). Also, since the

predominantly unskilled and, female labor force was largely drawn from

demographic strata with little prior formal labor force participation

experience, the employment created could have had but little impact on

0 existing pools of unemployed and underemployed workers. There also

seem to have been few linkages created to locally-owned input supplier

industries, although some foreign companies have set up limited

operations to supply semiconductor assembly plants with certain inputs.

On the other hand, offshore assembly operations seem to have made

a significant contribution to the foreign exchange position of the host

economies. And while the evidence on the contribution of offshore

assembly to the transfer of useful technology to the host economy is

negligible, it might be argued that the transfer of more
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capita:-intensive testing and automated functions to offshore assembly

sites will inevitably lead to some training of local personnel in more

skilled technical and maintenance occupations (though the assembly ani

testing operations themselves probably reiuire JgZ training with more

mechanized techniques). Some local firms in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and

Korea have, in fact, started up completely integrated plants to

fabricate and asseible simpler types of semiconductors, but since the p

design and engineering skills required are far removed from what an

assembly worker or plant manager are reguired to understand, it is

doubtful that this trend is related to the offshore assembly operations

servicing foreign-based chip production (other than, perhaps, through

example).

Offshore assembly, then, began as, and continues to be, a

competitive response to low cost foreign labor. its utility as a

strategy depends on the importance of quality (and hence the need for

automation), and the economic costs of the major alternative to S

labor-intensive assembly, automation (which in turn hinge on the scale

of output and the costs of capital). The continued existence of

differentiated markets, of vastly different sizes, for different types

and qualities of semiconductor devices, suggests that offshore assembly

will cintinue to be an important feature of production flows in the

International semiconductor industry. It will be of possibly

increasing significance to the Japanese industry, as output and labor

costs Increase in relative terms, and of possibly diminished

significance in the U.S. industry, as large capital investments in

automated machinery lead to the transfer of some operations back to the

UoS. Just as it served as an example of competitive response for other

W
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" u.S. Industries beleaguered by foreign competition in the early 1960sp

it may wel serve as an augury of the effects of Incre.sin"automation

In U.S. 'Industry in the 1980s.
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Footnotes • .

. Otherwise known as microchips or microcircuits they are

silicon chips treated with metal impurities in extremely precise I

quantities and locations, functioning as a circuit which would

otherwise (with older technology) have contained hundreds or even

tnousands of discrete components wired together. The discrete

components replaced include active components (tubes and other SCDs)

and passive components (resistors, capacitors, etc.).

2. Inductors are the most important electronic device that

cannot be replicated in a semiconductor-device. See 4eindl (1977).

3. A complete and highly entertaining history of semiconductors

may be found in Braun and MacDonald, (1978). is

4. Lbj&, p. 79

5. U
6. Linvill and dogan (1977), p. 1109. See Tilton (1971), S

p. 92-93 as well. Braun and MacDonald (1978), p. 80, report that the

industry in 1955 had the capacity to produce 15 million transistors a

year, compared to an actual output of 3.6 million. S

7. U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Producer Goods (1979),

p. 8; Linvill and Hogan (1977)o

8. Linvill and Hogan (1977), p.1108.

9. U.S.I.T.C. (1979), p. 21. -

10o Electronic components, computer, photographic equipment,

radio and television sets, and telephone and telegraph apparatus.
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16* Scherer, L -l&, 1975, Appendix Table S. 3l pp. 437-439.

SCDs were worth, on average, $30.40 per pound. The runners-up were

radio and communications equipment (S12. 36). radio and telegraph

4 apparatus ($12. 05) computing ma'chines ($7. 68), scientific instruments

($6. 3u).

17. R. Moxon, 1974, Appendix 1, Table D.

18. Cited in K. Yoshihara, (1978), p. 134. Price per kilogram

(in yen) was 10C for steel, !;00 for autos, 1,000 for bearings, 3,000

for color televisions, 101C0Q for cameras, 100,000 for computers, and

20C,000 for integrated circuits.

19. For SCDs in general, see Rada (1980) p. 23; for Uos the

figure is calculated from Tables A-21 and A-361

' d.S. I. T. C. (November, 1979).

20. According to the-1977 Census of Manufactures.

21. See A. L. Robinson, "Are VLSI Microcircuits Too Hard to

Design?" 1 M6Qtz (July 11, 1930), p. 25S; I. R. Sadoler, "Can VSLI

Growth Continue?" - (February 19P8O p. 98).

22. See C. Norman, "Inmos Enters the 64K RAM Race," jrjrjr. (May

8,1981).

23. See fz zj£Uk (April 20, 1981), pp. 44-48, jLAgan.A. j

1z1...2i~dii (June 2, 1980), p. 15

24. . (July 21, 1980), p. 189.

25. "Automated Semiconductor Line Speeds Custom Chip

Production," &Lgnjrjp (January 27, 1981).

* ~ 5k ':~?),p. 57.
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27. Testimony of H. D. Samuel# U.S. Department of'16abor before* . •

U.S. Senate Subcommittee on International Financeo Comm itte on

Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, April 4f 1979.

28. See the Science Policy Research Unit studies.

29. See Tilton, (1971), p. 83; bebbink, (1977), p. 131.

30. See U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of Producer Goods

(1979), p. 54.

31. See Tilton (1971), p. 83; Webbink (1977), p. 57.

32. A. McCue. "U.S. Firm's Plan to Assemble Semiconductors on

West Coast Could Threaten Asian Producers" ,

(June 23t 1980)o p. 16.

33. Webbink (1977), p. 57.

44. Thiz point is often overlooked in the current debate whether

U.S. or Japanese microchips are higher quality (have lower reject

rates). See, for example, "Japaq Makes Them getter," Thna 23LA1

(April 26, 1980), p. 55-56. Seer "U.S. Reject Rate Still Trails

Japanese," Lla tUDL2..U November 6, 1980, p. 46; "U.S* Makes Raising

processor wualityo" L1r,.gLD±ri, (December 18, 1980), p. 41.

35. Tilton, 1971, p. 85. These Ideas on learning curves were

developed In the late 1960s by the Boston Consulting Group (BCG), a

private management consulting firm.

36. See Finan (1975), PP. 21,68.

37. See Finanp 1975, Chapter 31 for a more complete discussion

of the tecnnologyp and its various economies.

*- -: -..oducers, on the other hand are reported to have

- eo~e cf ,.e bonding operations, and may enjoy scale

economieS*

- - - - - ----
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39. "Tape automated bonding meets ULSI challenge." ,Iu.ra 1ca,

(December 18# 1980).

40. At IBM In the late 1970s design costs were about $100 per

logic module on an integrated circuit. A. L. Robinson, "A Giant

Corporation from Tiny Chips Grow," UXDr&n, (May 2, 1980), p. 483.

41. These ideas on cost curves are taken from'Robert Noyce

(1977).

42. .

43. See Tilton (1971).

14. It is made In Haggendorn and Brown (1979), pp. 240-243.

45. See Finan (1975) Chapter 4; Webbink (1977), pp. 96-121; ani

U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, (1979), pp. 6-8, on this point.

46. Since firms cannot pay for the innovation, and charge only

marginal production cost, wi'tnout incurring losses, a patent or

licensing system is a second-best solution to the problem of allocating

resources to technical innovation. Even achieving such a seconi-best

solution may not be possible if it is difficult to appropriate an

Innovation, as seems to be the case In the semiconductor industry.

Another consequence of the peculiar economics of invention Is that

the presumption is that a monopoly may have less incentive to make a

cost-saving innovation than an inventor In a competitive industry (See

Arrow, 1962).
o r

The existence of learning and scale economies, as well as the

importance ot major investment in R&D, may explain a principle feature

of growth In the semi-conductor industry. On the one hand, as Tilton

first noted, small firms account for a disproportionately large number

of innovations CFinan (1975, Chapter 3-4) also has useful discussion of
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this point, as does Webbink (1977, pp. 104-112). ..

On the other hand, an Industry "shake-out" generally occurs later,

leaving several large firms producing the vast bulk of a specific

product line) little firms are often taken over by larger established

firms, or end up becoming large firms, as such scale and learning

economies come Into play.

(A wave of mergers and acquisitions in the late 1973s suggest such

a "shake-out" was then occurring. See "Can Semiconductors Survive Big

Business?", _ December 3. 1979. The picture is

complicated, however, by a growing tendency toward vertical integration

with large users of semiconductors guaranteeing the stability of their

supply through tne purchase of their suppliers, and by foreign firms

.( acquiring technology or access to the U.S. market through the purchase

of smaller U.S. firms.)

Such large firms, if they face a downward-sloping demand, and some

monopoly power, have less incentive to invest in a given Invention or

improvement than smaller marginal producers (or individual inventors).

Inventors who pioneer a cost-cutting device or process are able to

capturt the entire rent of a monopolist producing with tnat pzocess or 0

product, while an existing monopoly reaps only that Incremental portion

of the.rent which exceeds'the rent previously earned In Its

pre-inovation market.

This Is necessarily less than the full value of the

post-lAnovation rent (See Arrow, 1962). Hence, one can discern an

economic rationale for the SCD lndustry's apparent pattern of small

firms 6r Individuals pioneering a new invention, growing or merging

Into large firms whose advantageous scale or learning economies reduce
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competition, establish market power, and eventually repeat the cycle as

invention again becomes more profitable for outsiders than for large

established firms.

41. The undervaluation by the market of the returns to invention

may be offset by pecuniary economies tnat arise as the assets of

innovating firms increase in value at the expense of other firms in the

industry. See Dasgupta and Stiglitz, (1979).

. See Finan (1975), pp. 71-75; U.S. Department of Commerce,

Office of Producer Goods, (1979), pp. 95-98; U.S.International Trade

Commission (1979), pp. 54-67. These policies may be radically altered

by the outcome of the Tokyo Rounds.

49. Finan (1975), p. 58.

50 0. See Cooper (1971), Baldwin and Hurry (1977).

61. EEC (1979), p. 233.

52. EEC Commission kegulation No. 148/79 (1979).

53. UNCTAD (1974), p. 134.

54. Cooper (1971).

b6. EEC Council Directive 76/119/EEC of 18 December 1975.

56. This discussion Is based on the U.S. Commerce Department's

Global Market Survey (1979); "Europe joins Microchip Race," Kjg_XgLk

1j&11 (January 29, 196'), p. Dl. U.S. I. T. C. (1979), pp. 75-77; and

L]ii Jza±i (March 13, 1980), pp. 81-87.

57. And complain the Japanese have obstructed the establishment

of U.S. subsidiaries in Japan. See U.S. I. T. C. (1979), pp. 59-63.

Nevertheless, a number of major American producers (American Micro

vevicer, Faircniid, Notorola, and Intel) are preparing to begin

~ro4Auct.,on in Japan. SeAi1LL fl 4Ui,(April 27,
k., e
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1981), P. 15..

58. In 1974 for ICs; 1975 for computer parts. See Toshihara

(1978), p. 146; GAO (1979), p. 28.

59. See U.S. Department of Commerce, (1979) in the Global Market *

Survey for Japan.

60. According to Erich Block, of IBM, quoted in Elp. E20Ir

q in ia _ZjmfA (May 25, 1981), p. 89.

61. See GAO, (1979).

62. UNCTAD (1974), p. 183.

b3. Yamagawa (1980), p. 7. Figures on all I*C imports are based

on official Ministry of Finance Statistics for finished I.C imports.

64. See U.S. I. T. C. (1978), Table A-Sb.

6:. See Finan (1975), p. 75; U.S. Department of Commerce, Office

of Producer Economics (1979), p. 92.

66. jki, p. 96.

67. It is interesting to speculate that the establishment of

silicon water production facilities by Monsanto and Dow in Malaysia,

and by General Instrument in Taiwan (the latter diffuses the wafers as

wello in the same facility), represents a trend toward raising national

content in order to qualify for the Japanese and European GSP systems,

or perhaps even the U. S * system. The inclusion of SCD's in the list

of items eligible for the U.S. GSP has been under study, and discrete

semiconductors (but not IC's) recently (in 1982) placed on the list.

See Malaysia, F. I. D. A. (1978), p. 27 and nn.L IDLJutaM

(February 1980), pp. 40-41 on wafer production; OAS, XLaa..lia,

vol. V, No. 4, p. 6, on the UoS. GSP list.
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Texas Instrument is also reported to be planning to produce chips

in Singapore, starting In 1983. AiianlJ- uL ur a lx

(February 16, 1981), p. 6. ..

68. Conversation with Japanese embassy officials, May 1980. See

also U.S. I. T. C. (1970), p. 32.

69. See, for example, statement of W. J. Sanders III before

- Subcommittee on Trade, House Committee on Ways and Means, March 24,

1976.

70. See /IjL_ _gj (May 12, 1981), p. D1. The agreement was

largely the result of pressure by the U.S. industry.

71. This is the so-called "BCG type analysis". See Abegglen and

Rapp (1972), Hagendorn and Brown (1979), pp. 240-3, GAO (1979), Chapter

10.

72. To quote a quasi-official Japanese source L22kaA2Al, (May

10, 1981), p. 24. The "socioeconomic state" alluded to is a scarcity

of raw materials, energy and land, and an abundance of skilled labor.

73. See Peckman and Kaizuka (1976), on the Japanese tax system.

The Miller-modigliani theorem, stating that firms are indifferent

between debt and equity finance, only holds true in the absence of

taxes and costly bankruptcy. dith the most common sorts of tax

structures (1. e. , interest on debt deductible from taxable corporate

Income, and roughly comparable personal tax rates on interest,

dividends, and capital gains) firms ought to perfer debt. With

uncertainty and the possibility of costly bankruptcy (but no taxes),

firms ought to prefer equity (which requires no fixed service and

therefore reduces the probability of bankruptcy).With both, there will

be an optimal financial structure using both debt anJ equity. See
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Gordon and Malkiel (1981) for an excellent expositionjefthese Issues.

74. This Is roughly the same account of how the government

guides capital investment as can be found in the GAOs (1979) report on

uoS. -Japan Trades p. 185. Many of the same points are made in Ackley

and Ishi (1976), especially pp. 203-205. On the functioning of 'window

guidance' by the Rank of Japan, see Suzuki (1980)o pp. 166-181.

The interpretation of great amounts of debt used In Japanese

corporate finance as tne product of the tax structure and implicit

government guarantees of priority investments is also made by Abegglen

and kapp (1972), p. 35. The Japanese system of labor

relations -- with its infrequent use of strike --also serves to

reduce the risk of bankruptcy.
fp

((. Semiconductor industry leaders save focused on the high Japanese

debt to assets (or equity) ratio as symptomatic of the competitive

disadvantages of the American industry in its access to capital markets

(See Testimony of Robert Royce and John Welty before Subcommittee on

International Finance of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and

Urban Alfairs, January 15, 1980). Noyce, for example, cites figures

showing eiulty as 22 and 86 percent of Japanese and U.S. semiconductor

companies' assets, respectively. The Japanese figure Is roughly the

same as In all Japanese Industry In the aggregate, while the

U.S. industry uses substantially more equity than U.S. industry In

general. Wallich and dallich (1972), p. 267 cite figures of roughly 18

and 51 percent for industry In general, in Japan and the U.S. in 1972;

kbegglen and Rapp (1972), p. 34 cite figures of 21 and 56 percent

equity In Japan and the U.S; in 1968.

!p
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75. See GAO (1979), pp. 178-184. 

76. See U.S. Department of Commerce j£U a. ,. u
-A.o

Lt1 inLc.- .2nu ---&at.aaan (1978), P, 8.

77. U.S. CIA (1979), p. 11. The program was funded at about

$240 million 1976 U.S. dollars. See also U.S. I. T. C. (1979), p. 77.

78. GAO (1979), pp. 179-184.

79. i:&1uke (April 13, 1981), pp. 123-124. The VSLI

research program reportedly spent $140 million over the 1976-79 period.

A new cycle of MITI semiconductor research is just getting under way.

MITI recently asked Parlialnent to approve a logic circuit research

program In the $100 million range f1z:±LDn±..igMz, (March 30, 1961).

80. See Abbeglen and Rapp (1972)p p. 35) Namiki (1978), p. 128.

The iniluence of tnese loans Is viewed by some as overrated or no

longer of great Importance. See Treszise and Suzuki (1976),

pp. 795-797; Namiki (1976), pp. 126-129.

dl. Treszize and Suzuki (1976); Table 11-4; Japan Development

Bank (1979).

82. Peck and Tamura (1976)o p. 552.

83. Peck and Tamura (1976), p. 546.

b4. U.S. C. I. A. (1979), pp. 6-8.

d5. See U.S. I. T. C. (1979),pp. 59-60.

86. Tilton (1971), p. 147; Peck and Tamura (1976), p. 552.

87. Actually, a provision like 806.30 existed before 1963. See

S Uo.S. . T. C. (1970), pp. 14-26. It Is, however, more restrictive

than Item 807.00.
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88. Data refer to customs value, and are based on Information

found in U.S.I . To C. (1980, 1979) and unpublished U.S. Department of

Commerce tabulations.

89. u.S. I. T. C. (1979), Tables 6 and B.

90. See footnote 25.

91. U.S. 1. T. C. (1978).

92. U.S. 1. T. C. (1979), Table A-40; U.S. CIA (1979), pp. 6-9.

93. IBM was number 3 and iestern Electric numoer 4 in 1972. See

U.S. Department of Commerce (1979) p. 89. Webbink (1977), pp. 21-22,

"Europe Joins 4icrochip Race," I_..£gLL ta (January 29, 1980).

94. U.S. Department of Commerce (1979) Office of Producer Goods,

p. 77.

95. Finan (1975), Table 6-3.

96. U.S. I. T. C. (November 1979), p. 75.

97. See lbj, p. 76; J. Streb, "Technology Transfer from the

VHSIC Program," d ar j0jr.2 (February, 1980).

98. Quoted in Braun and MacDonald (1978), p. 142.

99. LUjla.. _Xk, (April 20, 1981), p. 39.

100. See Chang (1971), pp. 40-44.

!101. Stories are still toll within the U.S. semiconductor

industry describing how some Japanese producers even stuck extra

transi'stors onto their circuit boards, often wlth no actual electrical

connection to the radio circuit (since the number of transistors in the

radio Was often used by consumers as a measure of quality).

142. Tilton (1971), pp. 75-76, 119.

!p
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1103. See section 4. -

104. Of the $144 million In Japanese radio-imports,.$116 million
*" r,

were transistor radios* U.S. shipments data are from the 1972 U.S.

Census of Manufactures. U.S. import data are official Department of

Commerce foreign trade statistics.

105. Fairchild in particular, set up first In Korea and

'* Singapore, as well as Hong Kong. See Chang (1971).

106. As did a conversation with an industry representative (in

early 1980), who pointed to Sri Lanka as the next area of industry

interest* Note that the 1971 and 1974 samples differ in composition

and definition. Also, only guLrret assembly operations are considered.

1 .7 The Mexican sorder Industrialization Program and tle

1 Kaohsiung Export Processing Zone.

106. Tney might have'a positive bias if foreign producers using

a minor amount of UoS. content chose to export with 806/807; a negative

bias if U.S. producers chose not to go to the bureaucratic trouble of

using 8v6/8C7 (costly paperwork) or if foreign firms offshoresexports

to the U.S. d no U.S. content. Both problems are probaoly small.

* 109. According to the U.S. Tariff Commission's estimates, all

606.30 Imports from the LDC's exporting to the U.S. In that year

(Nexico, Hong Kong) amounted to under $300Q000 in 1967. In 1968, if

* Talwano hetherlands Antilles, and Korea are added to that list, the

possible maximum rises to $4.6 million. That figure must further be

reduced by any 806.30 imports not composel of semiconductors; in 1969,

* in the aggregate, or."% ten percent of al] 806.30 imports were SCD's.

* . J, (
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110. The figures for 806/807 imports, as well as total imports,

reflect revisions to published statistics. Compare them, for example,

to US.I.T.C. (1975), Appendix tables; U.S. Department of Commerce

(1979), pp. 60-62. As an example of such discrepancies, the

U.S.I.T.C. (197C) published an estimate of 1969 806/807 SCD imports

equal to $126 million. The official figure published for All SCD

imports was $'&^4 million for that same year (see Table 4.3). That last

figure was revised upward to $111 million by Commerce in 1979

(U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census (1979b), Table 3b),

still well below tae U.S.I.T.C. figure of S134 million. The net
IV

effect of accepting the unrevised Commerce Department Statistics would

be to increase the proportion of imports entering under 836/807 prior

to 1970.

111. See lD31 2PP aatf -2rldaaa lxrttli tat

1979, pp. 37-38.

112. See world BanK (1978b) pp. 23-24 on Thailand. Note that

wnile the Bataan export processing zone opened its doors irk 1973, most

foreign electronics assemblers established operations outside the zone,

near the Manila airport. See "Electronics fever hits Philippine

Zones," khi .2Jijl. £ULA, November 02, 1979, p. 22

113. See Chang (1971), pp. 34-38;Moxon (1974), pp. 45-47.

114. In testimony before the House Subcommittee on Trade on

March 24, 1975, David Packard (of Hewett-Packard) remarked that he was

concerned about our long-term exposure in Malaysia and wondered whether

'-!1 CuLId !Cve t'e problem by automating the assembly process and

a . . .. .. te ao i - t if we nad to do

tI. . .. atE€ t,. E; 4c."<ed costs would force us out
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of this particular business."

115. The conventional manner of calculating apparent consumption

- taking the value of U.S. industry shipments, addingimports, and

subtracting exports -- would double - count many U.S. SCD Imports and

exports. As noted before, the U.S. shipments estimates made by the

Bureau of the Census already include the final value of unfinished

806/807 type imports when the value of U.S. shipments is calculated.

Similarly, SCO parts exported to be fabricated into S06/807 imports,

are actually consumed inside the U.S. when they return as 806/807

imports. Thus, the appropriate way to calculate U.S. apparent

consumption is to take U.S. final shipments, add the value of imports

njtLL_3.&.j. unfinished 806/807 imports, and subtract the value of U.S.

3CD exports 111 the U.S. content of unfinished 8C6/807 Imports.

116. See U.S.I.T.C. -(1980), p. 11.

117. Prior to 1980, when a new valuation code took effect.

116. See A.G. Lebowitz, tCm-_ P6, Handel and Grunfeld Seminar

notes, Handel and Grunfeld, New York, November 1979.

119. Aote that - except for certain special tools and dies

unique to a specific product - depreciation and other capital costs

ought properly be considered a general expense. Also note that

research, development and design costs fall into a grey area of the

law. When directly allocable to a U.S. made component, they are not

considered a cost of.fabrication. When numerous production stages take

place Inside and outside of the U.S. , before a finished product

emerges, It is unclear what allocation of basic technical,
(.

administrative, and research overhead ought be made to be various

stages of production. Does the silicon chip from which an integrated
SI
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circuit is assembled overseas, and then shipped back to the U.S. for

testing and packing, embody the research cost that went Into it as a

chip, prior to export, as an assembled I.C. , or as a packaged I.C.

after it has passed electrical tests and is actually ready for sale?

As might be imagined, the U.S. Customs Service has had great

difficulty in interpreting this statute. An informal survey of Customs

practice at various ports of entry along the U.S.-.exican border, where

a great deal of 806/8n7 trade enters the U.S.# in early 1980, disclosed

a great deal of variation in actual practice. Some import specialists

ask for actual fabrication cost, general expenses, and profit, others

make elaborate calculations comparing various cost ratios among the

operations they are responsible for, in an effort to monitor 'usual'

expenses and profit; many simply accept whatever declaration is made

with minimal scrutiny. Often, a wide variety of practices is followed

within a single port of entry.

120. See Finan (1976)t Table 3-3.

121. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1.Z

122. See Dickens (1980).

123. Additional support for this hypothesis may be deduced from

data published by the U.S. Tariff Commission In its 1973 study of

4 offshore imports. (See pp. 97-99, 126-128). They conducted a survey

of 14 domestic U.S. SCD establishments, with a total value of

shipments of $513 million in 1969, and final shipments of articles

4 entered under 806.3C and 8C7.00 of roughly $21 sillion and $128

million, respectively, yet the Tariff Commission reports total 806/807

imports In 1969 to be about $127 million, well under the $149 million
iU
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in 8061807-based sales reported by these 14 firms alone. The

difference can logically be attributed to a markup on 906/807 import

value prior to final sales. The Tariff Commission also reported that

those firms shipped about $47 million In U.S. components to 806/807

facilities in that year, or roughly 32 percent of the value of

shipments of articles entered under the offshore assembly tariff

provisions. If we attribute the entire difference between that 32

percent U.S. content figure, and the 54 percent U.S. content in 806/807

SCD imports in the official trade statistics, to a mark up on import

value prior to final sale, an 84 percent markup on declared customs

value appears to have been the norm for semiconductor devices entered

unier 806/807 in 1969.

124. To make this argument algebraically,

let total value aided in U.S. snipments be TVA;

offshore value added In U.S. shipments be OVA;

U.S. value added in U.S. shipments be UVA;

value added offshore/uiiit assembled offshore be VWe

total value added/unit (onshore and offshor0 be V~,1 j a constant;

units assembled offshore X ;

all units assembled X4;

Then TVA = OVA * UVA = V Vt X4,0

* OVA = V X

and

OVA/TVA ( Xoff /o ) (Voff/ vtt) "

. . . . . .
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I OVA Is not directly observable, but is proportional. to some

index Iof , with constant of proportionality k, we have

Xoff / Xt t ( tot V rof) (kof f /TVA)

q (V / V ). (k Ioff / VA + k off)
(k-o) I

V ot Iv ) . (k/1+ off
UtA + %off

(Ioff /UVA + Ioff)

, For k close to 1 (our measured index of OVA close to its true value),

and (I, /UVA + IOw ) small.(a small proportion of value is added

offshore), we have, approximately,

'off
---- Vtot voff) - k (1off/ ova + 10ff)
Xtot

In reqality, both (V t V ) and k have probably changed over time.

* ( /VoX ) has probably increased as more complex devices, with a

greater portion of their value reflected in the costs of designing and

producIng a functioning chip, have been introduced, and assembly costs

* recuced as a proportion of total cost. On the other hand, increased

e .- :,*s-'r ay have counteracted this trend, to some extent,

sir.:i. '.- wo~Ud incre .EE V ; relative to W. , " gLj£Lihu.

U /
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Since our measure of 1f Is dutiable 606/807 value. which includes

some dutiable U.S. materials, k must be less than 1. As the unfinished

chip came to be a greater and greater proportion of the value of U.S.

materials used (and was the main item admitted duty-free) with

increasing chip complexity, k must have been increasingly closer to I

as the years passed.

Since, therefore, both k and V probablyN~ot f
increased over time, the index we are

calculating (Ioff/UVA + loff)

of offshore value added probably undr.t1.aj the true increase in

offshore operations.

1s5. See the last footnote.

126. This is because materials (like wire, packages, epoxy,

etc.) which are materially altered or transformed during the assembly

process are dutiable as is the value of any assistance supplied by the

U.S. parent. Actual cost data from customs records of 806/807 assembly

operations for integrated circuits graphically make this point:

Producer ho. 1 Producer No. 2
Malaysia 1976

1973 1974 1975 Mexico Mexico Malaysia South
Border Interior Korea

(includes Labor and
Overhead)

as % of Total 20 8 73 329 21
Reported 20 6 7_-2
Cost

as I of Dutiable
*A 29 17 18 87 67 63 68
The data for the Malaysian operation, for 1973, probably reflects
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extraordinary start-up costs. There obviously appears to.be

substantial variation from producer to producer. MAA.

The information was supplied by the Regulatory Audit Division of

the U.S. customs Service.

127. Also, Customs court decisions have substantially

liberalized the definition of what sorts of operations are permissibles

on U.S. materials that can subsequently re-enter the U.S. duty-freees

See Lebowitz (1979).

12S. See references in footnote 24.

129. b.

150. 2he ITC (1979, p. 6) noted this trend. The Office of

Producer Economics, Department of Commerce (1979, p. 64) thinks that

tte increasingly costly and capital-intensive nature of the testing

, process for 1.C.'s has led to a shift In testing facilities back to thef"

United States, 'to take advantage of economies of scale in centralized Al

facilities. The additional riskiness perceived in placing more

expensive equipment in foreign locations may also explain some part of 

this snift.

4 In the early 1970's, however, most tes.ting of U.S. devices

intended for the U.S. market probably was sited in the U.S. See Finan I

(19700/ pp. 18-19.

131. According to the U.S. Department of Commerce, Qganry j

a "Hong Kong," (Washington, 1978),

some 75 to 95 percent of Hong Kong output returneJ to the U.S., where

4 most testing was done. At that time, the vast bulk of output in ong -

Kong was produced by U.S. multinationals.

!p
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132. It is not known how European production statistics account

for offshore production.

- 133. See The Consulting Group# BA Asia, (1979)0 p. 109.

134. Calculated from MITI and MOF data, as reported in The

Consulting Group, HA Asia Limited, hdann_ anaJ

i1LLL.....L..-_IQi1¥K, (tiong Kong, 1979), p. 137. Original yen

figures have been converted to dollars at 274 yen/dollar.

135. See _ (October 6, 1980), p. 47.

136. U. S. 1. T. C. , (Isovember 1979), p. 44.

137. AanIaLfLJEtULi, (March 14, 1961), p. 3; also jig

x1J - , (June 27, 1981), p. D-1.

138. See Yoshihara (1978)P Table AB.

139. See Yoshihara (1976), Table AB

140. Korea and Taiwah, from the viewpoint of a Japanese

investor, offer many of tae same advantages that Mexico offers to a

* U. S. investor. They are quite close (Korea is a one hour ferry boat

ride from Western Japan), have much lower wages, and have a long

history of political, cultural, linguistic, and ethnic ties to Japan.

* 141. Yoshihara (1978), p. 161.

142. It is also interesting to note large volumes of parts

exports from Malaysia to Hong Kong and Singapore, confirming the

4 impressionistic evidence that more complex operations are being set up

in Hong Kong and Singapore with increasing frequency.

143. See Section 5.

* 144. According to EEC (Eurostat) 1978 statistics, semiconductors

accounted for roughly 15.6 million European units of account out of a

grand total of 18.6 million EEC units of account imported frpm the
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Pnilippines in NIEXE section 85 (electronic goods) in 1978.

According to Berthomieu and Hanaut (1980), outward processing Imports

from the Philippines in NIXEXE 85 in 1978 amounted to .12.9 million

units of account.

145. In 1976, U.S.-based manufacturers were thought to have

produced about 58 percent of the value of European consumption, and 78

percent of IC consumption, through European affiliate production and

U.S. exports. In 1979, those percentages were thought to have been 52

and 63, respectively.

Increases in Japanese market share accounted for most of the

decline. In 1979, the Japanese produced about 3 percent of European

seaiconductor consumption, and perhaps 6 percent of ICos. (See Office

of Producer Economics, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, (1979), p. 90; Egrtk02

* (July 28, 198f.), p. 80).

146. The Japanese have recently been Investing heavily in

European production facilities within the Common Market tariff walls.

See in _Eg.k (October 6, 1980), p. 47.

147. VLSI stands for Very Large Scale Integration (see section

3).

148. See £C.&LnLgD± (June 2, 1951), p. 116.

1.9. The VHSIC program (ery slgh Speed Integrated Circuit) is

14 expected to advance the basic technology of ICs two to three years

beyond what otherwise would be achieved. See F£Qrg0;. (June 16,

1981), p. 39.

1bO. Both NTT and Bell do not compete with private SCD

producers, and have no particular interest in obstructing the diffusion

of technology. NTT does not produce circuits, and Bell's Western
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Electric Manufacturing subsidiary produces only for internal ATT use.

151. See U.S. Department of Commerce, r2uQLLarkLJLj ]Lpe_-

Lei iac ± n~z~ Man, (1973), for a contemporary diagnosis of

these difficulties.

152. See ".e1ItL2nIC (June 2, 1981), p. 117; ELuIULj (July 28,

196)O p. 60.

153. For evidence on the lag by U*S. SCD merchants in defect

rates on memory chips, see Zhcong.z1A (April 26, 1980), pp. 55-56;

~ii~n±nan~iL.I~~ (March 2, 1981), P. i7&jjtILga±a

(November 6, lO), p. 46, (May 19, 19b1)o pp. 141-148.

U.S. quality levels are apparently about the same as the Japanese

in microprocessors, where the U.S. still had a technological lead. See

-"( amica (December IS, 1930), p. 41.

1 4. See &jZgnjr,, (May 19, 1981), pp. 125-198.

155. ke shall use the word quality to means both "quality' and

l"reliaDility." Technically, quality is measured by the portion of a

batch conforming to the established electrical specifications of the

product, and reliability by the rate at which devices' performance

* tails to meet these specifications over time in use.

156. A manager for quality control for GE's Television Business

division put it this way:

" We try to get our engineering to design in the

" Japanese devices where we can, because from a

manufacturing standpoint, It's a lot cheaper

ie°re 1"l., testing the U.,. and European

components), and in some cases we're also paying
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for high-reliability testing. We don't 100% test

any Japanese device. '

Lj"tir (May 19, 1981)0 p. 143.

157. According to the 1977 nnnuaD1ru

158. Accorling to the CIA (1979), p. 2.

159. This was also true for two of the largest

U.S. semiconductor producers, IBM and Western Electric, which supply

all of their output to other divisions of their own company. Both do

all of their production (including assembly) for the U.S. market in the

*Q U.S., and by all accounts are even more advanced than the Japanese in

terms of quality levels and automation.

160. This can be seen by examining the return to capital

investment. Pechman and Kaizuka (1976, p. 344) point to a study which

had shown the average gross rate of return on all assets to be about

tne same In Japan and the U.S. Effective tax rates are also roughly

similar.

On the other hand, calculations by Rober Noyce (presented at a

Hearing before the Subcommittee on International Finance of the Senate

4 Committee on Rdnking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, January 15, 1980)

show Japanese firms with a debt/asset ratio about five times greater

than U.S. firms and an after tax return on equity about twice that of%U

4 U*S. lrms* Assuming similar tax rates, for the gross return on assets

to have been the same, the average interest rate paid on debt would

have had to have been about substantially lower thanthe U.S. interest

rate. .o ; s .' 41'e> but also su-s. - tz h c-!. -7: In te 1

return on assEts in SCD's In Japan then In the U.S.t which in turn
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(
suggests the availability of cheap capital to Japanese firms.

161. It Is claimed that half of Japanese process equipment comes

from the U.S. See Li i. n± ruagiau (April 27, 1981), p. 2;

a._Yokilmi1.12 (June 3, 1981), p. D4.

162. See ltan'.a, (July 14, 1981), PP. 89-90.

163. These "quality circles" are now being experimented with at

many U.S. firms. See F..Lrt Ln (4ay 19, 1981), p. 125, (April 21,

1980), pp. 106-108.

164. The stress on labor relations and the "human factor" in

Japanese methods is quite remarkable. For example, NEC's

U.S. affiliate, unlike some U.S. firms, uses a "clean room" for

assembIy operations, not only for controlling defects, but also because

-(( they claim "the sterile environment helps instill assembly workers with

a sense of care." (F.,L~o.Las EJune 2, 19813, p. 38). The results are

also, dpparently, transferable.

Hewlett-Dackard, after discovering that its Japanese plant was

getting quality levels five times higher than the average of all HP

plants, studied its operation and made major improvements in its other

* plants. See EL=IL2D19_1D21DoiLiDaUMsA (may 25, 1981), p. 15.

In another famous experience, retail failure rates dropped

dramatically when U.S. color television plants were purchased and

* reorganized by Japanese firms. See GAO (1979), pp. 96-97.

A Japanese electronics firm in California, much to the dismay of

its non-union U.S. neighbors, recently agreed to bargain with a union.

* ( C pLa1tjinn rApril 7, 1981], p. 41).
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165. IBM and Bell's Western Electric subsidiary, whilch do not

sell their product on the open market, adopted similar innoyations

before the Japanese, it should be noted. ..

r 166. See U.S. ITC (November, 1979), p. 133-34, for a description

" of some of these tax arrangements.

167. See Japan Electrical Machinery Industry Association (1980,

in Japanese), p. 33. These "offshore" Asian countries are Korea,

Taiwan, hong Kong, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, The Philipppines, and

Indonesia.

* 168. See U.S. Department of Commerce, U&I_ ±ta_ 1Lnxtltma

i11E.1222 (*ashington, 1981), p. 149. Developing Asia and the

Pasific is defined as all of Asia and the Pacific less Japan,

Australia, and New Zealand.

169. It is, of course, possible that Japanese firms, by virtue

of the small military power projected by Japan, face ata,11L political

risks than b.3. firms.

170. See (June 23, 190:), p. 16.

A crucial difference between U.S. and Japanese producers doing

* cost comparisons is that Japanese-made chips are charged duty when

entering the U.S. wnile U.S.-male chips entering under the 806/807

tariff provisions are not.

171. See _..4i-tU£ article cited above; JL.xLk

ZBau (June 27, 1981), and the analysis of the last section.

172. Japanese auto exporters' success was recently met with

Se import quotas. Import quotas on Japanese color T.V. sets were

successfully bypassed by Japanese producers who set up operations in

the Lo. to assemble color T.V. sets wil " subassemblies and components
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Imported from Japan. U.S. trade authorities found this to be an

acceptable way for Japanese producers to expand T.V. sales in the U.S.

See U.S. ITC (May 1, 1980). ]
173. See Japan Electrical Machinery Industry Association, (1980,

in Japanese), pp. 249-261.

174. See U. S. 1. T. C. (September 1970), pp. 21-22.

175. See Lebowitz (1979), p. 15.

176. See U. S. I. T. C. (July 1976), p. 44.

177. See U. S. I. T. C. (January 1980), pp. 38-39.

178. 1. e. , '= cost of foreign assembly/cost of domestic

assembly m = cost of a fabricated chip/cost of domestic assembly.

Since the over311 cost difference between domestic and foreign assembly

is

cost of domestic assembly-cost of foreign

asseubly-tariff and transport cost

Ei - (t +) (a +)o. costofdomatic assmbly.
0I

179. The U. S. Tariff Commission (September 1970) in its survey

of the effects of 806/807, came to a similar conclusion, but only

calculated duty-savings as a percent of total duty-paid value, in

drawing its conclusion for all sorts of products. A complete analysis

aould also reguire an analysis of cost savings accompanying the use of

foreign assembly Kjjh2Ut 806/807.
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.jThe technical condition required for 8061807 to.be critical to the

of offshore assembly is that expression (9.2) be less than

but greater than O. ' .

180. And as much has been said by the Japanese; see in Section

8.

181. One operator with an automated bonder replaces roughly 30

worKers using manual bonding techniques. In trimming and forming, one

worker and appropriate machinery replaces seven workers. See

Uialjbz, (June 2, 1981), p. 38

182. lexas Instruments recently announced plans to start r

fabricating chips in Singapore in 1933. See _

(February 16, 1961), P. 6.

163. See &~in_ 1.._ L2i nt1t (June 23, 1980), p. 16;

testimony of Robert aoyce before Subcommittee on International Finance,

Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, (January 15,

19B), p. 113; j21i Z.nir (may 19, 1981), pp. 132, 145.

184. Frost and Sullivan Report No. 716, quoted in 12LI ba

£*1±LlhIL D±mL._i¥M (January 7, 19B)f p. I.

185. See Li n1Zi.,2 (June 2, 1981), p. 38.

186. Although this situation may have begun to change by the

late 1970s, as the U.S. SCD producers increasingly began to make

4 offshore investments In more automated assembly facilities.

187. To be precise, a Markowitz-efficient portfolio.

" If capital markets work perfectly efficiently, decisions that

I improve the return on investors' assets, given some fixed level of

risk, ought to result 1 increases-in the irarket value of the firm that

makes them. Since, in this simple view of things, firms are merely

I
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financial intermediaries with the technical ;nd financlal Information

to transform an investor's capital into a portfolio of tangible

Investments in products, processes, and production locationso a single

firm.has no determinate mix of products, processes, and production

locations. In the aggregate, however, the market is assumed to reward

marginal firm decisions, that make the market portfolio more efficient,

with increased firm market value. Thus, production managers for

individual firms would be guided by market signals to improve the

aggregate market portfolio, and while the overall aggregate investment

in products, processes, and production locations ¥=14 be determined by

risks and returns of invested assets, the composition of a single

firm's portfolio of investments in these characteristics would be

indeterminate.

168. If T is return to a dollar invested in semiconductor

assembly in location 1, .IT the return in location 2, we are assuming

that
L L

Tril + zCljjj + Ie " ++2
IT, -N 1 +E lL +l;iM2+ Z C2 1 IL* + 92

w where MI, Ma are mean return in the two locations; there are L

underlying factors (I) which affect the returns of these and all other

assets in the market, with effect equal to CO9 or Cg for location 1 or

2; and £, and C are location specific disturbances ("country risk")

that are independent of the returns to all other assets (including each

other) In the market portfolio. Investment returns in locations 1 or 2

wou] t-'E- te relate tc each other or to returns in other locations or

proci:ts, or, y through these underlying factors. Tne'empirical content

of tLis assumption Is that all covariances among rates of return to
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offshore semiconductor production investments can be ixpressed as a

fixed linear combination of the L variables It (wheret Is the number

(, of underlying factors) whose values change from year-to-year, but are

the same for all semiconductor production investments, regardless of

location.

See the technical appendix for a complete discussion.

189. See preceeding footnote. C 1  = 0 when underlying factor

Il  has no effect on returns in country i.

190. To see this, note that 7Tt- is a variable profit function

(per unit capital) containing prices of inputs and outputs as its

arguments. An output-augmenting technical changebe~uivalent to (and

leads to identical Input and output decisions) an increase in the price

of output *n the old.profit function, holding other Input prices

constant. It will thus cause a shift in intercept R, Yhich includes

tne term containing the log of output price. The same argument applies

to output-augmenting technical advance shifting the values of C. and

f in (lC.6) and (10.13).

191. See Huth, "Optimal Properties. • .

S"192. 1. e. ,producers' prior period expectations of the price

level at time t (Pt ) are equal to the rate of increase In prices

observed in the previous period P, /Ft-._ ), times a weighted

average of tne actual and expectel price levels attime t-l,

193. The value of capital to value of output ratio is Just
:kV

Px k

° . . .
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where V is the physical capital-output ratio. _

194. Substituting Into (10.8) using (10.6), (10.4),'and (10.3),

we then have, adding an additional subscript to our variables to allow

for our lag specifications for values that vary over time (and omitting

t and I when values are constant over time or country)

(10.9) In Y It u inTit2 [2 -1 In t 1 i - In 7 it-2~ Ea.%
In - + z [a( in -,,, - )

it-2

+ [8 z (1 + A) d ej (2- 8l(tn P in )
•i-. ij -2

+ [(R J ej) 6] Lu PI.jt-2 +j9 t -1~

+ 8) ,n , i+(e,-e.)-)-JJC,.- C. . 1 (1n-4]•

(J -JA- ) + J 4 + (1-X) (Vit - V1t_. ) + ax Vj

The easiest way to see this is to solve (10.4) to get

InK - P -) n K*

using L to denote the lag operator, solve (10.6) to get

.n nP- (I+ X) L-L 2 )  Z (1-X) L)S

then substitute these expressiFo-ns into "(108i)- and-10.3) respectively,

and multiply both sides of (10.8) by (1-(1->)L) (1-(I-J)L). The
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result is (10.9). with brackets enclosing the coefficients of the

variables used as data, and the "e' superscript used to denote

expectations of H and J The last bracketed term'is a ranqom error, with

Viian econometric error term added to equation (10.3).

195. Since the 806/607 tariff items amount to a subsidy to the

use of U. S. components in imported manufacturers at a rate of subsidy

equal to the tariff rate.

196. With this modification (10.9) becomes
(10.10) In Y -"n Y [-2 m[-- ]_ (In T

it -- it-i I -

*it-2 Lr i tI L40 (1+ X) dpL -p 2 .

(Ln PiLt-1 - nPiLt-2 ) + (dPL + ePL ) 8X -n P it-2

+ e +t: !'. + (1-).) cet -? t- + 8). R + (e. -e.. 1 )-( 4Cet,¢o4 ;Ao,.
t-1 t

* T-(e -z-i..,.) + 8 (1+.j d - ej (2 - 8) u -n

* jt-2 i

+ e +jEZ(d i+ e 6A Lnqjg +1-X.) 6 (U± - )i- + 8). k]

197. As in footnote 187 to this section, the value of

U.S.-component Input per dollar of capital is Just

* -.. - .. p , --.

onere Uf' Is the physical U. S. component per unit capital ratio, PWS

_ and P.. the relevant input prices.

lp
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198. These data begin in 1969. Since consistent

country-by-country estimates are available only for 807 trade before

1972, all 807 Import data for the 1969 and 1971 period 'have been

multiplied for each country, by the aggregate ratio of all 806/807 SCD

imports to those imported only under 807o

I thank the U.S.IT.C. for furnishing on magnetic tape the

unpublished 6C6/807 import figures from which the SCD import figures

were constructed.

199o The wages were converted to U.S. dollars using the market

exchange rate. Since the wages refer to different pay periods and

industries, it is assumed that they are comparable to each other after

deflation by a country-specific scalar, related to each countryos

internal wage structure, fringe benefits# and norms for monthly hours

worked.

Actual wage data used were

A. Aexicol Korea, Hong Kong: Average wages in

manufacturingt 1967-1979, from ILO, XO rbgRj

laslnal-Lab..21a various years.

B. Singapore, 1967-1978 same as A. 1979 estimated

on basis of 20 percent average wage increase

* reported in A2,jdj3 (hay 25,

1981, p. 17.

C. Taiwan, hourly wage in manufacturing 1966-1977,

e.. Bureau of Labor Statistics, _

_ Linked to official figures

S
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for hourly wage in manufacturing, 1977-1979; '&.7- 7

reported in Taiwan, s1 r2kL.bs "

D. Philippines, Index of average hourly earnings

for unskilled labor in non-agricultural

occupations, from IM4F, n u

aialqe various years.

All exchange rates are from IMF, ln~emAlizoa_-tiancta

; , except Hong Kong, based on trade conversalon factor from

j. . ,r, oueini , and Taiwan, 1979, from official

statistical yearbook.

Since 8061807 SCD imports in significant volumes did not come from

the ehiiippines until 1973,.esti.ation of the model (which requires two

years of lagged imports data) used only the years 1975-1979 for the

Philippines. Data for 1971-1979 were uied for all other countries.

,00. the actual political shift dummies used were

(i) for Mexicop all years = 0, except 1975, 1976 =

1; (ii) for Taiwan, all years = O except 1978,

1979 = 1; (1ii) for Philippines, all years = O,

except 1972 = 1/2, 1973 to 1979 = 1 (martial law

was declared at the end of 1972).
.3-

To take into account that the expectations of country risk in year

t (when optimal K* is determined)f depend on

previous years' obsevations of country risk, the "expected" shift

dummy used as a determinant of optimal capital stock K* was taken,

PI
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F

simply* to be the unweighted average of the dummies (1)to Cii)-for_

the three years t-2, t-2, t-3, and called Ji In (10.11) and 10.14).

201. hote that when all country intercepts are constrained to

equal zero, the overall Intercept is the value for 1971, without

reference to country.

202. Since we do not directly observe offshore

production -- instead we have customs value, which as mentioned

before, is a constructed value having an uncertain relation to actual

sales value -- we assume that customs value, Cj4 , is related to

unobserved proiuction by

In Cit - tn + Ln Yit + Uit

'i((or Cit - Ot Yt eit

'i t a year-specific constant relating customs to market value, and1( a

random error.

If we substitute with this into (10.11), we have a relationship

identical to (10l.11), but with In C. on the left-hand side, 4

incorporated into the constant and the time dummies, and
A

incorporated into Y This was the relation that was actually

6 estimated.

203. Ine bulk of duty-free U.S. value is probably the declared

export value of the unassembled chips. Some other U.S.. materials are

permitted to reenter the U.S. duty-free, but most other U.S.

iaterials, which undergo physical transformation, are probably

dutiable.
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204. To be precise, If the original V, of (10.8) are.

independent, Identically distributed, the transformed errors of
A

equation (10 15A)o with V = 1(1- ) ( - V4.g ) * Vlt

will display first-order autocorrelation with autocorrelatlon

coefficient equal to - J2 (1-)X). Even with such autocorrelation, our

coefficient estimates remain consistent. For X small, tne

autocorrelation coefficient will be iulte small, and little error

introduced into our estimates of standard errors.

iC5. 1hat is, two-stage least squares was used

eluation-by-equation to estimate the parameters of (10.15)

consistently, then resiJuals were calculated to consistently estimate

the variance-corvariance matrix of V and W (assumed constant over

country and time). The estimated variance-covariance matrix was then

used to transform the data" and the coefficients of (10.15)

simultaneously estimated as part of a single "stacked" equation system.

7ie 135LS proceaure of SPSS

was used for SLS calculations,

and the INST proceudre from TSP for an original single-equation

analysis using two-stage least-squares.

4 (,6 Since our estimate of 0 1 ( 2- . - applies an

estimate of 4 + ) equal to .59, with a standard error of .51.

207. *Since 0 and 62 are both functions of 6 and X , they can be

. solved or consistent estimates of 8 and X . The estimate of -

so prod'ead using the second column of Table 10.1 is .59t .046i,

for X . our point estimate is -. 11 divided by our estimate of 6

lbe Imaginary roots are a consequence of 02 ( - - ax) having

estimate .11, when, in fact, it should be a negative number. If

we set 81 * 0, we have an estimate of .59 for one coefficient

4 when the other is set to zero.
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208. That iso It In (10.10) is equal to f 4n. (10.13) the F

value of U.S. components/output ratio will be constant. The special

case ep, 2 f 0 corresponds to both ratios being completely
PI-

unaffected by the wage rate.

209. There Is another price of evidence that supports the

hypothesis that 0 = .45, = 0. As mentioned In footnote fto

these parameters imply an autocorrelation coefficient of aout -(.45)z

-.23 in both V and % of system (10.15), if the original untransformed V

and b were uricorrelateJ. When trLe residuals corresponding to two-stage

least squares estimates of equation (10.15A) and (10.158), with no

restrictions imposeJ, were used In an autoregression to estimate the

autocorrelation coefficient, about this value was produced for the

autocorrelation in (10.15A) and for the autocorrelation in (10.158).

Botn values are quite consistent, then, with this hypothesis. Using

S= .i5, we have

to Kt - 8 to i* +- a (1-8) LnKt, + 8 (1-8) 2 n K*t-
tt-

vhich gives us the veights described In the text.

;10. This must follow, because if capital stock is fixed, and

output rises, use of at least one other input must have been increased.

it cannot be assembly labor, since demand for labor declines with an

increase In the wage. The amount of duty-free U.S. components used per

unit of capital will rise, but since it st fixed by tie level of

output, It does not explain how'greater levels of output per unit of

capital is attained. The only major remaining input Is dutiable

material and componentry, therefore, use per unit capital of dutiable

aaterials must rise.

t '

.......-...-. -
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In more formal terms, the restrictions we have imposed Imply a

production function of the form

m ( LIX. IK), U/I I

(Producers vil choose U, L, and H per unit K so that both terms in brackets vil

be equal, to minimize cost)

with L, M., U, and K labor dutiable material duty-free materials, and

capital, respectively. Constant a is the U/V ratio, which is assumed

fixed. For Y/I to rise, either L/K or ;/K must therefore rise.

0 41. in a formal nypotnesis-testing framework, calculating a

t-statistic, we cannot reject this hypothesis at the 90 or 95 percent

confidence levels.

212. And it will nL2'be true, as sometimes has been argued (See

U.S. Tariff Cox.ission, 1970) that measures that raise the returns to

ofisnore proJuction (sucli as the 806/807 tariff provisions) have no

effect on the location of production in the cheapest location, when it

would be cheaper even without such incentives.

213. lhis Is the so-called Kemp-MacDougall optimal tax on direct

foreign Investment. See Kemp (1962).

214. See the appendix to this section.

215. *Model' international tax codes, for example, forbid

discrimination on the basis of tne nationality of the investor.

216. See the appendix to this section.

117. This follows from the_fact.i.&haL nkr -l J
L ILL

?I the elasticity of K ith respect to the wage

L the ratio of gross profit to the wage bill;

.LL .. .



Our estizatedcoefficient B4 from section 10 in a rough estimate of

r L  it was near -2. Because vages are a small part of asseably

cons (see section 7), L is likely to be quite large (and exceed 1).
P LPL

21t. via iogic cin ue reverse3o or course. if, for soci31 and

political rEsons, wage5 :jai6 by foreign assembly o~erations exceed

'omcstic economy mlrKet w3ge3, t.-,en tlie tax rate s.iouiJ ua set at a

level - tnat which woulji ue optiml if foreign offshore operations

,,ei e caarq-., t.ie ,rmiri social cost of labor.

See eultion (I.,..) in the appndix o this section.

" - . course, in the presence o! economies of scale,

e: eirialitie3, ]e3rnin; ecornoiieL, or costly information, they would

not r.r.c-sijri1! refl_-ct '-,rginal social cost to start witn, ani the

v3r ou. soi t. oi taxes and controls described would be used to remedy the

SitUzt~o'-.

2W . S De ):rti tnt ol :owiercto , ure-au of Economnic Analysis,

'kiiz.. "itan (l;7") -n1) t.ie office o1 eroiucer "conomics,
., t ,e Tit C 1 I A .T e[C r c ivq -sti: shar- nJ.. ~ .oI.~re(.. ,) t~ie =staate offshore- seniconiuctor

eupoyri h '5.fir,,iz is follotos: (in 1>.' employees)

1963 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74

Pinan (1974) 2 4 7 9 15 30 67 75 85 89 NA NA

Dept. of NA NA NA 4 10 20 40 45 50 60 80 85
Commerce (1979)

tott: serif.! wete su-)osed to tnave Lheen estimated by the Co~n~ierce

Departnent or, te :)yils of inforiation supplied by c'inan on the

cf s i: i i o '' zviected sc-ncon'luctor firrs, exnanded to cover

,-. - ... re op e rations. &i:e 1 tho:oloy usej to do

P
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The accuracy of these figures Is open to serious question, though.

For one thing, the Commerce Department revised these estimates downward

dramatically between 1974 and 1979, with no clear explanation for their

action made. Also, the closest thing to real statistics on

U.S. offshore electronics employment in these years is an estimate made

by Roger Stobaugh in 1970, on the basis of information furnished to him

by the U.S. Electronics Industry Association. He concluded that the

total, worldwide foreign employment of U.S. electronics firms in

foreign plants producing items entering the U.S. under tariff item 807

amounted to about 66A03 workers in 1968, and 83,UO0 workers in 1969.

Employment in products actually imported under 807 was estimated to

have been 49,1:0 workers in 1966, and 46,000 workers in 1969. (See

Stobaugh, 1970).

Since the U.S. Tariff Commission points out that, In those years,

U.S. B"ct and 8?7 SCD imports were essentially coming from the same

plants, with 837 accounting for the bulk of imports (U.S. Tariff

Commission, 1970), tiese figures must be considerably greater than

actual offshore employment in semiconductors (since &11 electronic

4 products, not just semiconductors, and A,1 plants not just plants

mainly producing for export to the U.S. are considered).

It we take the qualitative shifts (rather than exact levels of

employment) portrayed by these figures, however, we are left with the

Impression of great growth in offshore SCD employment In the period

1966 to 1969, and 1972 to 1973. This is consistent with other

- t presented elsewhere in this essay.

J I I
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221. U.S. Department of Commerce, unpublished compilation afLr
official trade statistics.

222. The tirms in the sample accounted for about 85 percent of

global semiconductor sales in 1972. This may be seen by comparing the

names of firms in the sample with market shares published in Webbink

(1979)p p. 22.

223. See the U.S. Census of Manufactures, 1977. 3

224. See the overview essay in this study.

225. I rese arguments are considered in the overview and country

case studies.

226. See bruno.

227. Total income and total sales are virtually synonymous in

Z, this cdse, as may be seen by examining the data for KOFAs. (Total

sales are not available for affiliates other than M3FAs).

i28. Philippine exports of semiconductors were (in million

U.S. dollazs)

1976 64 1978 253

1977 125 1979 289

See _ (June 16, 198^), p. 36. In 1960, Philippine

SCD exports amounted to almost $516, and manufactureA exports to a

little over $2 billion. See js±an allin , _srna1, (April 13,

1981).

229. See the Mexico case stuly.

o IP
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230. In Section 9.

231. Some have permanent offices In the American wSilicon

Valley," where the arrangements are made. A Philippine subcontractor

even took the step, recently, of setting up a U.S. assembly line using

Philippine immigrant labor. -, . , _ (may

12, 1980).

232. In Hong Kong, see U.S. Department of Commerce, jg

- _ (Washington, 1974).

233. In Korea and Taiwan. See Anah_ LftkL _ utnk1,

(February 1f, 1981), p..g. ; (April 13, 1981), p. 7.

234. See Section 9.

235. See footnote23M, above.

236. 2ijL Un the other hand, one firm is "sending its local

engineers to a California semiconductor company with which It has close

connections." Ali three firms expect China to be a major market for

their output, empha-izing how difficult it is to prevent the export of

technology even whien strict controls are placed on the export of the

products in which it is embodied.

237. Firms generally prefer to set up their own offshore

operatkions because they are cheaper (perhaps because capital is cheaper

for them), but smaller firms not yet ready to absorb the fixed setup

cost often subcontract assembly. See Finan (1974), p. 63; Dickens,

(1980)) p. 83.

J38. Korean authorities, for example, frankly acknowledge that

skilled manpower Is the key bottleneck in the future development of

their semiconductor Industry. Korean Development Institute, LmRl: gi

~ .A22:2J~(1978),
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p. 259-28?._
.-

239. In Mexico during the 1975-76 period, there were suggestions
. I.

that assembly plants acted in concert to create pressure for lower wage

levels.

It may well be that relatively minor portion of employment

accounted for by these offshore 'assembly operations in most countries

is a raaseguenae of host country desires to minimize export instability

and dependence.

240. Which basically coulJ be eliminated by an equally idealized

system of lump-sum transfers.

241. For a discussion of optimal policy in the presence of these

costs, see Lapan (1976, 1978, 1979) and Ray (1979).

242. Technically, D is a compensated demand; i.e. , the demand

for semiconductors that would obtain if, as we changed the price of

semiconductors and, therefore the cost (price, in a competitive

L consumer good industry) of finished consumer goodst we were to make

lump sum transfers to consumers to maintain their satisfaction

constant.

*q As an approximation, however, we shal' use the market demand

instead of the compensated demand curve. Willig (1976) shows that this

is a reasonable (i. e. I generally relatively minor errors)

approximation.

243. See Schmalensee (1976), Carlton (1979).

244. To see this, note that

V (C )- ' - C" .. ..

or

V *"
- c I I .-
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Taking a second-order Taylors series approximation to I in the 7

neighborhood of 0, 1. e. , for C -C. close to zero . V

V• (CU -C o ) (- Q Co)) + (C - C) 2 C)

2

s0

CO CO 2

i hich is Just (13.1).

145. At fixed International prices. We are also assuming

foreign exchange is in perlectly elastic supply, and that foreign

imports are not allowed to be substituted for U. So -produced F

semiconductors as U. So semiconductors become more costly.

246. he have

*l Q = q (P) X (h(P)) witn Q total demand for

semiconductors, q demand per unit of consumer good

output# q (a function of the price of

se'iconductors), X demand for the final consumer

good, a function of h, the unit cost of producing X (assumed

equal to pricV& in turn a function of the price of semicoanuctors

Then differentiating vith respect to P

a° q) I q X'h'. By Shepherd's Lemma, h :

P " .q'_ +I h h'Z

q X
-_ i . . P

I_. . , -.. ... ., , 4 - a
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10uPc'I is just (:3.2).

'7 This folloms tromi tti iact tha~t input de.aands are

t~iooeneous of olejret! ztro iii drice5. Th3t is.. letting Po stdan for

the price of ancther innu! (wi assumie only I for expositional

* sirrpicity), aa Px the ?rice of output,

q (P, Po)- q( P Pa)
Px *Px

T itaking 4 erivdtiv.~ with1 resrpact to tire

P Po
dt aPd x) + daPxd

(-)dt a(P0) dt

zy .jour zssu-yD.1on of rou.J'y con.-t:it r, lativp prices for ind.uts otner
PPO

taonrieicoi-;u :tor-, PO Now, since aq (P, Po) - gPxP

d Px . ap I )Px
dt Px

we have dt ap Px %x~)
dt

As. 1Mltiplying both sides byP
and aca (PQ 0) = .. A Px q

d ktx qp * Px
d ( :) q

which is (13.3).

4- . onily ot~itz, serious *ttem.)t tait 1 i, aware ul 1 : tt.3tp

*of *ei.ji,-' (1;.77)t .c r-3gr.:,.3'- tri;? log Of oi: r ate demiand for

different ty1 '.3. of s4,iir.onu-uctor J.evice3 on Aoi .se,.iiconJuctor: price 3flJ

the ]Jo4 oA* v~jue 0 electron~ics saes If tihe electronic oult. Lt price

)rict-s o~ver 't-e period 1 f is sa.inie (roug-fly :~-92,Wh1ca WS
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would expect, and positively correlated with output (also to be

expected, as demand for electronic products Increased in spite of price

increases), his estimate of the price elasticity will probably be

biased toward zero. This is because the bias in his estimate of the

price elasticity will equal -by • with y the coefficient of the log of

electronics sales, and b the coefficient of semiconductor price in an

auxiliary regression of the (unobserved and omitted) log of electronics

output price against the logs of semiconductor price and value of

electronics output (the included independent variables). See Theil

(1971, Pp. 548-550) for a description of the principles determining the

specification bias when an independent variable that might be included

(i.e., the log of electronic output price), is omitted.

Webbink's own-price elasticity estimates were

linear ICs -1.4

digital ICs -1.6

silicon transistors -. 65

germanium transistors -1.7

silicon diodes -.77

germanium diodes .28

leal-mounted rectifiers -.93

chassis-mounted rectifiers -1.4

zener diodes -.69

He made no attempt to correct for changes in the2

complexity of ICs over the 1960-1972 period.

-~~ -- - - - - - - -.. .
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The only other related estimate I foun4.1S
that of Wilson, Ashton, and Egan (1980), who; based

on the Observed price-qdantity relations for memory

bits sold over. 1971-1979, guess that the total (not

per computer manufactured) price elasticity of

computer memory bit demand (of NOS RAM ICs) to be

about -2. Their estimate, because it does not take

into account changes in computer demand, and

because no actual price data for memory bits sold

was used (instead, memory bit costs in the most

advanced design chips manufactured, and guesswork,

was used), is not particularly solid.

249. Noyce (1977), p. 67.

250. According to Uj nzuu of

M n.Li £, m 1972.

251. Call x the measured percentage rate of

increase in output between 1967 and 1972, y the

measured percentage rate of decrease in price

between 1967 and 1972. Our calculated price

elasticity (times - 1) is just x/y. If, however, 1

unit of semiconductor sales to 1972 is equivalent

to 14 units sold in 1967 (N> ) then the

*true* price elasticity for 1967-equivalent devices

Is Y+ to hich will fall short of .

* measured elasticity as long &, xly is greater than

1 (which It Is, for all sectors in Table 13.1).

- -----------
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To see this, note that

d (2j -(zn)0 for x. 7 O.
d. y4 r

2--,2. ,lis is probabAY not a bad assumption,

dS a rtsonale approximation. For example, an

tx.cut.ve at 0C (one of trie biggest Japanese IC

-7n-.-ers) el;.-liineJ ir. 1)"I why uapanexe proiucers

-.I eiying minss pro:uction of the new ieneration

of &.Q., o-puter mremory chips in these ter.ns,

stating t.:at "i 62Ks are introduced in the uarketr

tr-era will bie no jem ,n since four 16 Ks -eL less

,c -;I:v t rn one gj,." (is i_ _ en~l
.i#p.

Th. .I.S. Census index of 1i72 It output at

!St7 prices was first -autipiiti Dy four, anJ then

'MultiPied by tild (1,'7 dollar) price index for ICs

to -et a ziew esti;nate of the value of 1.72 IC

-O~tt at 19-.7 : ,ices in terms of 0-37-type iCs,

znc use% in the nucerstor.of the calculate4

elasticity. 'hen, tre revise! figure for

(1'£7 -priced) 1)71 IC output was added to existingj

estimates of the (197-priced) value of 1772
'a

LpLo.iuctiOl of otiez types of semiconjuctors, then

divided into 1972 SrD pro-uction of dll classes of

4evices a t current prices, to get an implicit price

delletoz for a unit of 1972 SCD output in terms of

q "
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V

1967 output. The original (cross-ueighted) 1972.

census price deflator for SO output (1967400' was

86.9. The implicit SCO price deflator after' .

revaluing 1972 production at four times the

original (1967-priced) quantity Index was 30.9.

This new price for 1972 semiconductors in terms of

1967 prices was then used to recalculate the change

in the relative price of semiconductors over the

1967-72 period in Table 13.2.

255. That is, let price less manufacturing.

cost (with offshore assembly) equal a constantlT.

* Let manufacturing cost offshQre be Not

manufacturing cost with onshore assembly .

Then

CO +-1 -I NU No N .- No 11 m
+ o + No No +

as defined in the text.

Mp

Since this difference between price and the

cost of manufacture covers the costs of R and D,

4 corporate overhead, and profits, it will remain

approximately constant in a competitive industry as

long as the technology of assembly does not change

U too much when brought back onshore.

I
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For example, If the transfer of assembly back

to the U.So led to the use of automated assembly-"

techniques using much more capital, T (which,'.

contains tne return to tnat capital investment)

might increase somewhat. Since assembly has become

a relatively small part of the cost, however, IT

would probably not increase a great deal even with

a switch to automation.

254. The estimates of manufacturing cost as

a percent of sales price were

See page 220.-

255. The average price of a semiconductor if

there is no offshore production, Pup is Just Cu .

1he average price with fractioniassenbled offshore

Is o  sCo + (-)c .

Th eiifir 9

Pu PO GC- - CuiC61

which is used in the text to get our likely

parameter ranges.

In doing sofewas taken as equal to .7; see

Section 9.

- . .• II I I I"i I • ' -
I
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254.

Valu Decripionsource:

.65 For Industry,, early 1970.,, Man (1975), P. 26
with offshore assembly in
Singapore

.40 169 RhAM, computer memory IC, Dickens (1980), P. 82
1979, with offshore assembly

.30 Simple linear IC, 19799 with Dickens (1980), P. 63
offshore assembly

r
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256. See "World Markets Forecast.,"

EjLAj soLgniZ (January 3; 1981), p.-. 131.

257. Statistics are taken from U.S. Gmnuz

A1977

258. Some manufacturers trimming their

operations in.early 1981 reported that the bulk of

their shutdowns affected their U.S. employment and

not their foreign operations. See & /aprZjLgjrsh,2s

(March 30, 1991), "Semicon Firms Wriggle Work

Schedules"; tje_X2Llkjs (May 30, 1981), "Layoff

Set by Texas Instruments"; L,±.ia11_..i1.rnJ

12.1nal (Sept. It, 1981)o P. 14.

259. That is, regressions of the form zu X

: a + bt were calculated for dependent variable X

corresponding to production and non-production employment in

the U.S. Industry, and t a time trend variable with value 0 In 1963.
incremented by
1 in every subsequent year. Coefficient b is an

estimate of the trend growth rate. Over the

1963-1978 periodo b was equal to .030 for

production workers, ,080 for non-production

workers.

S -., Deviations from trend employment were then

calculated by comparing actual employment that

* predicted by the trend growth equation estimated.,

260. That is to say, for a given average

l .volume of semiconductor employment, increasing the

proportion of that employment which Is

Srmuta. P •------------ u* -- - --...- * o
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non-production workers reduces the variations In total employment.
This followi from the fact that- based an Tigure U-2- variance of non-

production employment around its predicted man i 1e than the variance of
production employment, and their covarlance is positive (i.e., the fluctuations
tend to move together).

To put this more formally, we are hypothesizing that total employment equals

43 + SP p) L, with S and -Sp the fractional shares of non-production and

production employment, respectively, In total employment L (S +S -1) , awzi
(mean 1) random errors associated with fluctuations around eQected employment
at any moment In tine. Let--rV±' --6 sda-, e the vainces and covariance of
these random fluctuations.

The variance of total employment is then equal to

2 2 2 +(,S )2 2+
L Sl 0-j +(1-N) p 2S,(l-S.) Cr,,)

- - and its derivative with respect to S. (i.e., the effect on variance of an'
increase in the portion of employment made up of non-production workers) is

* 2L2 V 2 ( S.l -4~ +(e.J - 1)]
p p

with ?,pthe correlation coefficient of# and 64,.
Using the residuals of the estimated equations described In the last footnote,

we can form consistent estimates of , .rZ and ' , taking on values of about
7; .659, .00964, and .0280, respectively.

?or an Increase in SM to reduce variation in overall employment, we must then
have

see'

which, using our~etimtes, requires that S114 1.07.

Therefore, with the observed pattern of employment fluctuation, any Increase In
the employment share of non-production workers appears to reduce the Instability of
overall employment (since SN must always lie betveen 0 and 1).

C-

261'. UoS. Department of Labor# Bureau of

Labor Statistics, Lndu:1rEa2

(hashington, 1979), BLS Bulletin 2021.

262. See Rubenstein and Andrews, Il

(Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, December, 1959),

P. 9.
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di -(P). P and Q
1 4. Since d aK

the price .3ni quantity ot 'J.S. SCD output,

resnact ively;

dP K

P Q

;,3 be ore,. we dss3uv-i igregate dver-3je Si)

prict is a weig.iteu dvtdr:-*e uof tie nrices oi

~ic'3 *~3~;i1~iOasa-ore artc offsllore,. so

P C 0 +(1- of) C (see footnotSavs)

dP
ds- CO C U, and n,,, m(CO CU)a

P

- Pu-P0  )
PO

4o

e o 3,6 L 0t [10~ 5S

L. Z, iven J.~.,. factor prices, and constant

rtturr.i to scdiiet WA~ A ill hje conistant.

g uIA
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267. Technically, this should be the - -

elasticity of demand for U.S. production (Including

net exports, as well as domestic consumption, which

will be a weighted average of the price

elasticities of U.S. consumption demand and net

export demand. Since net exports are very snail In

relation to U.S. consumption, however, taking ttjs

into account would have no appreciable effect on

the price elasticity estimates used. In 1978, for

example net exports of finished goods amounteS to

roughtly s.7 billion, while U.S. consumption was

almost $5 billion.

( ( 268. This net balance underestimates the

true net balance on the international trade of the

U.S. semiconductor industry, since the total export

figure for the semiconductor industry does not

include materials other than semiconductors which

the industry ships, only to later reenter as part

of the content of 806/807 imports.
0

6~ q 1_
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